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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, Cal ifornia
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
B. E. Allen and G. L. Barksdale, Jr . ,  “MUNIX , An Environ-
ment for Software Development and Real-Time Execution ,”
Ninth International Conference on System Sciences, 1976,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
G. H. Bradley, “Why are Integer Programs Too Hard to Solve?”
Presented at the National Meeting of the Operations
Research Society of America , San Diego, November 1973.
G. H. Bradley and Ross Starr, “Bilateral Trade Theory: A
Problem in Combinatorial Analysis and Graph Theory ,”
M.S.S.B. Colloquium on Mathematical Economics,
University of California , Berkeley, August 1974.
G. H. Bradley, “Deterministic Networks ,” Second Annual
Systems Engineering Conference of the American Institute
of Industrial Engineers in Minneapolis , Minnesota,
November 1974.
G. H. Bradley , G. Brown and G. Graves, “A Comparison of Storage
Structures for Primal Network Codes.” Operations Re-
search Society of America National Meeting, Chicago,
May 1975.
G. H. Bradley , G. T. Howard and N. F. Schneidewind , “Structure
and Error Detection in Computer Software,” American In-
stitute of Industrial Engineer ’s Meeting, Washington ,
D. C., May 1975.
G. H. Bradley , “Fixed Order Enumeration Methods.” OperationsResearch Society of America National Meeting , Las Vegas ,
November 1975.
G. H. Bradley, G. G. Brown and G. Graves, “Tailoring Primal
Network Codes to Classes of Problems with Common Struc-
ture.” Operations Research Society of America National
Meeting, Las Vegas , November 1975.
G. H. Bradley , G. G. Brown and G. Graves, “Surrogate Programming
Approach to Solution of Large Scale Primal Network Codes.”
Operations Research Society of America National Meeting ,
Philadelphia , March 1976.
G. H. Bradley, G. G. Brown and G. Graves, “Large Scale Network
Optimization ,” IX International Symposium on Mathematical
Programming , Budapest, Hungary , August 1976.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
G. H. Bradley and G. G. Brown, “Network Optimization and
Defense Modelling,” Center for Naval Analyses,
Arlington , August 1976.
G. H. Bradley and G. G. Brown, “Energy Modelling with Network
Optimization ,” Federal Energy Administration, Washington ,
September 1976.
G. H - Bradley and G. G. Brown, “Extensions of Network Optimi-
zation Algorithms,” Association for Computing Machinery
national meeting, Houston, October 1976.
G. H. Bradley, G. G. Brown and G. Graves, “Imbedded Networks
in Large Scale Optimization Models,” ORSA/TIMS national
meeting, Miami, November 1976.
G. H. Bradley and G. G. Brown, “Modelling Applied to Military
Force Readiness,” sessions organized for Mili tary
Operations Research Society meeting , Ft. Eustis, Dec 1976.
G. H. Bradley and G. G. Brown, “Large Scale Network Optimiza-
tion, ” Stanford Operations Research Colloquium, Stanford ,
January 1977.
G. H. Bradley , G. G. Brown and G. Graves , “Preprocessing of
Large Linear Programs , ” ORSA/T IMS , Atlanta, November 1977.
G. H. Bradley, “ Survey of Deterministic-Networks ,” Plenary
Speaker , International Symposium on Extremal Methods
and Systems Analysis , September 1977.
G. G. Brown and H. Rutemiller, “Approximation of Stochastic
Vector Products ,” Spring 1974, ORSA Meeting, Boston .
G. G. Brown, “Matrix Inversion by Block Pivoting,” ORSA
Meeting, Fall 1974 , San Juan, Puerto Rico.
G. G. Brown, “A Nonlinear Programming Algorithm Using Higher
Order Representations of Highly Nonlinear Problems,”
Spring 1975, Wes tern ORSA Meeting, Monterey.
G. G. Brown, H. Rutemiller and E. Solberg , “Maximum Likeli-
j hood Estimation of the Probability of Labor Force
Participation When the Dependent Variable is Binary
with an Application to the AFDL Population-at-Risk ,”
1975 , Western Economics Association , San Diego.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey , California
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
G. G. Brown and G. Graves , “An Application of a Nonlinear
Integer Programming Algorithm to an Engineering Design
Problem,” Fall 1975, ORSA Meeting , Las Vegas.
G. G. Brown and J. Taylor, “An Examination of the Effec ts
of the Criterion Functional on Optimal Fire-Support
Policies,” Fall 1975, ORSA Meeting, Las Vegas.
G. G. Brown and J. Taylor , “Canonical Methods in the Solutionof Variable-Coefficient Lanchester-Type Equations of
Modern Warfare ,” Fall 1975, ORSA Meeting , Las Vegas.
G. G. Brown, “Optimization Methods in Distribution Planning,”National Council on Physical Distribution Management,
St. Louis, October 1976.
G. G. Brown and J. Taylor, “Further Canonical Methods in the
Solution of Variable—Coefficient Lanchester-Type
Equations of Modern Warfare : A New Definition of Power
Lanchester Functions ,” ORSA/TIMS, Miami , November 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Issues in Basis Manipulation : Factoriz ation-
Decomposition,” ORSA/TIMS, Miami , November 1976.
G. G. Brown and G. Graves, “Use of Simple Algebraic Structures
for Implementing Algorithms in Large Scale Mathematical
Programming,” American Mathematical Society 746th meeting
Hayward , April 1977.
G. G. Brown, “Applications of Nonlinear Programming,” ACM ,
Seattle , October 1977.
G. G. Brown, “Network Models and Logistics Management ,” NCPDM,
Los Angeles, October 1977.
G. G. Brown and J. Taylor, “Numerical Determination of the
Parity-Condition Parameter for Lanchester-Type Equations
of Modern Warfare,” ORSA/TIMS, Atlanta , November 1977.
G. G. Brown and G. Graves, “Use of Elastic Linear Programming ,”
ORSA/TIMS, November 1977.
G. A. Kildall, “The General Purpose Computer as a Personal
Tool ,” Mini Micro Computer Symposium, United States Naval
Academy, 1975, pp. 37-43.
G. A. Kildall, “Resident Microcomputer Software Development :
A Case Study,” Proceedings of the 1975 Western Electronic
Show and Convention, 1975, pp. 1-5.
6 
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey , California
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
G. A. Kildall , “Engineering Microcomputer Software ,” AFIPS
National Computer Conference, 1975.
G. A. Kildall , “Systems Languages: Management ’s Key to
Controlled Sof tware Evolution,” Western Electronics
Conference, 1974 and 1975.
G. A. Kildall, “Microcomputer Software Design-A Checkpoint ,”
presented at the AFIPS National Computer Conference,
- Anaheim , 1975.
U. R. Kodres, “Logic Circuit Layout,” Proceedings of SummerSeminar on Design Automation of Computers, Center of
Advanced Studies, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, 1974.
U. R. Kodres, “Microcomputers in Tactical Data Systems,”
CMS-2 User Group Meeting , San Diego , CA.
U. R. Kodres and W. L. McCracken , “Design Study of a Micro-
computer Based Avionics Navigation System,” Proceedings
of Second Annual Symposium of Computer Architecture,
University of Houston, 1975.
U. R. Kodres, “Analysis of Real Time Systems by Data Flow-
graphs, ” U. S. Navy Distributed Systems Workshop,
Fredricksburg, VA , June 1977.
V. M. Powers, “High-Level Languages for Microcomputers ,”
Microcomputer Technology Task Group Meeting, Naval
Electronics Laboratory Center , San Diego, CA , 1975.
C. A. Rahe and C. B. Robbins, “Spotlight,” National Annual
Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America , The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park ,
Pennsylvania , June 1977.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Using Time-Sharing for Software Reli-
ability Analysis ,” Proceedings of the Second Annual
Computer Communications Conference at California State• Universi~~~, San Jose , January 1973.
N. F. Schneidewind , ‘Lecturer in U . C . L . A .  Engineering and
• Physical Sciences Division Short Course,” August 1973.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Analytic Model of Software Quality
Control , ” ORSA 43rd National Meeting , Milwaukee ,




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont ’d)
N. F. Schneidewind , “Data Privacy and Security, ” Salinas
Valley, Monterey Peninsula Chapter of the National
Association of Accountants and Data Processing
Management Association, January 1974.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Mass and Memory System Peripherals,”
Eighth IEEE Computer Society International Conference ,
San Francisco, February 1974.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Management Information Systems ,” Data
- Processing Management Association , Har tnel l College,
Salinas, CA, April 1974.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Software Complexity and the Cost of
Testing ,” AIEE National Conference , 1975, with G.
Bradley and G. Howard .
N. F. Schneidewind , “Simulation of Error Detection in Computer
Programs ,” ORSA Western Section Meeting , Monterey , CA ,
March 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Analysis of Errors in Computer Software ,”
1975 International Conference on Reliable Sof tware,
Sponsored by IEEE, ACM , and NBS, Los Angeles, CA ,
April 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “An Analysis of Computer Performance and
Resource Usage in a Multi—programming Environment,”
ORSA/TIMS Meeting , Chicago , IL, May 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Structure and Error Detection in Computer
Sof tware ,” with G. Bradley and G. Howard , AIIE National
Conference, Washington, D. C., May 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Simulation of Error Detection in ComputerPrograms ,” Symposium on the Simulation of Computer
Systems , Sponsored by National Bureau of Standards and
the ACM , Boulder , Colorado , August 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Analysis of Computer Performance in Multi-
• Programmed Processing ,” Computer Performance Users Group
Meeting, Oklahoma City,  September 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Program Structures, Complexity and Error
Characteristics ,” Microwave Research Institute Sympoisum
on Computer Software Engineering , New York City , April 1976.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Future Directions in Software Quality
Assurance,” National Computer Conference, New York City,
June 1976.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Validation Tests for a Software Error
Simulation Model ,” 1976 Summer Simulation Conference ,
Washington, D. C., July 1976.
• .8




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS
G. H. Bradley , “A Note on the Shape of the Pareto Optimal
Surface ,” Journal of Economic Theory, Vol. 8 (1974).
G. H. Bradley , P. L. Hammer and L. Wolsey, “Coefficient
Reduction for Inequalities in 0—1 Variables ,”
Mathematical Programming 7 (December 1974).
G. H. Bradley , “Survey of Deterministic Networks,” AIIE
Transactions, 7 (September 1975).
G. H. Bradley , G. Brown , and G. Graves, “GNET , A FORTRAN
Primal Network Code,” copyright 1975.
G. H. Bradley , T. Green , G. Howard , and N. Schneidewind ,
“Structure and Error Detection in Computer Software ,”
Proceedings of the S~ring Conf erence of t~ie ~ericanInstitute of Industrial Eng ineers, May 1975.
G. H. Bradley , G. G. Brown and G. Graves, “Design and
Implementation of Large Scale Primal Transshipment
Algorithms,” “Exceptional Paper ” in Management Science,
24, 1 (1977), p 1—34.
G. G. Brown , “A Cost Analysis of Sampling Inspection Under
Military Standard 1QSD ,” with H. Rutemiller , Naval
Research Logistics Quarterly, 20 (1).
G. G. Brown and H. Rutemiller , “Some Probability Problems
Concerning the Game of Bingo,” Mathematics Teacher, 66(5).
G. G. Brown and H. Rutemiller , “Evaluation of Pr(X-Y) When
Both X and Y are from 3-Parameter Weibull Distributions ,”
IEEE Transactions on Reliabilifl’, R—22(2).
G. G. Brown and H. Rutemiller , “The Efficiencies of Maximum
Likelihood and Minimum Var iance Unbiased Estimators of
Fraction Detective in the Normal Case , ” Technometrics,
• Vol . 15, No. 4 (November 1973) .
G. G. Brown and H. Rutemiller , “Tables for Determining ExpectedCost per Unit Under MIL-STD-lOSD Single Sampling Schemes,”
American Institute of Industrial Engineering Transactions,
Vol. 6, No. 2, (June 1974).
G. G. Brown and H. Rutemiller , “An Analysis of the Long Range• Operating Characteristics of the MIL-STD-lO5D Sampling
Scheme and Some Suggested Modifications ,” Naval Research
• Logistics Quarterly, 22(4), 1975.
1 ’ .9 __ __
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey , California
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS (cont’d)
G. G. Brown and J. Taylor, “Canonical Methods in the Solution
of Variable-Coefficient Lanchester-Type Equations of
Modern Warfare , ” Operations Research, 2 4 ( 1 ) , 1976.
G. G. Brown , “A Note on Numerical Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion of the Parameters of the Weibull Distribution ,”
IEEE Transactions on Reliability, 24(2), 1976.
G. G. Brown and H. Rutemiller, “Maximum Likelihood Estimation
- of the Probability of Labor Force Participation Where
the Dependent Var iable is Binary , with an Application
to the AFDC Population-at-Risk ,” Atlantic Economics
Quarterly, V, 2 (1977), p. 22.
G. G. Brown and H. Rutemiller, “Means and Variances of
Stochastic Vector Products with Applications to Random
Linear Models ,” Management Science, 24, 2 (1977), p. 210.
G. G. Brown , “Nonlinear Statistical Estimation with Numerical
Maximum Likelihood,” Western Management Science Institute
(UCLA) Technical Report 222, October 1974.
R. W. Hamming, “Confessions of a Numerical Analyst,” CSIRO
Division Mathematical and Statistics Newsletter, *33 ,
July 1977.
R. W. Hamming , “A Formula for Generating Prime Numbers,”
Popular Computing, May 1977 , Vol. 5, No. 5.
G. A. Kildall, “High-Level Language Simplifies Microcomputer
Programming ,” Electronics Magazine, 1974.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Analysis of Error Processing in Computer
Software , ” Proceedings of the 1975 IEEE/ACM/NBS/NSF
International Conference on Reliable Software, April
1975 , pp. 337 — 346 .
• N. F. Schneidewind , “Analysis of Computer Performance in Multi-
programmed Processing,” Computer Performance Evaluation ,
Computer Performance Evaluation Users Group ; Proceedings
• of Ninth, Tenth and Eleventh Meetings, 1974-75, pp. 31-41.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Structure and Error Detection in Computer
Programs ,” Proceedings of the AIIE National Conference,




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS (cont’d)
N. F. Schneidewind , “An Experiment in Software Error Data
• Collection and Analysis ,” (with H. M . Hoffman~ ,Proceedings of the Sixth Texas Conference on Computing
Systems, Univ. of Texas, November 1977.
N. F. Schneidewind and T. F. Green , “Simulation of Error
Detection in Computer Programs,” Proceedings of the
Symposium on Simulation of Computer Systems, National
Bureau of Standards and Association for Computing
Machinery, August 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Analysis of Computer Performance in a
Multiprogrammed Environment ,” Proceedings of the Computer
Performance Evaluation Users Group, September 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Computer System Testing ,” Naval Research
Reviews, Feb 1976, p. 23.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Program Structure , Complexity and Error
Characteristics ,” with T. F. Green , G. T. Howard and
R. Pariseau , Proceedings of the Computer Software
Engineering Conference, April 1976.
N. F. Schneide~ ind and T. F. Green , “Simulation of ErrorDetection in Computer Programs,” SIMULETTER, ACM. Vol. 7,
No. 3, April 1976.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Validation Tests for a Software Error
Simulation Model ,” Proceedings of the Summer Computer
Simulation Conference, July 1976.
N. F. Schneidewind , G. H. Bradley, G. T. Howard , Abstract of
“Analysis of Program Structure and Error Detection
Properties ,” ACM Software Engineering Notes, Vol. 1,
No. 2 , Oct. 1976.
N. F. Schneidewind , “ The Application of Simulation to the
Evaluation of Computer Sof tware ,” Proceedings of the
Computer Performance Evaluation Users Group, Nov., 1976.
N. F. Schneidewind , “The Use of Simulation in the Evaluation of
Sof tware ,” Computer, IEEE Computer Society, Apr il 1977.
N. F. Schneidewind , “A Simulation Study of Initiator/Terminator
Policy in OS/MVT , ” with E. Fieqi , Proceedings of the
Thirteenth Meeting of Computer Performance Evaluations
• 
. Users Group, National Bureau of Standards Special
• Publication 500—18 , September 1977.
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey , California
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS (cont ’d)
N. F. Schneidewind , “Modularity Considerations in Real Time
Operating System Structures, ” Proceedings of the
Computer Software and Applications Conference of the
IEEE Computer Society, November 1977.
N. P. Schneidewind , “Comparison of Simulator Predicted
Operating System Performance with Actual System
Performance ,” (with E. Fiegi), Digest of Papers,








DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
B. E. Allen and G. L. Barksdale, Jr., “Design Considerations
for the NPS Signal Processing and Display Laboratory
Multiprocessing Operating System,” NPS72An75lll, 1975.
G. L. Barksdale, Jr. and W. B. Meyer, “TPS, A Text Processing
System, Primer and Reference Manual , ” NPS-723a7601ll, 1976.
G. H. Bradley, “Analysis of lIES and PIES Mathematical
.Programs , ” Federal Energy Administration Internal
Report , August 1976.
G. H. Bradley , G. G. Brown and G. Graves , “Design and
Implementation of Large Scale Primal Transshipment
Algorithms, NPS55BzBw76 O91 (also UCLA WMSI Report 260) .
G. G. Brown with J. Taylor , “A Mathematical Theory of Variable
Coefficient  Lanchester Type Equations of ‘Modern Warfare ’ , ”
Technical Report NPS55Tw741 11 , December 1974.
G. G. Brown , “ Numerical Performance of Matrix Inversion with
Block Pivoting , ” Technical Report NPS55Zr75 O 8 1 , Aug 1975.
G. G. Brown , “On Random Binary Trees , ” NPS 55Bw7606l , Jul y
• 
1976 , 45 pages.
G. Bro~n and J. Taylor , “A Table of Lanchester-Clifford-SchlafiFunctions, ” NPS55—77—39 , October 1977 , 72 pages.
G. Brown and J. Taylor , “ The Liouville-Green Approximation to
the Solution of Variable-Coefficient Lanchester-Type
Equations of Modern Warfare , ” NP S55-77-44 , December
1977 , 21 pages.
V. M. Powers , “A Navigation Microcomputer and Shipboard
Information Distribution, ” NPS—72Pw760ll ,  1976.
G. A. Rahe and C. E. Irvine , “Application of Acoustic Signal
• Processing Techniques to Deismic Data ,” NPS-521r7706l,June 1977.
N. F. Schneidewind , “ Analysis of Error Processes in Computer
Sof tware ,” Technical Report NPS-55SS74071, July 1974.
N. F. Schneidewind , “Structure and Error Detection in Computer• Software,” with G. H. Bradley , T. F. Green and G. T.
Howard , Technical Report NPS-55SS7402 1, February 1975.
13 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORT S AND NOTES (cont ’d)
N. F. Schneidewj nd , “Analysis of Computer Performance in
Multiprograrnmed Processing , ” Technical Report
NPS—55S s7505 , May 1975.
N. F. Schneidewind, G. H. Bradley, G. T. Howard , G. W.
Montgomery, and T. F. Green, “Systems Test Methodology, ”Vols. I and II, Technical Reports NPS-55Ss75072A and B,July 1975.
N. F.. Schneidewjnd , G. T. Howard and M. Kirchgaessner , “Soft-ware Error Detection Models, Validation , Tests and









Monterey, Cal i fornia
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
MASTER’S THESES DIRECTED
J. Antonelli , “ Updating the Navy Environmental Protection
Data Base to Incorporate a Cost Figure for  an Oil
Spill , ” June 1975 , (Advisor : M. U.  Thomas) .
R. E. Beal , “An Investigation of a Method of Obtaining a
Phase Coherence Numeric , ” 1974 , (Ad visor : C. A. Rahe) .
R. M. Clautero, “Generalized Approach for Evaluating Data
- Base Organization and Indexing Methods,” 1975,
(Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
E. Coulter and D . J. Parker , “Machine Independence - The
Problems of Portability, ” 1974 , (Advisor : G. A. K i l d a ll ) .
J. W. Cowan , “An Implementation of an Iterative Global Flow
Analysis Algorithm , ” 1974 , (Advisor : G. A. K i l d al l) .
3. C. Davis , II , “Current Alternatives for a Cockpit Calcu-
lator for Tactical Aircraf t  Pilots , ” 1975 (Advisor :
R. Panhoizer) .
R. H. Ekstrom and W. H. Reinhardt, “A Microprocessor-based
Communications Information System,” 1975 , (Advisor:
V. M. Powers) .
T. J. Giardina , “An Interactive Graphics Approach to the
Flight Deck Handling Problem , ” 1974 , (Advisor : G. A. Rahe) .
T. F. Green , “Software Error Detection Model,” 1975, (Advisor:
N. F. Schneidewind).
M. Harris , “A Prototype Ring Interface for the NPS Data
Communication Ring , ” 1974 , (Advisor : R. H. Brubaker) .
J. A. Hawley , III and W. D. Meyer , “MUNIX , A Multiprocessing
Version of UNIX ,” 1975 , (Advisor: B. E. Allen) .
R. C. Hilzer , “NANCEE: An Approach to Barrier Sonobuoy
Pattern Optimization ,” 1974, (Advisor: D. E. Harrison , Jr.)
C. G. Honour , “A Computer Solution to the Daily Flight Schedule
Problem,” 1974, (Advisor: U. R. Kodres).
B. Janov and V. Johns, “All Application Digital Computer
• Operating System Design and Specification ,” 1974 ,




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
MASTER ’S THESES DIRECTED (cont’d)
A. K. Johnson and K. P. Woolley , “A Simulation of a Computer
Graphics-Aided Aircraft Handling System ,” 1975,
(Advisor: G. M. Raetz).
R. P. Johnson and J. H. Kirkhain, “The System 360 Software
Interface for the Naval Postgraduate School Computer
Ring System ,” 1974, (Advisor : G. L. Barksdale , Jr.).
R. E. Joy, “Implementation of an Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm
- for the MUNIX Operating System ,” 1975 , (Advisor :
G. L. Barksdale, Jr.).
H. A. Jupin , “The Ballistics Processor a Multiple Processor ,
Airborne Tactical System,” 1975, (Advisor: U. R. Kodres).
K. Killain, “A GPSS Simulation of a Demand Access Communication
System,” 1974, (Advisor : G. Howard).
T. C. Kral, “A Processor Controller for a Hierarchial Process
Structured Operating System,” 1975, (Advisor: B. E. Allen).
D. Larson, “Computer Data Security ,” 1974 (Advisor: G. L. Barksdale).
T. P. B. Linhares, “Distributed Microcomputer Airborne Tactical
• System,” 1975 (Advisor: U. R. Kodres).
N. Lukasczyk, “An Investigation of Selection Methods for a
Simple Program Flow Analysis Algorithm,” 1974 (Advisor :
G. A. Kildall).
D. MacFarlane , “A Text Processing System,” 1974 , (Advisor :
G. L. Barksdale, Jr.).
M. T. Marsh, “Memory Management for Paged, Hierarchical
Memory in a Multiprocessing Computer System,” 1975,
(Advisor: B. E. Allen).
J. S. Meserve and R. E. Stewart, “Implementation and Testing
of the NPS Data Communication Ring,” 1975, (Advisor :
G. M. Raetz).
G. W. Montgomery , “System Test Methodology ,” 1975 ,
(Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
J. P. Moore and D. B. Rainsberger, “The Design of A Celestial
Navigation Microcomputer with Thoughts on an Integrated
Information Distribution System,” 1975, (Advisor:
V. M. Powers).
16
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NAVAL POSTGRADUAT E SCHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
MASTER’S THESES DIRECTED (cont’d)
D. W. Murray and L. J. Sims, “An Interactive Computer Model
to Assist Marine Corps Enlisted Personnel Assignments,”
1975, (Advisor: K. T. Marshall).
A. Pease, “A No-Drop Bomb Scoring System Using Microcomputers ,”
1974 , (Advisor: U. R. Kodres).
L. R. B. Pedroso, “MLBO: A Structured Machine Oriented Micro-
computer Programming Language ,” 1975, (Advisor : G. A. Kildall).
J. P. Pennell, “An Investigation of the Use of Microcomputers
to Aid the Pilot in the Solution of the Ballistics
Problem,” 1975 (Advisor : U. R. Kodres).
J. F. Renninger , “Reduction of AUTODIN/NIDN Line Disciplines
to Programmed Control Logic ,” 1975, (Advisor : V. M. Powers).
L. N. Schofield, “Design Approach for a Computer Graphics
System Application to Torpedo Tracking and Evaluation ,”
1975, (Advisor: V. M. Powers).
R. 3. Simpson , “ Remote Batch Entry System Uti l iz ing Micro-
computer and Television Display,” 1974 , (Advisor :
R. H. Brubaker).
J. E. Tarver , “Feasibility Study for Establishing an Auto-
mated Data Base System for Naval Electronics Engineering
Center, Vallejo, ” 1975 (Advisor: S. H. Parry).
L. A. Thorpe , “ Implementation of an Interactive Graphics
Display in a Multiprogramming Environment,” 1976,
(Advisor: G. M. Raetz).
V. Underwood , “An Investigation of the Parameters for Register
Allocation During Compilation , ” 1974 , (Advisor : G. A. Ki lda l l) .
R. Van Houten , R. P. Hansen and R. E. Sonnenberg , “A Design
of a Personnel Training Information System for the U. S.
Marine Corps ,” 1975, (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
J. C. Winther and D. M. Kruse, “Virtualization of the PDP 11/50,”
1975, (Advisor: B. E. Allen).
E. Wortmann , “Design and Implementation of a Ring Interf ace!
Host Adapter for an IBM System 360,” 1974 , (Advisor :G. A. Kildall).
17 
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
MASTER’S THESES DIRECTED (cont’d)
R. Anzelmo and T. Kaye , “ Emulation of the AN/UYK-20 Tactical
Data Computer on the Burroughs D—Machine , ” March 1977 ,
(Advisor : L. V. Rich) .
D. C. Endicott and N. P. Martino, “Implementation of a User
Interface with the Vector General Graphics Display
System ,” December 1977, (Advisor: G. A. Rahe).
J. M. O’Dell, “The Development of a Segmented Memory Manager
- for the UNIX Operating System with Applications in a
Multiported Memory Environment,” September 1977,
(Advisor: G. L. Barksdale, Jr.).
R. Gayler, “A Multimicroprocessing Approach to the AEGIS
Combat System ,” December 1977, (Advisor: U. R. Kodres).
R. C. York, “An Investigation of Two LALR(1) Parsing Techniques
for the Computer Programming Language C,” September 1977,
(Advisor: G. A. Kildall).
A. K. Siinopoulos, “Multicriteria Integer Zero-One Programming :
A Tree Search Type Algorithm,” Dec 1977 (Advisor: S. Holl).
G. E. Anderson, “The Use of microcomputers in DCS Autodin
Tributaries , December 1976, (Advisor : V. M. Powers).
C. Seyhan, “A Computer Assisted Petty Officer Assignment
System for the Turkish Navy ,” June 1976 (Advisor:
C. P. Gibfried).
P. A. Callahan , “Design Considerations for Implementing a
Shipboard Computer Supported Command Management System ,”
June 1976, (Advisor: B. A. Gold).
M. Kirchgaessner , “Analysis of Program Structure and Error
Characteristics as Applied to NTDS Programs ,” June 1976,
(Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
D. P. Kollay and K. L. Kreutzer, “Tactical Electronic
Reconnaissance Processing and Evaluation Segment A New
Look , ” June 1976 (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
G. E. Eubanks, Jr., “A Microprocessor Implementation of
Extended BASIC,” Dec 1976, (Advisor: G. A. Kildall).
H. W. Emery, Jr., “The Development of a Partitioned Segmented
Memory Manager for the UNIX Operating System,” June
1976 (Advisor: G. L. Barksdale, Jr.).
18
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
MASTER’S THESES DIRECTED (cont’d)
3. 3. Crowley~ Jr. and L. N. Karns, “An Interactive Simulationof the IBM System 360 Operator ’s Console ,” June 1976,
(Advisor: C. P. Gibfried).
J. F. Keller and R. W. Roesch, Jr., “A Decision Logic Table
Preprocessor ,” June 1977 (Advisor: C. P. Gibfried).
R. B. Dobie, “Information Storage and Retrieval System a Data
Base Management System for a Microcomputer , Dec 1976,
- (Advisor: L. V. Rich).
E. Fiegl , “A Simulation Model for the Study of Job Scheduling
Policy , ” June 1977 (Advisor : N. F. Schneidewind) .
D. M. Visco, “The Design of a Inter-Processor Support System
for an Interactive Graphics Package,” December 1976 ,
(Advisor: G. M. Raetz).
F. Burkhead, “Parallel Process ing of Recursive Functions ,”
June 1977 (Advisor: C. A. Kildall).
3. L. Cuzzacrea and M. C. Thomas, “An Interactive, Incremental
Assembly Language Processor the Intel 8080 , June 1977 ,
(Advisor : V. M. Powers).
J. J. Frydrychowicz, “A Study of the P-3C Omega Navigation
System,” June 1977 (Advisor: U. R. Kodres) .
T. Metkarunchit, “Application of Database Model for Evaluating
the Inverted File System , ” June 1977 (Advisor : N. F.
Schneidewind).
C. E. Sibre, “A Quadratic Assignment/Linear Programming
Approach to Ship Scheduling for the U. S. Coast Guard ,”
June 1977 (Advisor: G. G. Brown).
R. D. Cloyes, Jr. and R. J. Muller , “A Case Study in Man
Machine Conversational Interaction, ” June 1977
(Advisor: G. A. Rahe).
H. M. Hoffman , “An Experiment in Software Error Occurrence
and Detection,” June 1977, (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
• B. S. McCord , “An Enhancement of the Computer TypesettingCapability of UNIX ,” June 1977 (Advisor: G. L. Barksdale).
C. E. McNeil and D. P. Houston , “The Development of a User
Oriented Interface for a Computer Driven Graphics Device ,”
June 1977 (Advisor : G. A. Rahe) .
1 
_ _  
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey , California
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
MASTER ’S THESE S DIRECTED (cont ’d)
P. M. Doyle, “An Adaptation of the Hershey Digitized Char-• acter Set for Use in Computer Graphics and Typesetting ,”
June 1977 , (Advisor : G. L. Barksdale , Jr . ) .
S. J. Carro and B. L. Knouse, “The Implementation of an
Operating System for a Shared Microcomputer Environment,”
September 1977, (Advisor: G. A. Kildall).
E. K. Conley and R. W. Modes, “The Development of a COBOL
- “Calculator ” for High-performance Bit-slice Micro-
processor ,” September 1977, (Advisor: G. A. Kildall).
H. C. Diaz, “An Analysis of the Venezuelan DOD Budget Process,”
September 1977, (Advisor: J. D. Buttinger).
L. E. Rhoads, “The Design and Implementation of an Accurate
Measurment System Which Uses a Controller-oriented
Microcomputer, ” June 1977 , (Advisor: R. Panholzer).
R. C. Hammerud , “A Study in Portable Software and Portable
Program Development Systems ,” June 1977 , (Advisor :
G. L. Barksdale, Jr.).
J. P. Flynn and M. S. Moranville, “ALGOL-M An Implementation
• of a High-level Block Structured Language for aMicroprocessor-based Computer System,” September 1977,
(Advisor: G. A. Kildall).
D. E. Lough and A. D. Burns, “An Analysis of Data Base Query
Languages,” March 1977, (Advisor: L. V. Rich).
J. T. Ertlschewiger, II , “Verification and Feasibility Study
of a Micro-computer Based Ballistics Algorithm,”
December 1976, (Advisor: U. R. Kodres).
J. M. Haggerty and J. M. Hartling , “Emulation of the AN/tJYK-7
Tactical Data Computer on the Burroughs D-Machine,
December 1976, (Advisor: S. Jauregui).
P. B. Snyder , “Redundant Ring Structures for Shipboard
• Distributed Computer Systems,” December 1976 ,
(Advisor: V. M. Powers).
W. R. Teetz, “An Evaluation of a Raster Scan Display for
Signal Processing and Analysis,” December 1976,





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
MASTER’S THESES DIRECTED (cont’d)
K. J. Brown and D. R. Bullock, “A Shared Environment for
Microcomputer System Development,” March 1977,
(Advisor: G. M. Raetz).
A. S. Craig, “Micro-Cobol an Implementation of Navy Standard
Hypo-Cobol for a Microprocessor-Based Computer System ,”
March 1977 , (Advisor: G. A. Kildall).
J. M. Russell, “An Investigation of a Fortran Grammar for
- Use with a Microproce~sor Based LALR (l) TranslatorWriting System , ” March 1977 , (Adv isor : L. V. Rich) .
D. S. Gomez, “Microcomputer Application to Compute a Shio ’ s
Draft  and Longitudinal Stress , ” March 1977 , (Advisor :
R. W. Hamming).
W. L. Hogan , Jr . ,  “An Evaluation of a Raster Scan Display
for Use in An Aircraf t  Information Handling System , ”
March 1977 , (Advisor: G. M. Raetz).
BOOKS
R. W. Hamming, Digital Filters , Prentice—Hall , 1977.





C. Comstock, C~ P. Chang, J. B. Tupaz, and R. T. Williams, “Baro-tropic Instability in a Spacially Varying Mean Flow , ” to be
submitted for publication.
C. Comstock and J. G. Taylor, “Force Annihila tion Conditions for
Variable Coefficient Lanchester-Type Equations of Modern
Warfare ,” Naval Research Logistics Quarterly 24 (1977)
349—371.
C. Coñistock and L. H. Sibul, “Stochastic Differential Equations
and Their Application to Randomly Varying Control Systems,”
International Journal of Control 25 (1977) 647-656.
C. Comstock and G. C. Hsiao, “Singular Perturbations for Differ-
ence Equations ,” Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics 6
(1976) 561—567. —
C. Comstock and P. W. Dunne, “Second Order Equations with Two-
Point and Integral Boundary Conditions ,” Journal of Mathe-
matical Analysis and Applications 54 (1976) 558—562.
C. Comstock, “Singular Perturbations of the Wave Equation,”
Applicable Analysis 5 (1975) 117—123 .
• C. Comstock and R. W. Wilson, Professional Opportunities in
Mathematics, Mathematical Association of Anierica, 1974.
C. Comstock, A. Zargary, and J. E. Brock, “On the Delayed Hot
Water Problem,” Journal of Heat Transfer 96 (1974) 166-171.
F. D. Faulkner, with T. B. Rosmond , “Director Solution of Ellip tic
Equations by Block Cyclic Reduction and Factorization ,”
• Monthly Weather Review, 104, No. 5, May 1976 , pps . 641-9.
R. Franke and D. Salinas, “A Comparison of Some Time Integration
Methods for Solving a Nonlinear Reactor Problem,” submitted
to 8th U. S. National Congress of Applied Mechanics.
• R. Franke, “On the Minimum Number of Points Required by Certain
• Cubature Formulas,” Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical
Society, to appear.
• R. Franke, “On the Computation of Optimal Approximations in Sard







• R. Franke, “Locally Determined Smooth Interpolation at Irreg-
ularly Spaced Points in Several Variables,” Journal of the
Institute for Mathematics and its Applications 19 (1977)
471—482.
R. Franke, “On the Convergence of an Algorithm for Rational
Chebyshev Approximation,” Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathe-
matics 6 (1976) 227—236.
T. Jayachandran , “A Confidence Interval for an Interciass Mean,”
Naval Research Loqistics Quarterly, Vol. 24, No. 1, March
1977.
T. Jayachandran and L. R. Moore, III, “A Comparison of Relia-
bility Growth Models,” IEEE Transactions on Reliability,
Vol. R—25 , No. 1, April 1976.
H. B. Marks, “Minimum Storage Solution of Capacitated Rooted
Trees ,” International Journal of Co~~uter Science.
I. B. Russak, “Convergence of the Method of Parallel Displace-
ments,” soon to be submitted.
I. B. Russak, “Multiplier Equations in the Presence of Higher
Order State Constraints, ” soon to be submitted .
I. B. Russak, “On General Problems with Higher Derivative Bounded
State Variables,” submitted to the Transactions of the Airier-
ican Mathematical Society.
I. B. Russak , “Necessary Conditions for Problems with Higher
Derivative Bounded State Variables,” Journal of Optimization
Theory and Applications, Vol. 26, No. 4, 1978.
I. B. Russak, “An Indirect Sufficiency Proof for Problems with
Bounded State Variables, ” Pacific Journal of Mathematics,
Vol. 62, No. 1, (1976), 34 pages.
I. B. Russak, “Relations Among the Multipliers for Problems with
Bounded State Constraints ,” SIAM Journal of Control and
Optimization, Vol. 14, No. 16 , (1976).
• I. B. Russak, “Second Order Necessary Conditions for General
Problems with State Inequality Constraints,” Journal of
Optimization Theory and Applications, Vol . 17, No. 1— 2,






I. B. Russak, “Second Order Necessary Conditions for Problems
with State Inequality Constraints,” SIAN Journal of Control,
Vol. ±3, No. 2 (1975), 17 pages.
A. L. Schoenstadt, “ The Binary Signature Model for Identification
of Targets by Unattended Sensors ,” submitted to Military
Operations Research Society (MORS).
A. L. Schoenstadt , “The Effect of Spatial Discretization on the
Steady—State and Transient Solutions of a Dispersive Wave
Equation ,” Journal of Computational Physics, Vol. 23, No. 4,
(1977), pps. 364—379.
A. L. Schoenstadt and R. T. Williams, “The Computational Stability
Properties of the Shuman Pressure Gradient Averaging Technique ,”
Journal of Computational Physics, Vo. 21, No. 2 , (1976), pps.
166—177.
A. L. Schoenstadt, “A Non-Linear Relay Model for Post-Stall
Oscillations,” AIAA Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 12, No. 7,
July 1975, pps. 572—577.
A. L. Schoenstadt, “On a New Stability Criterion,” BulletinulInstitutuli Politechnic din lasi, Tomul xx (xxiv), Fasc.
1—2 , Sectia I, 1974 , pps. 73—77.
P. C. C. Wang, “A Graphical Analysis of Multivariate Data Tech-
niques,” to appear in the International Journal on Policy
Analysis and Information Systems, 1978.
P. C. C. Wang, “Characterization of Poisson Distribution,” Journal
of Discrete Mathematics, 13, 1975, pp. 83-94.
P. C. C. Wang and H. Medwin, “Stochastic Models on the Scattering
of Sound by Bubbles in the Upper Ocean,” Quarterly of Applied
Mathematics, 32, 1975, pp. 411—425.
P. C. C. Wang with W. E. Bleick, “Asymptotics of Stirling Numbers
of the 2nd Kind,” Proceedings of the American Mathematical
Society, 48, 1975, p. 518.
P. C. C. Wang with W. E. Bleick, “Asyinptotics of Stirling Numbers
of the 2nd Kind,” Proceedings of American Mathematical Society,
42 , 1974 , pp. 575—580.
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
• C. Comstock, “A Study of Recent Numerical Methods for the Baro-
tropic Primitive Equations,” NPS Technical Report, NPS—53Cs
• 76014, 1976.
C. Comstock, “Solving the Linear Balance Equation,” NPS Technical
Report, NPS—53Zk7406l, 1974.
F. D. Faulkner, “The Numerical Solution of the Helinholtz Equation
~n a Sphere,” NPS Technical Report, NPS-53Fa76025, 1976.
F. D. Faulkner, with T. E. Rosmond, “Direct Solution of Elli ptic
Equations by Block Cyclic Reduction and Factoralization,”
EPRP Technical Note, No. 20, 1975.
R. Franke, “On the Computation of Optimal Approximations in Sard
Corner Spaces,” NPS Technical Report, NPS-53Fe76l2l, 1976.
R. Franke, with D. Salinas and D. Nguyen, “An Optimal Compact
Storage Scheme for Nonlinear Reactor Problems by FEN,” NI’S
Technical Report, NPS—69Zc76lll, 1976.
R. Franke, with E. L. Bell, “A Numerical Comparison of Some
Toeplitz Equation Solving Algorithms,” NI’S Technical Report,
NPS—53Fe7604l, 1976.
• R. Franke, “The Specification of Algorithms,” NPS Technical Report,
NPS—53Fe7507l, 1975.
R. Franke, “Locally Determined Smooth Interpolation at Irregularly
Spaced Points in Several Variables,” NPS Technical Report,
NPS—53Fe7504l, 1975.
R. Franke, “Minimal Point Cubatures of Precision Seven for Symmetric
Planar Regions , Revisited,” NI’S Technical Report, NPS-53Fe7407l,
1974.
R. Franke, “Some Methods for Approximating Functions of Several
Variables,” NPS Technical Report, NPS-53Fe7405l, 1974.
T. Jayachandran and L. R. Moore, III , “The Performance Character-
istics of Some Reliability Growth Models,” NI’S Technical
• Report, NPS—53Jy74l22, 1974.
T. Jayachandran, “On Prediction Intervals from Normal Samples,”








TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES cont’d.
T. Jayachandran , “A Plan for Monitoring Reliability Growth for
the Trident I (C—4) Program,” 1974.
T. Jayachandran and W. M. Woods, “C—3 Reliability Program,” Final
Report , Task #55865 , 1974.
I. B. Russak, “On General Problems with Higher Derivative Bounded
State Variables ,” NI’S Technical Report, NPS-53Ru77l0l, 1977.
I. B. Russak, “Necessary Conditions for Problems with Higher
Derivative Bounded State Variables,” NPS Technical Report,
NPS—53Ru7706l, 1977.
I. B. Russak, “Concerning the RCM and Other Simulation Programs ,”NPS Classified Technical Report, NPS—53Ru7609l, 1976.
I. B. Russak, “Effects of Configuration Parameters on a Particular
Air to Air Interceptor Missile with Optimal Guidance,” NI’S
Technical Report, NPS-53Ru75l03 , 1975.
I. B. Russak, “Relations Among the Multipliers for Problems with
State Inequality Constraints,” NI’S Technical Report, NPS-53
Ru7 5062 , 1975.
- I. B. Russak, “An Indirect Sufficiency Proof for Problems with
State Inequality Constraints , NPS Technical Report, NPS-53
Ru7506l , 1975.
I. B. Russak, “Continued Results Concerning the Improvements Real-
izable Through the Use of Variable Thrust Together with Engine
Gimbaling for a Particular Interceptor Missile,” NPS Technical
Report, NPS—53Ru7409l, 1974; and NPS—53Ru7406]., 1974.
A. L. Schoenstadt, “On One Dimensional Geostrophic Adjustment with
Finite Differencing ,” NPS Technical Report, NPS-53Zh77041
A. L. Schoenstadt, “A Comparison of the Lieberman-Ross and Mann-
Grubbs Methods,” NI’S Technical Report, NPS-53Zh7609l, 1976.
A. L. Schoenstadt, “Limit Cycles in a Damped and Biased Relay
System,” NI’S Technical Report, NPS—53Zh7608l , 1976.
A. L. Schoenstadt, R. T. Williams, L. L. Davidson, B. C. Stauffer
-
• and K. G. Dunning, “A Numerical Model for the Effect of Ocean






TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES cont’d.
E. J. Stewart,- “The Calculation of eAt with Some Applications ,”
NI’S Technical Report, NPS—535r7702l, 1977.
P. C. C. Wang, Russel H. Stolfi and Gerald E. Lake, “A Graphical
Representation of Multivariate Data: Soviet Foreign Policy
in Sub—Saharan Africa, NI’S Technical Report, NPS-53Wg-77-06l,
1977.
-_ _ _ _
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P. C. C. Wang, Editor, Proceedings of the Symposium on the
Automated Production, Storage, Retrieva~L and Display ofDigitized Engineering Data, Vol. 1, Western Periodicals,
May 1977.
M. D. Weir, Hewitt-Nachbjn S?aces, North-Holland/American Elsevier,
Amsterdam, 1975, 270+viii pp.
C. 0. Wilde and E. B. Barrett , Editors , Image Science Ma thematics,










F. D. Faulkner , “On Finding Solutions which Dominate Equilibrium
Solutions to Some N—Person Differential Games,” Proceedings
of the Fourteenth Biennial Seminar of the Candian Mathe-
matical Congress, pp. 155-168, Springer—Verlag , New York ,1974.
A. L. Schoenstadt, “Panel Discussion on Information Handling”
and “Closing Session — Digitized Engineering Data: A
SLunmary of the Symposium and Thoughts for the Future , ”Proceedings of the Symposium on the Automated Production,
Storage, ~etrieval and Display of Di~ itized Engineering Data,edited by P. C. C. Wang, Western Periodicals Company, 1977.
A. L. Schoenstadt, “The Effect  of Discretization on the Process
of Geostrophic Adjustment,” presented at the Fall Meeting of
the American Geophysical Union, San Francisco, December 1976.
P. C. C. Wang, “A Modernization Plan for the Technical Data Depart-
ment of the Naval Ships Weapon Systems Engineering Station,”
Proceedings of the Symposium on the Automated Production,
Storage, Retrieval and Display of Di~ itized Engineering Data,edited by P. C. C. Wang, Western Periodicals Company, 1977.
P. C. C. Wang, “A Statistical Procedure for Determining Battle
Outcome Utilizing Semi-Markov Process,” Transactions of theNineteenth Conference of Army Mathematicians, 961—971 , Orlando,
Florida , 1975 (US Army Research Office Report No. 73-3).
P. C. C. Wang, with Herbert Solomon , “Nonhomogeneous Poisson Fields
of Random Lines with Applications to Traffic Flow,” Vol, 11:
Random Processes , II , Poisson and Jump-Point Processes, Anthony
Ephremides, editor; Benchmark Papers in Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, John B. Thomas, general editor, Dowden
Hutchinson, and Ross , Inc., 1975 , Stroudsburg, PA. (Originally
in the Proceedings. of the 6th Berkeley Symposium on Mathematics,







DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMAT ICS
MASTERS THESES DIRECTED
Ronald W. Chanibless, “A Numerical Analysis of Errors in a
Bombing System,” 1978, (Advisor: F. D. Faulkner)
Patrick A. Toffler, “An Investigation of the Relative Effective-
ness of the Personalized System of Instruction at the Naval
Postgraduate School,” 1975, (Advisor: N. D. Weir)
D. Hinsman, “Application of a Finite Element Method to the Baro-
tropic Primitive Equations,” 1975, (Advisor: C. Comstock)
Chang Heup Choi, “Prediction Intervals for Correlated Samples,”
1974, (Advisor: T. Jayachandran)
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRPTIVE SCIENCES —
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
3. K. Arima , “Verbal Discrimination Learning : An Information
Analysis of Randomly Presented 2-, 3-, and 4-word items.”
Paper presented at the 82nd Annual Convention of the
American Psychological Association , New Orleans , LA ,
August 30 - 3 September 1974.
J. K. Arima and R . D. Read , “Controlling the Riot Shotgun.”
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Western
Psychological Association, Sacramento , CA , April 1975.
J. K. Arima , “Measuring the Fit between Person and Equipment. ”
Paper presented at the meeting of the Western Psychologica l
Association, Los Angeles , CA , 8-11 April 1976.
J. K. Arima , “Objective Indices of Recruiter Effectiveness.”
Paper presented at the 84th Annual Convention of the
American Psychological Association, Washington , D.C.,
September 1976.
3. K. Arima and N. Janowitz, “Organizational Developirent in the
Military Services.” Symposium sponsored by the Inter-
University Seminar on Armed Forces and Society at the 84th
Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association ,
September 1976.
J. K. Arima , “Measuring Recruiter Effectiveness. ” 38th Military
Operations Research Symoosium , Fort Eus tis , VA , December 1976.
J. K. Arima , “Navy Ships as Open Systems : Perspectives in Multi-
organizational Research.” Symposium at 85th Annual Conven-
tion of the American Psychological Association , San Francisco ,
CA, August 1977.
D. N .  Burt , “An Investigation of the Role of Personal Attributes
of Salesmen-Negotiators ,” Western Academy of Management,
Sacramento , CA , March 1978.
3. W. Creighton, “Methodology of Technological Transfer for the
Forest Service.” a. Logan, Utah ; b. Ogden , Utah~ c. Denver,
• . Cob ., 1974.
J. W. Crei ghton , “Accelerating tI’e Use of Research Results.”
Presented at National University Ext. Assn. Conference,
Denver, Cob . ,  1974.
J. W. Creighton , “ How Do You Find Out About New Things .” Presented
at Federal-State-Local Govt. Tech . Transfer Conference, San
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRAT IVE SCIENCES
• CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
J. W. Creighton , “Labor Relations for Farmers.” Presented to
Annual Membership Meeting of Salinas Valley Independent
Growers , Salinas, CA, 1974.
J. W. Creighton, “The Presidential Interns and Their PerceivedValue in the Technology Transfer Process.” Presented at
the NAVMAT Tech. Transfer conference , Washington , D.C.,
-June 1975.
C. B. Derr , “Contingency Approaches to Conflict Management.”
Paper presented at Wes tern Academy of Management Meeting,
Las Vegas, March 1975.
C. B. Derr , “Organization Development in Schools. ” Paper
presented at American Educational Research Association Meet-
ing , Washington, D. C., March 1975.
R . S. El ster , “An Organizational Development Program in Two
Navy Organizations Staffed by Military and Civilian Per-
sonnel ,” with W. Githens, Proceedings of the 1974 Psychology
In the Air Force Symposium, Colorado Springs, April 1974.
• R. S. Elster, “Selection of Students for the Naval PostgraduateSchool,” with W. Githens, Proceedings of the 1974 Military
Testing Association Conventthn, Oklahoma City, October 1974.
C. K. Eoyang, “Systems Analysis and the Dynamics of Manpower.”
Paper presented to the XXII International Meeting of the
Institute of Management Sciences, Kyoto, Japan , July 1975.
C. K. Eoyang, “Studies of the Effectiveness of Paramedical
Usage in Medical Care Delivery ,” with W. C. Giauque, R. T.
Harris , & C. B. Derr, NATO Conference on Systems Science in
Health Care, Paris , July 1976.
C. K. Eoyang, “The Effects of Similarity and Dissimilarity on
Group Performance ,” with K. W. Wells, American Psychological
Association, Washington, D. C.., August 1976.
C. K. Eoyang, “Multi-Organization Research in the Navy,” Annual
Convention of the American Psychological Association , San
Francisco, CA, August, 1977.
C. K. Eoyang, “Organization Design: A Maoist Perspective,”
Annual Meeting of The Institute of Management Sciences,




DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
J. M. Fremgen , “Measurement Issues in the FASB ’s Conceptual
Framework for Accounting and Reporting,” 1977 Annual Inter-
national Conference of National Association of Accountants ,
Chicago , IL , June 1977.
W. C. Giauque, presented a two-hour summary of utility and
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G. N. Cook and R. W. Russell, “A Systc1r~s Acquisition View ofReliability and Maintainability i -~~~~~~ Navy F-l8 Fighter/
Attack Program ,” March 1978, (Advi~or: M. B. Kline).
G. A. MacKenzie and D. R. Sadowski , “A Study of Depot vs.
Certified Round Maintenance for the Advanced Light Weight
Torpedo,” Mar. 1978, (Advisor: M. B. Kline) .
J. H. Christensen , “An Application and Comparison of Static
Marginal Analysis in the Generation of a U. S. Navy Repair
Material Requirements List,” December 1976 , (Advisor: A. W.
McMasters).
E. R. Eckstein , “Schedule Adherence in A Naval Shipyard--
A Case Study,” Sept. 1976, (Advisor: A. W. McMasters).
S. I. Marsh , “An Heuristic Scheduling Algorith for Resource-
Constrained Project Networks ,” December 1976, (Advisor :
A. W. McMasters).
Claterio, “Generalized Data Base Systems ,” June 1975, (Advisor :
N. F. Schneidewind).
J. Collins and J. Perrault , “World-Wide Mil i tary Command and
Control System ,” Sept. 1975, (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
T. Green, “Software Error Detection Model,” June 1975, (Advisor :
N. F. Schneidewind).
G. Montgomery, “System Test Methodology ,” June 1975, (Advisor:
N. F. Schneidewind).
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
MASTER’S THESES DIRECTED (CONT)
(Except as indicated)
R. Van Houten, R. Hansen, R. Sonnenberg, “Use of Mini-Computers
in Marine Computer Networks,” June 1975, (Advisor: N. F.
Schneidewind).
B. Hintz ,”NAVCOMPARS: Analysis of an Automated System (CNO
Award in Comm.),” 1976, (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
K. S. Callison, “Measurement and Evaluation of Commercial Time-
Sharing Vendor ,” 1976, (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
M. Kirchgaessner , “Analysis of Program Structure and Error
Characteristics as Applied to NTDS Programs ,” 1976,
(Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
D. P. Kollay and K. L. Kreutzer, “Tactical Electronic Recon-
naissance Processing and Evaluation Segment--A New Look,”
1976, (Advisor: N. F. Schrteidewind).
V. E. Hipkiss and C. R. Schromxn, “Micro and Mini Computers in
Communications ,” 1976, (Advisor : N. F. Schneidewind).
J. S. Fitzgerald , “The Naval Automated Communications System:
An Application of Computer Technology to Shipboard Record
Information Processing, Distribution and Transfer ,” March
1977 , (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
E. Fiegl, “A Simulation Model for the Study of Job Scheduling
Policy ,” June 1977, (Advisor : N.  F. Schneidewind).
H. M. Hoffmann, “An Experiment in Software Error Occurrence
and Detection,” June 1977 , (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
C. J. Janssens, “Privacy Legislation and Its Implication Toward
the Computer Industry, ” June 1977, (Advisor: N. F. Schneide-
wind).
T. Metkarunchit, “Application of Database Model for Evaluating
the Inverted File System,” June 1977, (Advisor : N. F. Schnei-
dewind).
H. P. Libuda , “Personal Computing,” September 1977, (Advisor:
N. F. Schneidewind).
L. M. Wilson, “A Vessel Inspection Information System,” Sept.,
1977 , (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
G. 0. Flores Prado, “A Study of the System Development Process,”
Dec. 1977, (Advisor: N. F. Schneidewind).
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
MASTER’S THESES DIRECTED (CONT)
(Except as indicated)
3. L. Cook, “Predictors of Academic Success of Graduate Students
in the Communications Management Curriculum of the U.S.
Naval Postgraduate School,” 1974, (Advisor: R. A. Weitzman).
M. D. Raj, “Language Identification by Statistical Analyses ,”
1974, (Advisors: R. A. Weitzman and V. M. Powers).
R. B. Bower, “An Investigation of the Lifestyle of Coast Guard
Enlisted Grade Families Concerned Specifically with Housing
Benefits , and Use of Related Coast Guard Programs,” 1975,
(Advisor: R. A. Weitzman) .
T. M. Nilssen, “U. S. and Norwegian Military Officers ’ Person-
ality Traits, Attitudes, Values , and Leadership Styles:
A Cross-National Comparison ,” 1975, (Advisors: R. A. Weitz-
man and J. D. Senger).
J. F. Anderson and R. W. Cooper, Jr., “Analysis of the Correla-
tion between Psychological Variables and U. S. Navy
Of f icer  Promotion ,” 1976, (Advisors: R. A. t1eitzman and
J. D. Senger).
C. A. Millard , “A Factor Analysis of the Behavioral Dimensions
of Marine Corps Performance Eva luation ,” 1976, (Advisor :
R. A. Weitzman).
R. A. Packard, Jr., “Premature Personnel Attrition in the U. S.
Marine Corps ,” 1976, (Advisors: R. A. Weitzman and J. K.
Arima).
J. Q. Jackson, “A Program for the Tailored Selection of Re-
sponse Patterns ,” 1976, (Advisor: R. A. Weitzman).
P. Johnson, “Physician Supply : A Review of the Literature and
An Analysis of Physician Supply Functions,” Sept. 1974,
(Advisors: D. R. Whipple and M. Block).
W. Mackey and R. Without, “Physician Supply : An Econometric
Approach,” March 1975, (Advisors: D. R. Whipple and M.Block).
W. Truesdell and M. Duny , “An Analysis of National Health Plan-
ning and Resource Development Act of 1974 and Its Impact
on Health Care Delivery,” June 1976, (Advisor: D. R.
Whipple).
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
MASTER’S THESES DIRECTED (CONT)
(Except as indicated)
M. Prigmore and H. Crank, “Performance Indices for Mili tary
Hospitals ,” June 1977, (Advisor : D. R. Whipple).
R. Jones, “An Analysis of the Implications of Decentralization
in the Military Health Services System,” June 1977, (Advisor :
D. R. Whipple).
M. Roman and W. Brown, “Derivation and Use of Average Costs
per Beneficiary as Policy Indicators for Resource Planning,”
March 1978, (Advisor: D. R. Whipple).
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
BOOKS
J. W. Creighton , Technology Transfer in Research and Development
with A. Jolly. Naval Postgraduate School and Naval Material
Command, 1976.
C. B. Derr, Organization Development in Urban School Systems,
Sage Publications, C. Brooklyn Derr, ed., 1974.
C. K. Eoyang, “Studies on The Effectiveness of Paramedical Usage
fn Medical Care Delivery,” W. C. Giauque , C. B. Derr, C.
Eoyang and R. Harris, in Systems Science in Health Care,
edited by A. N. Coblentz and J. R. Walter, Taylor & Francis
Ltd., London 1977.
J. M. Fremgen , Accounting for Managerial Analysis (3rd Edition) ,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1976.
R. A. McGonigal, “Civilian—Military Racism in the Seventies:
The Challenge of Reducing Cultura l Differences Through
Planned Change” (Chapter 7), in Lovell and Kronenberg:
New Civilian—Military Relations, Transaction Books (1974).









DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTAT IONS
A. F. Andrus, “Concept of an Interactive BALFRAM ,” with P. Tuan,
Proceedings of Pacific Conference on Decision Analysis, 1976.
D. R. Barr, “Stochastic Implications of Utility Assignments ,”
with F. Richards, Operations Research Society of America,
Western Section Meeting , March 7, 1975.
D. R. Barr, “Statistical Aspects of Lumpability with Applications
to Manpower Models,” with M. Thomas, Operations Research Society
of Amer ica and The Institute of Management Sciences Joint
National Meeting , April 30, 1975.
D. R. Barr, “Probability Feedback in the Assessment of Utilities,”
with F. Richards, American Institute for Decision Sciences,
Annual Meetings, Cincinatti , C~hio, November 5, 1975. Fullpaper in Proceedings of the meeting .
D. R. Barr, “Some Geometric Characteristics of Markov Chain Lumpa-
bil ity, ” with M. Thomas, Operations Research Society of America
and The Institute of Management Sciences Joint National Meeting,
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , March 31, 1976.
D. R. Barr, “A Sequential Test Based on Sample Medians,” with T.
Burnett, Annual Meeting of the American Statistical Association ,
1976.
D. R. Barr , “Statistical Lumpability of a Markov Manpower Model,”
with M. Thomas, Annual Meetings of the Operations Research
Society of America, 1977.
D. ~~~. Barr , “Characteristics of MOE’ s in the C3 Setting ,” with F.
Richards, Military Operations Research Symposium , 1977.
G. H. Bradley , “Bilateral Trade Theory : A Problem in Combinatorial
Analysis and Graph Theory,” with Ross Starr (Yale University)
M.S.S.B. Colloquium on Mahtematical Economics, University of
California, Berkeley , August 1974.
G. H. Bradley, “Deterministic Networks,” Second Annual Systems En-
gineering Conference of the American Institute of Industrial
Engineers, Minnea polis , Minnesota , November 1974.
— G. H. Bradley , “A Comparison of Storage Structures for Primal Network
Codes,” with G. Brown and G. Graves, Operations Research Society
• of America National Meeting, Chicago , May 1975 , and invited by
Management Science.
V G. H. Bradley, “Structure and Error Detection in Computer Sof tware ,”with G. f, Howard and N. F. Schneidewind , American Institute of




DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
G. H. Bradley , “Fixed Order Enumeration Methods,” Operations Research
Society of America National Meeting, Las Vegas , November 1975.
G. H. Bradley, “Tailoring Primal Network Codes to Classes of Problems
with Common Structure,” with G. C. Brown and G. Graves, Opera-
tions Research Society of America National Meeting , Las Vegas ,
November 1975.
G. H. Bradley, “Surrogate Programming Approach to Solution of Large
Scale Primal Network Codes ,” with G. G. Brown and G. Graves,
V 
Operations Research Society of America National Meeting , Phila-
delphia , March 1976.
G. H. Bradley , “Lalge Scale Network Optimization ,” with G. G. Brown
and G. Graves, IX International Symposium on Mathematical
Programming , Budapest, Hungary, August 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Approxiration of Stochastic Vector Products,” with
H. Rutemiller, Operations Research Society of America Meeting,
Boston , Spring 1974.
G. G. Brown, “Matrix Inversion by Block Pivoting ,” Operations Research
Society of America Meeting, San Juan , Fall 1974.
G. G. Brown, “A Comparison o storage Structures for Primal Network
Codes,” with G. Bradley and G. Graves, Operations Research
Society of America Meeting, Chicago, Spring 1975.
G. G. Brown, “A Nonlinear Programming Algorithm Using Higher Order
Representations of Highly Nonlinear Problems ,” Western Opera-
tions Research Society of America Meeting , Monterey , Spring 1975.
G. G. Brown , “Maximum Likelihood Estimation of the Probability of
Labor Force Participation When the Dependent Variable is Binary
with an Application to the AFDL Population-at-Risk ,” with H.
Rutemiller and E. Solber g, Western Economics Association , San
Diego, 1975.
G. G. Brown, “An Application of a Nonlinear Integer Programming
Algorithm to an Engineering Design Problem,” with G. Graves,
Operations Research Society of America Meeting , Las Vegas , Fall
1975.
C. G. Brown, “An Examination of the Effects of the Criterion Func-
tional on Optimal Fire-Support Policies,” with J. Taylor, Opera-






Monterey , Cal i fornia
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
G. G. Brown, “Canonical Methods in the Solution of Variable-Coefficient
Lanchester—Type Equations of Modern Warfare,” with J. Taylor ,
Operations Research Society of America Meeting , Las Vegas, Fall
1975.
G. G. Brown, “Tailoring Primal Network Codes to Classes of Problems
with Common Structure,” with G. Bradley and G. Graves , Operations
Research Society of America Meeting , Las Vegas, Fall 1975.
G. G. Brown , “Large Scale Primal Network Algorithms,” with G. Bradley ,
Western Management Science Institute, University of California ,
Los Angeles , February 1976.
G. G. Brown , “Surrogate Programming Approach to Solution of Large
Scale Network Problems ,” with G. Bradley and G. Graves, Opera-
tions Research and The Institute of Management Sciences Meeting ,
Philadelphia , March 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Network Optimization and Energy Modelling ,” with G.
Bradley, Federal Energy Administration , June 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Network Optimization and Defense Modelling ,” with G.
Bradley , Center for Naval Analyses , August 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Optimization and Energy Modelling ,” with G. Bradley,
Federal Energy Administration, September 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Recent Advances in Network Optimization ,” University
of Missouri , St. Louis, October 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Extensions of Network Optimization Algorithms,” with
G. Bradley, Association for Computing Machinery, Houston , November
1976.
G. G. Brown , “Exploitation of Network Structure in Optimization ,”
with G. Bradley , Texas Instruments, Dallas, November 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Imbedded Networks in Large Scale Optimization Models,”
with G. Bradley , Operations Research Society of America and The
• Institute of Management Sciences Meeting , Miami , November 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Further Canonical Methods in the Solution of Variable-
Coefficient Lanchester-Type Equations of Modern Warfare : A New
Defini tion of Power Lanchester Function s,” with J. Taylor ,
Operations Research Society of America and The Institute of Manage-




Monterey , Cal ifornia
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT) 
V
G. G. Brown, “Extensions of Network Optimization Algorithms,” with
G. Bradley and G. Graves, Operations Research Society of America
and The Institute of Management Sciences Meeting , Miami , November V
1976.
G . G . Brown , “Issues in Basis Manipulation - Factorization/Decompo-
sition ,” Operations Research Society of America and The Institute
of Management Sciences Meeting , Miami , November 1976.
G. C. Brown, “Modelling and Constraints on Force Readiness,” Military
Operations Research Society , Ft. Eustis, December 1976.
G. G. Brown, “Large Scale Network Optimization ,” with G. Bradley ,
Stanford Operations Research Colloquium , January 1977.
G. G. Brown, “Use of Simple Algebraic Structures for Implementing
Algorithms in Large Scale Mathematical Programming ,” with G.
Graves, American Mathematical Society, Hayward , April 1977.
G. G. Brown, “Advances in Large Scale Optimization ,” with G. Bradley
and C. Sibre, Operations Research , Stanford , April 1977.
G. C. Brown, “Applications of Nonlinear Programming ,” Association for
Computing Machinery , Seattle, October 1977.
G. G. Brown, “Network Models and Logistics Management,” National
Council on Physical Distribution Management, Los Angeles, October
1977.
G. G. Brown, “Preprocessing of Large Linear Programs,” with G. Bradley
and G. Graves, Operations Research Society of America and The
Institute of Management Sciences Meeting , Atlanta , November 1977.
G. C. Brown, “Numerical Determination of the Parity-Condition Para-
meter for Lanchester—Type Equations of Modern Warfare ,” with
J. Taylor, Operations Research Society of America and The Institute
of Management Sciences Meeting , Atlanta , November 1977.
G. G. Brown, “Use of Elastic Linear Programming ,” with G . Graves ,
Operations Research Society of America and The Institute of
V Management Sciences Meeting, Atlanta , November 1977.
3. D. Esary, “Reliabil ity Analysis of Phased Missions,” Conference on
Rel iability and Fault Tree Anal ysis, Berkeley , September 1974.
J. D. Esary, “The Ef fect of Modeling Depth on Reliability Prediction
V 
for Systems Subject to a Phased Mission Profile ,” In ternational
Conference on Nuclear Systems Reliability Engineering an4 Risk
J 
Assessment , Gatlinburg , Tennessee , June 1977.
68





DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
D. P. Gayer, “Multitype Multiprogramming: Probability Models and
Numerical Procedures ,” with G. Humfeld , Proceedings of the
International Sym~osium on Computer Performance Modeling, Measure-ment, and Evaluation, Harvard University, pp. 38-43, March 1976.
3. K. Hartman , “Heuristics for Global Optimization ,” ORSA/TIMS Joint
National Meeting , Boston , April 1974. Abstract published in ORSA
Bulletin, 22, Supplement 1, Spring 1974.
3. K. Hartman, “Extension of the Grid Linearization Algorithm for
Convex Optimization to Nonconvex Nonl inear Programs,” ORSA/TIMS
Joint National Meeting , Las Vegas , 17-19 November 1975. Abstract
published in ORSA Bulletin, 23, Supplement 2, Fall 1975.
J. K. Hartman, “The Potential for Use of Quantitative Methods in Edu-
cation and Training Systems Management,” COMNAVAIRPAC Educational
Systems Management Seminar , Naval Postgraduate School , 12-22
August 1975.
J. K. Hartman , “A Review of Some Approaches to Global Optimiza tion of
Nonconvex Nonlinear Programs ,” Joint TIMS/ORSA Meeting , San
Francisco, 9—11 May 1977.
G. T. Howard , “Structure and Error Detection in Computer Sof tware,”
with G. Bradley and N. Schneidewind , American Institute of In-
dustrial Engineers , Washington , D.C., May 21, 1975.
G. T. Howard , “Program Structure and Error Characteristics,” with
T. Green, N. Scheneidewind and R. Pariseau, Polytechnic Insti-
tute of New York , M.R.I. Symposium on Computer Software Engineer-
ing, April 20—22 , 1976.
H. 3. Larson , “Econometrics in Systems Analysis,” Third Annual Meeting ,
Systems Analysis, Society of China , Taipei , September 12, 1976.
P. A. W. Lewis, “Statistical Tests of Some Widely Used and Recently
Proposed Uniform Random Number Generators,” with G. P. Learmonth.
In Proceedings 7th Conference on Computer Science and Statistics,
1974.
P. A. W. Lewis, “Marked Cluster Point Processes as Models for Ear th-
quake Occurrence,” International Geophysics Conference, Cambridge,
England , 1974.
P. A. W. Lewis, “Mixed Moving Average and Autoregressive Gamma Point
Processes,” Point Process Workshop, London, 1974.
P. A. W. Lewis, “Mixed Moving Average and Autoregressive Gamma Point
Processes ,” Annual Statistical Societies Meetings, August 1975.
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DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
P. A. W. Lewis, “ Recent Results in the Generation and Testing ofUniform Random Variates,” TIMS Meeting, Kyoto , 1975.
K. T. Marshall, “Data Bank Retrieval and Confidentiality Problems,”
Symposium on the Utilization of Organizational Indicator Data
(sponsored by ONR), University of Michigan , September 1974.
Published in Proceedings.
K. T. t.!arshall, “Interactive Manpower Policy Planning Models in the
U.S. Navy and Marine Corps,” with R. M. Oliver , ORSA/TIMS National
Meeting, Puerto Rico , October 1974.
K. T. Marshall, “Some Optimization Models in Long-Run Manpower
Planning , ” with R. C. Grinold , ORSA/TIMS Meeting , Philadelphia ,
April 1976.
K. T. Marshall, “Analysis of Deficits in Discrete Time Resource
Allocation Problems with Corr elated Supplies and Demands,”
with F. R. Richards, Fall National Meeting , S.I.A.M., Atlanta ,
October 1976.
K. T. Marshall, “Efficient Computation and Long Range Optimization
Applications Using a Two—Characteristic Markov—Type Manpower
Flow Model ,” NATO Conference on Manpower Planning , Stresa, Italy,.
June 1977.
P. R. Mu ch, “Life Testing Type Data from Military Experiments,”
Joint ORSA/TIMS Meeting, Las Vegas, 17-19 November 1975.
D. E. Neil, “Behavioral Techniques for ‘Early Warning ’ Health Screen-
ing Systems ,” NSF National Conference on Future Directions in
Occupational Safety and Health, Columbia , Mary land , May 1974.
D. E. Neil, “Biorhythms and Industrial Safety ,” National Safety
Council’ s National Safety Congress, Chicago, October 1974. Pub-
lished in Congress Proceedings.
D. E. Neil, “Biological Periodicity and Accidents,” Society of Safety
Engineers ’ Meeting , San Jose , June 1975.
D. E. Neil, “Biological Cycles and Human performance,” Office of
Naval Research Brain Mechanisms and Behavior Meeting , Monterey ,
July 1975.
D. E. Neil, “Biorhythms - Possible Applications to Flight Safety ,”
International Airline Transport Association - Human Factors
Conference , Istanbul , Turkey , November 1975.
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DEP4~RTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
• CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CON’l’)
S. H. Parry, “An Analysis of Factors Affecting a Tank Commander ’s
V Firing Decision Process ,” Proceedings of Thirteenth Annual U.S.
Army Operations Research Symposium, 1974.
S. H. Parry, “The XM-1 Tank Material Needs Study - An Application of
DYNTACS-X and FAST (Bonder-IUA) ,” Thirty-Sixth Military Operations
Symposium , Quantico , Virginia, 16-18 December 1975.
S. H. Parry , “An Analysis of Field Artillery Uni t Conf igurations
Employing Cannon Launched Guided Projectiles ,” Proceed ings of
Fourteenth Annual U.S. Army Operations Research Symposium, 1975.
S. H. Parry , “A First Cut Meth~,d for Evaluating Improvements inTank Performance Due to Design Changes,” Proceedin~s of Four-teenth Annual U.S. Army Operations Research Symposium, 1975.
S. H. Parry, “Parameterization of Terrain in Army Combat Analysis,”
Fif teenth Army Operations Research Symposium , Fort Lee , Virginia .
S. H. Parry, “A Quantification of Mobility and Agility ,” Fifteenth
Army Operations Research Symposium , Fort Lee , Virginia.
S. H. Parry, “Cost and Operational Effec tiveness Anal ysis (COEA)
Methodology - the XMl Tank,” Operations Research Society of
America — Western Meeting, Los Angeles , September 1976.
S. H. Parry , “The Use of Simulation in the Acquisition Process of
the XMl Main Battle Tank ,” Summer Computer Simulation Conference,
Chicago, 18—20 July 1977. Full paper and abstract in conference
proceedings.
S. H. Parry, “The Generation and Use of Parameter ized Terrain in Land
Combat Simulation ,” 1977 Winter Simulation Conference, National
Bureau of Standards , Gaithersburg , 5-7 December 1977. Full paper
and abstract in conference proceedings.
S. H. Parry , “Scatterable Mines: Evaluation , Deployment and Detec-
tion,” Sixteenth Army Operations Research Symposium , Fort Lee ,
Virginia , 1977. Full paper and abstract in conference proceedings.
S. H. Parry, “Operations Research at the Corps Level: An Analysis
of V Corps Major Training Area Operations,” Sixteenth Army
V Operations Research Symposium , Fort Lee , Virginia , 1977. Full
paper and abstract in conference proceedings.
S. H. Parry, “The Effect of Target Vehicle Agility on Tank Gunners,”
Sixteenth Army Operations Research Symposium, Fort Lee , Virg inia ,
1977. Full paper and abstract in conference proceedings.
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DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
G. K. Poock, “Kirlian Photography as a Medical Diagnostic Tool,”
Canadian Medical Association , Annual Conference, Toronto ,
June 1974.
G. K. Poock, “Current Status of Kirlian Photography Development:
Poock—Sparks Cinematography ,” Ontario Medical Association 95th
Annual Meeting, London, Ontario , 5 May 1975.
G. K. Póock, “High Voltage Motion Picture Photography ,” New York
Academy of Medicine and IKRA Conference, 17 May 1975. (Pre-
sented in absentia).
G. K. Poock, “The Poock-Sparks Technique of Motion Picture Kirla in
Photography and a Technique for Quantifying Kirlain Photographs,”
Invited speech presented in absentia via tape to the 2nd Inter-
national Conference of the International Association for
Psychatronic Research , 1-4 July 1975, Monte Carlo , Monaco.
C. K. Poock, “High Voltage Photography : Applications and Pitfalls,”
Fall Conference , Drexel University , Office of Continuing Educa-
tion and IKRA , Philadelphia, November 1975.
F. R. Richards, “A Rationale for Selecting a Family of Demand Distri-
butions for Inventory Systems,” with M. Thomas, AIIE , New Orleans,
May 1974.
F. R. Richards, “Comments on the Distribution of Inventory Position
in a Continuous-Review (s,S) Inventory System ,” ORSA/TIMS,
San Juan , October 1974.
F. R. Richards, “An Experiment in Teaching Probability to Junior High
School Students,” Math Conference of Monterey Pen insula Un i f i ed
School District, Monterey , October 1974.
F. R. Richards, “Stochastic Implications of Utility Assignments,”
with D. Barr, ORSA , Monterey , March 1975.
F. R. Richards, “A Critique of ‘An Algorithm for the Dynamic Lot Size
Problem with Price Breaks,’” DOD Procurement Research Symposium,
USA? Academy, October 1975.
F. R. Richards, “DELPHI Sessions on Performance Capabilties,”
Workshop on Systems Effectiveness, Harbor Oil Spill Removal
System Development Program, Monterey , November 1975.
V F. R. Richards, “Probability Feedback in the Assessment of Utilities ,”
with D. Barr, AIDS , Cincinnati, November 1975.
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT) 
V
F. R. Richards, “Analysis of Deficits in Discrete Time Resource Allo-
cation Problems with Correlated Supplies and Demands,” SIAM,
Atlanta , October 1976.
F. R. Richards , “Measures of Effectiveness in Command , Control and
Communications ,” with D. Barr, MORS, Monterey, December 1977.
R. H. Shudde, “Calculator Overview: What is New and Exciting?,”
WESCON/77, San Francisco, 19-21 September 1977. Full paper is
in conference record.
R. H. Shudde, “Role of the Handheld Calculator in the Navy,” 5th
National PROCAL Workshop, Naval Ocean Systems Center , San Diego,
1-4 November 1977.
M. G. Sovereign , “Results of the Seminar on Acquisition Cost Esti-
mating Models ,” Proceedings of the Eighth Annual DOD Cost Research
Symposium, DC RA Of f i ce  of the Comptroller of the Navy , Washington ,
D.C. 20350, pp. 177—182.
M. G. Sovereign , “Escalation: Why , When and How ,” with Carl R. Jones,
Proceedings of the 4th Annual DOD Procurement Conference,
Colorado Spr ings, Colorado , 16-18 October 1975.
M. G. Sovereign, “A Conceptual Model for Setting Design-to-Cost
Goals,” Proceed ings of the 36th MORS Sympsoium, Quantico , Virg inia ,
17 December 1975 , pp. 202—214.
M. G. Sovereign , “A Proposed Educational Program for Command , Control
and Communications ,” Proceedings of the ARPA Workshqp on Decision
Information, Tactical Command and Control, Airlie House, Virginia ,
22—25 September 1976, pp. 519—530.
J. C. Taylor, “Fire Distribution in Lanchester Inertial Combat, I:
‘Square Law ’ Attrition of Tar get Types ,” Military Applications
Section Session , 45th Joint Na tional Meeting , ORSA and Institute
of Management Sciences, Boston , 22-24 April 1974. ORSA Bulletin,
22, Suppi. 1, B—l3 9 1974
3 .  G. Taylor , “An Examination of Optimal Fire-Support Strategies ,”
with J. E. Ellis, 46th National Meeting of ORSA and the XXI
V International Meeting of the Institute of Management Sciences,
San Juan , Puerto Rico, 16-18 October 1974. ORSA Bulletin, 22.
Suppl. 2, B—388 1974
J. G. Taylor , “Lanchester-Type Models of Warfare,” 46th National
Meeting of ORSA and the XXI International Meeting of the Institute
of Management Scienes, San Juan , Puerto Rico , 16-18 October 1974.
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3. G. Taylor, “State-of—the-Art for Quantitative Analysis of Military
Tactics ,” Naval Warfare Research Center , Stanford Research Insti-
tue, April 1975.
J. G. Taylor, “The Force-Ratio Equation for Some Lanchester-Type
Models of Warfare ,” with S. H. Parry, ORSA/TIMS Meeting, Chicago ,
30 April—2 May 1975. ORSA Bulletin, 23, Suppl. 1, B—l36 , 1975.
J. G. Taylor, Invited tutorial on Lanchester-type Models of Warfare
at the 35th Military Operations Research Symposium , Annapolis,
Maryland, 1-3 July 1975.
3. G. Taylor , “Summary of Invited Papers,” ONR Fire Support Methodology
Workshop , Naval Postgraduate School, 4-7 August 1975.
J. G. Taylor, “An Examination of the Effect of the Criterion Functional
on Optimal Fire-Support Policies,” with G. G. Brown, ORSA/TIMS
Meeting , Las Vegas , 17-19 November 1975. ORSA Bulletin , 23,
Suppl 2, B—329 , 1975. —
J. G. Taylor, “Canonical Methods in the Solution of Variable-Coefficient
Lanchester-Type Equations of Modern Warfare,” with G. G. Brown,
ORSA/TIMS Meeting , Las Vegas , 17-19 November 1975. ORSA Bulletin,
23, Suppl. 2, B—384 , 1975.
J. C. Taylor, “A General Theory for Lanchester Combat Models,” with
C. Comstock , SIAM-SIGNUM 1975 Fall Meeting , San Francisco , 3-5
December 1975.
3. G. Taylor, “On the Relationship Between the Force Ratio and the
Instantaneous Casualty-Exchange Ratio for Some Lanchester-Type
Models of Warfare ,” ORSA/TIMS Meeting , Philadelphia , 31 March-
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K. Lieding, “Two Space-Constrained Multi-Item Deterministic Inventory
Models,” 1975, (Advisor : A. W. McMasters).
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C. U. Lee, “A Multi-Resource Leveling Algorithm for Project Networks,”
1975, (Advisor: A. W. McMasters).
S. Siswanto, “T—56 Turboprop Engine Overhaul Alternatives for the
Indonesian Air Forces,” 1976, (Advisor: A. W. McMasters).
A. F. Gags, “A Deterministic Two-Echelon Inventory Model with an
Arbitrary Number of Lower Echelon Activities,” 1976, (Advisor:
A. W. McMasters).
G. L. Devins and 3. H. Christensen , “An Application of Static
Marginal Analysis in the Generation of a U.S. Navy Repair
Material Requirements List,” 1976, (Advisor: A. W. McMasters).
E. R. Eckstein, “Schedule Adherence in a Naval Shipyard——A Case Study ,”
1976, (Advisor: A. W. MeMasters).
S. I. Marsh , “An Heuristic Scheduling Algorithm for Resource-Constrained
Project Networks,” 1976, (Advisor: A. W. McMasters).
J. H. Christensen , “An Application and Comparison of Static Marginal
Analysis and Generalized Lagrange Multipliers in Generating a
U.S. Navy Repair Material Requirements List,” 1976, (Advisor:
A. W. McMasters).
W. H. Westhoff, “Improving Equipment Readiness in the Marine Corps,”
December 1977, (Advisor : A. W. McMasters).
P. Kurschner , “A Two—Dimensional Diffusion Process Modeling a Com-
munication System with Interference-Caused Retransmissions,”
1974, (Advisor: P. R. Mu ch).
L. K. Nam , “Congestion in a System of N Service Centers with Inter-
ference,” 1974, (Advisor: P. R. Milch).
B. 3. Binford and W. C. Hancock , “A GPSS Simulation of a Destroyer
Communications System,” 1975, (Advisor: P. R. Mu ch).
B. P. Stickler and P. M. Balisle, “Data Distribution for Tactical
Data Systems ,” 1975, (Advisor : P. R. Milch).
Schobert, “An Investigation of User Generated Cockpit Discrepancies
in Naval Aircraft,” 1976, (Advisor: D. E. Neil).
Mazza, “A Comparison of Integrated and Conventional Cockpit Warning
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Taylor and Thalman, “An Examination of Skill Deterioration and Re-
training in the United States Navy,” 1977, (Advisor: D. E. Neil).
Donelan, “Investigation of Goaling Models for Navy Recruiting ,” 1977 ,
(Advisor: D. E. Neil).
Arnote, “Consideration of the Carrier-Based Tactical Support Center
Installation Design,” 1977, (Advisor: D. E. Neil).
Baumgartner, “Human Factors Engineering Considerations in Designing
Naval Aircraft for Maintainability,” 1977, (Advisor: D. E. Neil).
Schrieber, “A Combarative Analysis of Military and Civilian Suicide
Populations,” 1977 , (Advisor: D. E. Neil).
Parker, “A Comparative Analysis of Military and Civilian Suicide
Populations,” 1977, (Advisor: D. E. Neil).
Curran, “Navy Tactical Data Information Display Complexity Effects
on Visual Search, Reaction Time and Response Accuracy ,” 1977,
(Advisor: 0. E. Neil).
Mowbray, “Methodology for Identifying and Quantifying the Criticality
of Human Factors Deficiencies in Naval Aircraft Cockpits,”
1977, (Advisor: D. E. Neil).
Phillips, “Proposals to Improve the Capabilities of the AN/ASN-123
Tactical Navigation Set,” 1977, (Advisor: D. E. Neil).
W. H. Moore, “Analysis of California Highway Patrol Telecommunications
System Requirements,” June 1974, (Advisor: S. H. Parry).
M. D. Barker and W. R. Lawrence, “The Naval Communications Processing
and Routing System: A Model for Management,” September 1974,
(Advisor: S. H. Parry).
W. R. Iber, “Crisis Communications Requirements,” September 1974,
(Advisor: S. H. Parry).
• 3. M. Hensley, “Correlation Analysis of Aviation Activity in Relation-ship to Operational Readiness,” September 1974, (Advisor: S. H.
Parry).
3. K. Miner and J. D. Burk, “Information Requirements of an MIS
Relating to the Budgetary Decisions of a Coast Guard Program
Manager,” December 1974, (Advisor: S. H. Parry).
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B. 3. Binford and W. C. Hancock , “A GPSS Simulation of a Destroyer
Communications System,” March 1975, (Advisor: S. H. Parry).
L. G. Murray, “Analysis of a Workload Control Documentation Station ,”
March 1975, (Advisor: S. H. Parry).
K. C. Hollemen, “An Analysis of the Need for a Coast Guard Search
and Rescue Facility,” June 1975, (Advisor: S. H. Parry).
3. E. Tarver, “Feasibility Study for Establishing an Automated Data
Base System for Naval Electronics Engineering Center, Vallejo,”
June 1975, (Advisor: S. H. Parry).
A. F. Galietta, “Alternative Propulsion Systems for Swimmer Delivery
Vehicles (SDV),” June 1975, (Advisor: S. H. Parry).
C. E. Noel, “Pupil Diameter versus Task Layout,” September 1974,
(Advisor: G. K. Poock).
L. M. Gorham , “EEG Frequency Analysis on the PDP Lab 8/E Computer
System,” September 1974, (Advisor : G. K. Poock).
D. Sacher, “The Influence of Biorhythmic Criticality on Pdrcraft
Mishaps,” September 1974, (Advisor: G. K. Poock).
D. A. Ehemann, “A Statistical Analysis of Navy Bachelor Housing User
Requirements,” September 1974, (Advisor: G. K. Poock).
J. E. Mosier, “An Investigation of Biorhythmic Influence Upon Human
Performance,” September 1974, (Advisor: G. K. Poock).
R. A. Marsden, “The Effect of Breathing 100 Percent Oxygen on Short
Term Memory of Military Officers,” March 1975, (Advisor: G. K .
Poock).
K. C. Kodalen, “The Effect of Complex Information Processing Techniques
Applied to Short Term Memory of Military Officers,” September 1975,
(Advisor: G. K. Poock).
R. L. Krubsack, “The Effect of Breathing 100 Percent Oxygen on Short
Term Memory of Military Officers While Under Heat Stress,” Sep-
tember 1975, (Advisor: G. K. Poock).
J. S. Maxwell and L. V. Stucki, “Analysis of the Variable Behavior
Manifested in All Navy/Marine Major Aircraft Accident Rates,”
September 1975, (Advisor: G. K. Poock).
R. James, “Investigation and Evaluation of a Zero Input Tracking
Analyzer,” March 1976, (Advisor : G. K. Poock).
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• G. F. Johnson, “Analysis of U.S. Navy Major Aircraft Accident Ratesby Aircraft Type,” September 1976, (Advisor: G. K. Poock).
L. Bucher, “Analysis of U.S. Navy Aircraft Accident Rates in Major
Commands,” September 1976, (Advisor: G. K. Poock).
A. Rashid, “Statistical Analysis of U.S. Navy Major Aircraft Accident
Rates, Pilot and Aircraft Time-Dependent Variables,” March 1977,
(Advisor: G. K. Poock).
W. E. Coons, “Physiological Correlates of Vigilance Performance,”
March 1977 , (Advisor: G. K. Poock).
H. Myers, “Pilot Accident Potential as Related to Total Flight Experi-
ence and Recency and Frequency of Flying ,” September 1974,
(Advisor: R. R. Read).
J. Schrader, “An Alternative Approach to Long Range DF Fixing,” Ph.D.,
September 1974, (Advisor: R. R. Read).
D. Lambell, “Study of Some Alternatives to Stepwise Regression,”
December 1974, (Advisor: R. R. Read).
Soeroso, “Asymptotic Efficiency of the Moment Estimators for Gamma
Distribution Parameters,” March 1976, (Advisor: R. R. Read).
J. Leinke, “Methodologies of Officer Billet Classification ,” Sep-
tember 1976, (Advisor : R. R. Read).
M. Cilayir, “A Practical Computation Method for the Steady State
Solution of M/Ek/e Queue,” September 1976, (Advisor : R. R. Read).
E. M. Aedo, “An Aid for the Allocation of Resources in Ship Repairs
at Naval Shipyards,” September 1974, (Advisor: F. R. Richards).
D. Oberman , “A Review of the Justification Process for the NAVSUP
Operations and Maintenance Budget,” September 1974, (Advisor:
F. R. Richards).
T. Grim, “LAMPS: System Test Requirements,” September 1974, (Advisor:
F. R. Richards).
• 3. Stark, “Analysis of Replacement Criteria for Naval Construction
Force Equipment,” March 1975, (Advisor: P. R. Richards).
W. Daeschner , “Models for Multi-Item Inventory Systems with Constraints,”
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A. Fleming , “An Approach to Point-of-Sale System Acquisition Cost-
Benef it Analysis,” September 1975, (Advisor: F. R. Richards).
E. Fincke, “Predicting Aircraft Equipment Removals During Initial
Provisioning Period ,” September 1975, (Advisor : F. R. Richards).
R. Renner, “Provisioning an Aircraft Weapons System,” September 1975,
(Advisor : F. R. Richards) .
M. Jee, “Developing Mathematical Models for Preliminary Internal
Control Evaluation of Inventory Systems in Auditing,” December
1975, (Advisor : F. R. Richards).
M. Johannseri, “Analysis of the Electro-Optical Acquisition Mode of
the Soviet SA—3 SAM System,” March -1976 , (Advisor : F. R. Richards).
T. Quinn , D. McCarthy and W. James, “An Analysis of Unplanned Require
ments and their Impact on the Naval Electronic Systems Command,”
1976, (Advisor: F. R. Richards).
R. Sullivan, “Developing a Measure of Marine Corps Recruiting Effective-
ness ,” June 1976, (Advisor : F. R. Richards).
B. W. Choi, “Operational Availability with Limited Spares Support,”
March 1977, (Advisor: F. R. Richards).
Y. W. Lee, “An Application of CP/CMS to Time Series Analysis,”
March 1977, (Advisor : F. R. Richards).
R. Madel, “A Performance Prediction Model for the Improved Point
Defense System,” March 1977, (Advisor : F. R. Richards).
K. Lippert, “An Analysis of the Ships Parts Control Center Inventory
• Model and a Possible Alternative,” June 1977, (Advisor: F. R.Richards).
R. Mosher, “G-S-E Management and Funding,” June 1977, (Advisor: F. R.
Richards).
P. Jacobs, “The U.S. Navy Has Again Lost Control of the Sea to the
Mine,” September 1977, (Advisor: F. R. Richards).
T. Daniels, “An Experimentation Methodology for the Evaluation of a
Command, Control and Communications Technology ,” December 1977,
(Advisor: F. R. Richards).
Y. R. Anderson, “Bayesian Decision Theory in Variables Sampling for
Quality Control,” 1977, (Advisor : B. 0. Shubert).
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C. W. Chang, “Single-Channel Prediction for Earth Tidal Tilt Data,”
March 197 5, (Co-advisor : R. H. Shudde).
R. C. Foos, “Modeling an Input-Output Geokinetic System Utilizing
a Finite Element Approach,” March 1975, (Co-advisor : R. H.
Shudde).
R. L. Keller , “Amplitude and Phase Analysis of Earth Tide Records
Across the San Andreas Fault , ” March 1975 , (C o-advisor : R . H.
Shudde) .
H. R. Kruse and H. A. Burkett, “Investigation of Card Programmable
and Chip Programmable Pocket Calculators and Calculator Systems
for Use at Naval Postgraduate School and in the Naval Establish-
ment ,” March 1977, (Co-advisor : R. H. Shudde).
L. D. Madden , “POCKET-PROPLOSS . Programs and Models for the Computa-
tion of Acoustic Transmission Loss on Hand-Held Calculators ,”
March 1977 , (Advisor : R. H. Shudde) .
R. L. Jordon, “The Requirements Determination Process for Major Naval
Weapons Systems : A Procedural Analysis, 1974 , (Advisor : M. G.
Sovereign).
H. R. Feeser , “The Patrol Frigate Combat System Land-Based Test Site,”
1974 , (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign) .
M. G. Merchant, “The Development of the SPS-49 Radar : A Managerial
Analysis,” 1974, (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign).
R. Branam , “Cost—Effectiveness of a Nuclear-Powered Surface Effect
Ship , ” 1974 , (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign) .
T. Bowler, “An Investigation of Non—Parametric Techniques for the
Patrol Frigate Operational Test and Evaluation,” 1974, (Advisor:
M. G. Sovereign).
A. Burns, “Escalation Provisions for Navy Contracts,” 1974, (..!~- isor:M. C. Sovereign).
P. Bloch, “The Role of Information in Aircraft Attacks on Soviet
Surface Combatants,” 1975, (Advisor: M. G. Sovereign).
H. A. Levien ac~J W. G. Pruett, “Comparative Costs and Operation ,Effectiveness Analysis of Strategic Subsurface Ocean Surveillance
— with DELTA, DROPLINE and MSS Systems,” 1975, (Advisor : M. G.Sovereign).
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D. H. Vigrass, “Overhead at Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Co. , ” 1975 , (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign) .
G. W. Schnurrpuseh , “Analysis of High-Low Strategic Submarine Force
Mixes for the 1990’s,” 1975 , (Advisor: M. G. Sovereign).
D. D. Polk and J. E. Smith, “Evaluation of Vehicle Performance in
Coast Guard Search and Rescue,” 1975, (Advisor: M. G. Sovereign).
S. R. Olson, “A Computer Model to Assess Financing Provisions of
Naval FPIF Shipbuilding Contracts , ” 1975 , (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign) .
D. D. Geismar , “Composition of Material Price Indices for Naval Ship
Contract Escalation ,” 1975, (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign).
K. J. Chen, “Resource Management Policy for Non-Combat Vehicles for
the Armed Forces of the Republic of China ,” 1975, (Advisor : M. G.
Sovereign).
J. P. Virtue , “A Performance-Risk Model of Proposed New KA-6B Jaminers ,”
1975, (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign).
3. V. Hoeketre , “A Validation of the Curriculum for Educating Defense
Systems Analysis at the Naval Postgraduate School,” 1975,
(Advisor : M. G. Sovereign) .
G. W. Adityavarna, “Selection of a Naval Base System for Patrol Ves-
sels: A Cost—Effectiveness Analysis,” 1975, (Advisor : M. C.
Sovereign).
J. C. Cook and S. E. Robbing, “A Look at LAMPS : Past, Present and
Future,” 1975, (Advisor: M. G. Sovereign).
B. M. Holdt, “Analysis of U.S. Amphibious Force Response Capability
in the Mid-Range,” 1976, (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign).
L. Spenser, “A Comparison of Operations and Support Cost Models for
Aircraf t,” 1976, (Advisor: M. G. Sovereign).
P. Miller, “Validation of a Contractor Cost Model,” 1976, (Advisor:
M. G. Sovereign).
C. P. Han, “Alternative Calculations for Learning Curve Slopes of
Fighter Aircraft , ” 1976 , (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign) .
P. R. Gorman, “Composition of Material Price Indices for O&MN Budgetary
Account,” 1976, (Advisor: M. G. Sovereign).
E. Alvarez , Jr., “Analysis of a Long-Range Environmental Forecasting
Model ,” 1976, (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign).
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G. A. Bush, “Guided Missile Frigate Combat System ‘Land-Based Test
Site Lessons Learned , ” 1976 , (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign) .
M. E. House , “A Normative View of the Pre-Overhaul Planning Process,”
1976, (Advisor: M. G. Sovereign).
J. S. Keenan, “Possibilities for a Mobile Ocean Base for Logistic
Support of Future Deployed Navy Units,” 1976 , (Advisor : M. C.
Sovereign).
• K. D. Davis , “Systems Dynamics Approach to Aircraft Cost/Readiness
Analysis: A Feasibility Study , ” 1977 , (Advisor : M. G. Sovereign).
G. C. Grigsby, “An Analysis of Maintenance Factors on Selected U.S.
Navy Ships,” 1977, (Advisor: M. G. Sovereign).
B. Barr, “Techniques for Including Suppressive Effects in Lanchester-
Type Combat Models,” March 1974 , (Advisor: 3. G. Taylor).
J. L. Ellis, “A Problem of Allocation of Supporting Fire in Combat
as a Zero-Sum Differential Game,” March 1974, (Advisor : J. C.
Taylor).
D. R. E. Hale, “The Selection of Measures of Effectiveness for Small
Arms Experiments,” March 1974, (Advisor: J. G. Taylor).
M. L. Muihern, “Ordering in a Sequential Storage System ,” March 1974 ,
(Advisor: 3. G. Taylor).
M. D. Selvitelle, “Concerning Visual Detection of Moving Personnel
Targets,” March 1974, (Advisor: 3. C. Taylor).
M. Oh, “Optimal Time-Sequential Distribution of Supporting Fire
Against Two Enemy Ground Units,” September 1974, (Advisor: J. G.
Taylor).
W. P. Hannah, “Further Comparison of Stochastic and Deterministic
Models for the Optimal Control of Lanchester-Type Attrition
Processes,” September 1974, (Advisor: 3. G. Taylor).
F. E. Hartman, “An Investigation of Field Artillery Techniques and
Fire Support Decisions:” September 1974, (Advisor: J. G. Taylor).
R. J. Hill III, “Further Examination of Optimal Fire Support Strategies,”
September 1974, (Advisor: 3. G. Taylor).
L. M. Pigue, “A Proposed Target Acquisition and Information Model,”
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R. C. Adkins , “Analysis of Unit Breakpoints in Land Combat,” March
1975 , (Advisor : J. G. Taylor) .
F. G. Zophy, “Methodology for the Evaluation of Air Defense System
Effectiveness,” March 1975, (Advisor : J. G. Taylor).
3. D. Craig, “The Effect of Uncertainty of Lanchester-Type Equations
of Combat , ” September 1975 , (Advisor : 3. G. Taylor) .
D. W. Brewer , “A Parametric’ Analysis of the Dismounted Final Assault ,”
March 1976 , (Advisor : 3. G. Taylor).
J. N. Carpenter , “A Numerical Evaluation of the Liouville-Green
Approximation for Variable-Coefficient Lanchester-Type Equations
of Modern Warfare ,” March 1976 , (Advisor : J. G. Taylor).
B. C. Baskerville, “The Significant Parameters Affecting the Modelling
of Target Acquisition of Ground Combat Targets from Tactical
Helicopters ,” June 1976 , (Advisor : J. G. Taylor).
Y. C. Lee and Y. K. Pi, “The Estimation of Lanchester-Attritio !k-Rate
Coefficients for an Aggregated Combat Model,” June 1976, (Advisor:
3. G. Taylor).
R. A. Martray, “Development of an Aggregated Lanchester-Type Combat
Model for the Evaluation of Air-War Allocation Strategieis in
a Theater Sector,” June 1976, (Advisor : J. C. Taylor).
P. 3. Bross, “Congestion Problems in Field Artillery Operations,”
September 1976 , (Advisor : 3. G. Taylor) .
H. H. Mauerer , “Design Considerations for Lanchester-Type Models of
Warfare ( LATMW) , ” September 1976 , (Advisor : J. G. Tay lor) .
F. C. Banis, “Modeling of the Non-Integral FEBA ,” June 1977, (Advisor :
3. G. Taylor).
M. E. Lowe , “Rationale for Evaluating Tactical Exercise Control Sys-
tems,” September 1977, (Advisor : J. C. Taylor).
P. Padua, “Mathematical Model for Small Arms Fire Against Low-Flying
Airc ra f t , ” 1976 , (Advisor : 3. B. Tysver).
L. Long and A. Beurlein, “An EHF and Laser Intersatellite Communication
Link Comparison and Selection Methodology,” 1974, (Advisor : A. R.
t Washburn).
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M. Braga , “An Introduction to Search Theory , ” 1974 , (Advisor : A. R.
Washburn).
S. Arlett and W. Roberts , “Ship-to-Shore Secure Voice Communications, ”
1974 , (Advisor: A. R. Washburn).
J. Stuart , “Optimal Evasive Trajectories of an Isotopic Acoustic
Radiator ,” 1975, (Advisor : A. R. Washburn).
R. Kern and R. Rish , “A Critical Review of Acoustic Transients and
Their Effec t  on Probability of Detection , ” 1975 , (Advisor : A. R.
Washburn).
E. Trahan , “Target Motion Analysis and the Evasive Submarine , ” 1976 ,
(Advisor : A. R. Washburn) .
D. Bouchoux , “A Proposed Solution to the Three Step Discrete Evader
Pursuer Game , ” 1976 , (Advisor : A. R. Washburn) .
D. Staley , “Surface Escort Countermeasures to High Performance
Acoustic Torpedoes,” 1976, (Advisor : A. R. Washburn).
K. Green, “An Antisubmarine Warfare Board Game,” 1977, (Advisor :
A. R. Washburn).
C. E. Laidlaw, “The Effect of Search Radius on Search Efficiency When
the Targets Must be Visited , ” 1977 , (Advisor : A. R. Washburn) .
A. Mj elde , “A Homing Torpedo . The Effec t  of the Tactical Situation
on the Torpedo Parameters on the Torpedo Effectiveness, ” 1977 ,
(Advisor: A. R. Washburn).
D. Kengla, “A CV Task Force Sonobuoy Evaluation Model,” 1977, (Advisor:
A. R. Washburn).
B. Lehxnann and D. Harrison, “Missile Employment from Fast Patrol Boats. -Computer Based Analysis of the Search Sector Parameters,” 1977,
(Advisor: A. R. Washburn).
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BOOKS
C. H. Bradley, “GNET (A Computer Program for Solution of Capacitated
Pure Network Problems),” with G. Brown and C. Graves, Copyright
1975, 1977.
G. G. Brown , “GNET (A Computer Program for Solution of Capacitated
Pure Network Problems) , ” with G. Bradley and G. Graves , Copyright
1975, 1977.
H. J. Larson , Introduction to Probability Theory and Statistical
Inference, 2nd Ed., John-Wiley , 1974 , 430 pp.
H. 3. Larson , Statistics: An Introduction, John Wiley and Sons , 1975 ,
Taipei Edi tion , 1976.
P. A. W. Lewis , The Fast Fourier Transform and Spectral Analysis
Statistical Methods for Dig ital Computers, Ch. 13, ed. Enslein ,
Ralston and Wilf; Wiley, New York, 1374.
K. T. Marshall , Manpower Planning Models, with R. C. Grinold ,
Elsevier-North Holland , New York, 1977.
D. E. Neil, “Statistical Techniques for the Analysis of Biorhythms,”
Chapter 6, Biorhythms and Industrial Safety, Fairmont Press,
1977 , pp. 92—121.
D. E. Neil , “Laboratory Investigations for the Analysis of Biorhythms , ”
Chapter 7, Biorhythms and Industrial Safety, Fairmont Press, 1977 ,
pp. 122—134.
M. C. Sovereign , Quantitative Models for Production Management,
International Series in Management, with H. 3. Zimmerman ,
Prentice—Hall , 1974.
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
J. W. Amos , II , “Israel’s Military and Diplomatic Objective s at the Geneva
Conference.’ Delivered at the annua l meeting of the Western Political
Science Association , Phoenix, Arizona, 1977.
D. P. Burke, “Statistical Analysis of Foreign Mass Media Content , ” presented
to the Semina r on Computer Applications , Depa rtment of Defense Computer
In stitute , Washington , D .C . ,  January 1975.
D. P. Burke , “The Genesis of Strategic Bombing , 1914-1939 , ” presented
to members of the Military Studies Program, University of Victoria ,
British Columbia , Canada .
D. P. Burke , “The Politics of Canadian Armed Forces Unification , ” paper
presented at the biennia l meeting of the Association for Canadian
Studies in the United States , Burlington , Vermont , 18 October 1977.
D. P. Burke , organized panel on defense policy for the biennia l meeting of
the Association for Canadian Studies in the United States , 17—18 October
1977 .
D. P. Burke , “The Transplantation of Ulster: Irish Ideology and English-
French Conflict in Canada , ” paper presented at the annua l meeting
of the Western Political Science Association , Los Angeles , California ,
17 March 1978.
D. C. Daniel , “The Gorshkov Papers and Beyond , ’ International Studies
Association Convention , Washington , D.C ., 20 February 1975 .
D. C. Daniel , “Na val Presence and Nationa l Interests: The Case of the
United States Navy in the Indian Ocean. ” Presented at Western
Political Science Association Convention , Seattle , Washington ,
20 March 1975.
D. C. Daniel , cha ired a genera l session panel on “Treaty and Legal Con-
straints on the U. S . Military , ” Military Operations Research Society
Meeting , Fort Eustes, VA , 7 December 1976.





D. C. Daniel , “Concern for U.S. Sea Lines of Communications in Peace-
time: Technical and Political Dimensions , ” presented at the Western
Political Science Association Convention, Phoen ix , Arizona,
31 March 1977.
D. C. Daniel , “Trends in Soviet Nava l Exercises , ” presented at Daihousie
Conference on Soviet Naval Developments, Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, Washington , D.C., 22 June 1977.
D. C. Daniel , organized and cha ired a conference on “Perceptions of the
Superpower Military Balances , ” Nava l Postgraduate School , Monterey ,
CA , 9 December 1977 .
S. Jurika , “Japan and Zero Population Growth , ” International Conference on
Resources and Population , Ateneo de Manila University , February 1976.
S. Jurika , “The Vietna m Experience: An Overview , ” Bay Area Political Science
Association , University of San Francisco , Annual Meeting , 1976.
E.  J . Laurance , pa nel chai rman , “Patterns , Purposes and Effects of
Conventional Arms Transfers to Less Developed States. ” Annual
Meeting of the Internationa l Studies Association , Washington ,
22 February 1975.
E. J . Laurance , “Arms Transfers and Influence In Latin America : 1961—1973. ”
Paper presented at the Annual meeting of the Internationa l Studies
Association , Toronto , 28 February 1976.
E. J . Laurance , “Understanding Arms Transfers Through Data Analysis .”
Pa per presented with Ronald G. Sherwin at International Security Studies
Conference . Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy , Boston , MA , May
1976.
E .  J. Laura nce , “The Changing Nature of Conventional Arms Transfers:
Implications for U . S. N allonal Security Planning and Policy Research .”
Paper presented to the Senior Conference on Arms Transfers , USMA ,
West Point , New York, Tune 1976.
E.  J. La urance , “The Internat icina l Transfer of Conventiona l Arms: Problems
of Measurement and Conceptualization .” Paper presented to the Midwest
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E. J. Laura nce . “The Congressional Role in Conventional Arms Transfers . ”
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Internationa l Studies
Association, February 1978.
R. H. Magnus , discussant , “Alternative Perspectives on Class and Conflict
in the Middle East . ” Ninth Annual Meeting , The Middle East Studies
Association , Louisville , Kentucky , 20-22 November 1975.
R. H. Magnus , discussant , “Educationa l Policy in Iran. ” Tenth Annual
Meeting , The Middle East Studies Association , Los Angeles ,
10-13 November 1976.
R. H. Magnus , “Irania n Oil Policy : A System of Analysis , ” presented at
the Tenth Annual Meeting , The Middle East Studies Association ,
Los Angeles , 10—13 November 1976.
B. M. Schutz , discussant , “Teaching African Politics in Universities and
Colleges , ” Western Social Science Association Meeting , Denver ,
May 1975.
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Team , ” N P S — 6 l H x 7 6 l O l  ( 1 9 7 6) .
H.  Medwin , “P redic t ing  Sound Phase and Ampli tude Fluctuations
Due to Mic ros t ruc tu re  in the Upper Ocean , ” NPS —6 lMd 73i lA
(1974)
H. Medwin and others , “Pro jec t  BASS Environmental Measure-
ments (U) , “ RANRL Technica l Memorandum External No. 18-
174 , (1975).
H. Medwin , “Multi-path Signal Enhancement Apparatus,” U.S.
Patent No. 4,017 ,859 (1977)
J. R. Neighbours , “NRL Laser Effects Handbook ,” NRL Memorandum
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W. Reese, “Considerations of Absorptive Chaff: Practical and
Applications (U),” NWC TP 5730 , (1975), China Lake
Technical Report TP 5730, (1975).
W. Reese, W. M. Tolles , G. E. Schacher, “Electric and Magnetic
Single Particle Susceptibility (U),” NWC Technical
Report TP 5752 (1975)
R. A. Reinhardt with K. J. Graham , “Equilibrium and Kinetics
of Some Simple Complexes of Paiiadium (II),” NPS-6lRi7607l
(1976)
R. A. Reinhardt with K. J. Graham , “The Design and Construction
of a Stopped—Flow Apparatus ,” NPS—6lRi76092 (1976).
J. V. Sanders, 0. B. Wilson , “Review of Acoustic Wedge
Evaluation Test,” NC4(61W1)rj, (1977).
G. E. Schacher , with W. Reese , “Experiments Supporting a
Program of Warm Fog Dispersed by Electrical Charge
Injection ,” NPS—6lSqRc74Oll (1974).
G. B. Schacher , with C. W. Fairall , “Sa:~ Joaquin Valley Fog:Attempts at Electrical Dissipation ,” NPS-6lSqFr76031 (1976).
G. E. Schacher , “USNS Hayes Marine Fog Cruise: Preliminary
Evaluation of Naval Postgraduate School Data,” NPS-615q7604l
(1976)
G. E. Schacher , “Marine Fog Cruise , USNS Hayes, Naval Post-
graduate School Equipment and Data,” Naval Research
Laboratory Report (1976).
G. B. Schacher , with J . Russell, “Marine Fog Cruise, USNS Hayes,
Preliminary Analysis of Turbulence , Wind , and Tempera ture
Measurements , ” Naval Research Laboratory Report ( 1976) .
G. E. Schacher , with C. Fairall, L. May, T. Houlihan, and
K. Davidson, “USNS Hayes-Marine Boundary Layer Research
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G. E. Sch acher , with  K .  Davidson , T. Houlihan and C. Fairall ,
“Observed Height and Stability Dependence of Turbulence
K inetic Energy Dissi pation in the Atmospher ic Mar ine
Surface Layer ,” NPS—61—77— 003 (1977).
F. R. Schwirzke , “ Impu r i t ies  in Tokamaks , ” Final Report,
U. S. Ene rgy Research and Development Administration, —Order Number WA-76-4205 (1976).
F. R. Schwirzke , “Ion Thruster Technology for Neutral Beam
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J. S. Beachy and S. J. Kowalick , “Electroexcitation of the
T=1 Nucleus 58 Ni and the T=2 Nucleus 6 0 Ni up to 50 MeV
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M. E. Beckes and N. P. Burhans , “Passive Environmental ASW
Prediction System (PEAPS),” 1975. (Advisor: A. Coppens ,
D. Harrison)
R. Bostian, “Single Hydrophone Technique for Obtaining Spectral
Source Levels of Marine Mammals in Coastal Waters,” 1977.
(Advisor: H. Medwin)
D. B. Cahill, “Tactical Display of CZ-Propagation Areas ,”
1977. (Advisor: J. V. Sanders)
B. A. Campbell , “Investigation and Application of Electrical
Control to the Electron Beam of the Naval Postgraduate
School Linear Electron Accelerator,” 1977. (Advisor:
F. R. Buskirk)
J. B. Cook, II, “Construction of a Deuterium Fluoride Laser ,”
1975. (Advisor: A. W. Cooper)
C. B. Delaplain , “Computer Simulation of Multimers Sputtered
from Copper ,” 1975. (Advisor : D. Harrison)
V. G. Dunn, “Comparative Analysis of Soviet Anti-Carrier
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J. Edwards, “A Preliminary Investigation of Acoustical Energy
Transmission from a Tapered Fluid Layer into a Fast
Bottom,” 1976. (Advisor: A. B. CoppenS)
R. B. Evans and J. H. Feder, “Non-Air-Supported Surface Ship
ASW Tactics Utilizing Radiated Noise Data,” 1977.
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J. L. Frank , III, “A Sta tistical Analysis of Emission—Line
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W . T. Funk and R. F. Sontheimer , “A Hydrogen Fluoride/Hydrogen
Deuterium Laser at the Naval Postgraduate School , ” 1977.
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R. W. G ilbert , “Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy Using
Tunable Dye Lasers Pumped by an Ultraviolet Nitrogen
Laser , ” 1975. (Advisor:  W. M. Tolles)
E. F.  Gordon , “An Investigation of the Natural  Line Shape of
the Gia nt Dipole Resonance , ” 1 9 7 5 .  (Ad visor: R. Pi t than)
R. E. Gulnp , “ Passive Environmental  ASW Prediction System
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R. B. Shields , Jr., “Interfrequency Correlation of Specularly
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C. L.  Smith , “Computer S imulation of the Sput ter ing of
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R. Kelly, J. Paluinbo, “Atomic and Ionic Emission Lines Below
2000° A Hydrogen Through Krypton,” NRL Rep 7599 , 1973.
Published Feb. 1974. U. S. Government Printing Office,
Wash ington , D. C. ppxi+992.
W. B. Zeleny, “Introduction to Relativistic Quantum Mechanics ,”
University Publications , 108 pages, 1975.
H. Medwin , C. S. Clay , “Acoustical Oceanography : Principles
and Applications ,” Wiley-Interscience, New York City , NY ,
544 pages, 1977.
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H. Medwin, “Speed of Sound in Water : A simple equation for
realistic parameters ,” Journal of Acoustical Society
of America. (Accepted)
G. E. Schacher , C. W. Fairall , “Probability of Ruin in Discrete
Fractional Investment Processes,” ORSA.
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R. W. Burton and J. D.  Selim , “ I n f r a r e d  Detection of Surface
Charge and Current Distributions, ” Proceedings 1977
International Microwave Symposium, Jun e 1977.
R. W. Burton and W. E.  Beyatte , “Charge and Cur rent Distri-
butions on Cross-Monopole Transmitt ing Antenna , ” Pro-
ceedings 1977 International  Sc ient i f ic  Radio Union (URS I)
J une 1977
R. W. Burton , “On Measuring El l ip t ical ly  Polarized Surface
Currents ,” Proceedings of National Conference on Elec-
tromagnetic Scattering, June 1976.
R. W. Burton , R. W. P .  K ing , and L. C. Shen , “Electric and
Magnetic Fields Inducted on the Surfaces on Electrically
Thin and Thick Cylinders and Crossed Cylinders by an
Incident Plane Wave , ” Proceedings of Nat ional  Confe rence
on Electromagneti c Sca t t e r ing ,  June 1976.
R. W. Burton , “The Crossed-Dipole Structure of Aircraft in
an Electromagnetic  Pulse Environment , ” paper presented
and Proceedings of the I n t e r n a t i o n al  Conference on
Electromagnet ic  Noise,  In te r fe rence  and Compatibil i ty,
AGARD , NAT O , October 1974.
R. W. Burton and R. W. P.  King , “Induced Currents in Single
and Crossed Wires , ” paper read before the Internat ional
Union of Radio Science Annual Meeting, Boulder, Co lorado ,
Octobe r 1974.
S. G. Chan , “On Modif ied  T ransmi t t a l  But te rworth—Che lyhen
Filter,” 20th Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems,
August 1977.
D. B. Hoisington and S. J. Alexander , “A Theore tica l and
Experimental Investigation of Phase-Front Distortion
Jamming (Y ) , ” Proceedings of the Twenty—first  Annual
Joint Electronic Warfare  Con ference at the United States
Air Force Academy , (Secret)  1977.
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D. B. Hoisington and C. J. Thomas , “The Navy ’ s Educational
Programs in Electronic Warfare , ” Tn —Service Electronic
Warfare Conference, NPS, May 1977.
D. B. }ioisington and C. E. Carroll, “Improved Sweep Waveform
Generator for Bistatic Radar,” Proceedings of the
Twentieth Annual Joint Electronic Warfare Conference,
Report No DR STE-EL (la), HQ, US Army T & E Command,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 1976.
D. B. Hoisington and P. Roder, “The Electron ic Warf are
Curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School,” Fifth
Annual Prowler EW Symposium, NAS, Whidbey 1,
Washington, 1976.
D. B. Hoisington , “Improved Sweep Waveform Generator for
Bistatic Radar ,” Twentieth Annual Joint Electronic
Warfare Conference, West Point, NY 1975.
S. Jauregui, “What is HIJLTEC?” presented at the NAVELEX
P~~~-l07 and EE Dept. NPS Sponsored HULTEC Symposium,June 1975 at NPS , Monterey .
S. Jauregui , “Some Sigint Related Programs at the N aval
Postgraduate School ,” presented at the NAVELEX PME-107
and EE Department, NPS, sponsored Signals Symposium,
February 1974 at Naval Postgraduate School , Monterey .
D. E. Kirk, H. A. Titus, and G. Mitschang, “Locating with
Fixed Sensor Having Observations of Signal Angle of
Arrival and Doppler Shifted Frequency,” Proceedings
of the Sixth Symposium on Nonlinear Estimation Theory
and Its Applications, 1975.
D. E. Kirk and H. A. Titus, “Evaluation of Linear Estimators
for Nonline ar Systems ,” Proceedings of the Ninth Asilomar
Conference on Circuits, Systems and Computers, 1975.
J. B. Knorr, “Hybrid Mode Analysis of Planar Lives,” Pro-
ceedings of the Eighth Agj].omar Conference on Circuits,
Systems and Computers, 1974.
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J. B. Knorr , “ Coup ler Desi gn Using Dispersive Transmission
Lives , ” Proceedings of the Eighth Asilomar Conference
on Circuits, Systems and Computers, 1974.
G. A. Myers , “Integrated Circuit Frequency Demodulators ,”
SIEEEM, Monterey , Mexico , September 1977.
G. A. Myers , “ In te rna l  Modulation ( I M )  of Sinusoidal Carrier
Wa ves , ” SIEEEM , Monterey , Me x ico , 1977.
G. A. Myers and E. Kilborn , “Interva l Modulated (IM) Carrier
Signals ,” Ad Hoc Symposium on Spread Spread Spectrum
Communications, September 1976, Nava l Postgraduate
School.
J. E. Ohlson , “Shipboard PSI Conside rations ,” 1976 National
Telecommunications Conference, Dallas , Texas , paper in
Conference record , 43.6-1 to 43.6—3 , De cembe r 1976.
J. E. Ohlson , “Optimum Filtering and Detection in Impulse
Noise , ” Seventh Hawaii  In te rna t iona l  Conference on
System Sciences, Honolulu , Haw aii , 1974 , pp. 93-94
of Proceedings.
J. E.  Ohlson , “On Do uble Loops in Carr ie r  Synchronizat ion , ”
NATO Advanced Study Institute on New Directions in
Signal Processing in Communication and Control, England ,
Augus t 5—17 , 1974.
J. E.  Oh ison , “New Direction s in Nonlinear Filtering, ” NATO
Advanced Study In s t i t u t e  on New Direct ions  in Si gnal
Pro cessing in Communications and Control, 1974.
R. Panholzer , “Advanced Pocke t Calcula tors,” 197 6 IEEE
In te rna t iona l  Convention, E lec t ro  76 , Boston , Ma ss . ,
Technica l Session *32 , May 1976.
R. Panhoizer , “Pocket Cdlculator Update ,” Wescon Professional
Program, Los Angeles , Ca l i forn ia , paper presentation
on ly , Technical  Session #7 , September 1976.
P. Panholzer , “Hi gh Performance Building Blocks for Micro—
programmed Systems , ” Wescon Profess iona l  Program , Los
Angeles, C a l i f o r n i a  Technical Session #2 6, September 1976.
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R. Panhoizer, “Present and Future of Sophisticated Pocket
Calculators ,” Wescon Technical Session #23, San
Francisco, California, 1975.
S. R. Parker, “Noise in Digital Filters,” UCLA Seminar, 1977.
S. R. Parker, “The Effects of Correlation and Structure on
Quantization Noise in Di gital Filters , ” Proceedings of
the IEEE Arden House Workshop on Signal Processing,
January 1974.
J. POWE RS , “ Computer Simulation of Linear Acoustic Diffrac-
tion ,” 7th International Symposium on Acoustical Imaging
and Holography, Chicago, IL, 1976.
J. Powers, 14. Fraufelder, and T. Chance , “A Co2 Laser FM-CW
Ranging and Velocity Measurement System Incorporating
An Acoustooptic Modulator ,” IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium,
Annapolis , MD 1976.
J. Powers, “An FM—CW Laser Radar Incorporating an Acousto—
optic Modulation ,” IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, Annapolis,
MD 1976.
G. A. Rahe and C. B. Robbins , “Spotlight,” National Annual
Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA , June
1977.
R. D. Strum and J. R. Ward, “Off-Campus Continuing Education
for US Naval Off icers ,” The Teaching of Electronic
Engineering in Degree Courses, University of Hull ,
England, April 1976.
R. D. Strum, “Modularization of Navy Courses,” Frontiers of
Education, Atlanta, GA , October 1975.
T. F. Tao , D. BarYehoshua , and R. Martinez . “Applications of
Microprocessors to Control Problems ,” 1977 Joint Auto-
matic Control Conference, San Francisco, CA, 1977.
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T. F. Tao , S. Holmes , J. Campbell , M. Pollack and G. Sklavanos,
“Comparative Sensitivity Studies of Sampled Analog SAW,
CTD and Digital Processors,” NATO AGARD Symposium on
“Impact of Charge Coupled Devices and Surface Acoustical
Wave Devices in Signal Processing and Imagery in Advanced
Systems ,” Ottawa , Canada, October 1977.
T. F. Tao , “Present Status and Future Development of Large
Scale Memory and Storage Devices,” 1977 Symposium on
Automated Production, Storage, Retrieval and Display
of Digitized Engineering Data, Naval Postgraduate School,
January 13-14, 1977.
T. F. Tao, “Present Status and Future Development of Large
Scale Memory and Storage Devices,” National Science
Foundation Committee Meeting on Mass Storage Develop-
ment, Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA , April 1977.
T. F. Tao and W. Ku , “Theory and Applications of Recursive
CTD Sampled Analog Filters ,” NATO AGARD Symposium on
IMPACT of Charge Coupled Devices and Surface Acoustical
Wave Devices in Signal Processing and Imagery in Advanced
Systems, Ottawa , Canada , October 1977.
T. F. Tao, “Progress of Bipolar Injection Logic and Short
Channe l DMOS and VMOS Logic ,” Institute of Defense
Analysis Symposium on the Utilization of Larc?e Scale
Integrated Circuits in Military Systems, Arlington , VA ,
August 1977.
T. F. Tao, “Nonrecursive MMSE Spatial Filter to Suppress
Correlated Spatial Noise,” 11th Asilomar Conference
on Circuits, Systems and Computers, Asilomar, CA , 1977.
T. F. Tao, V. Iamsaad , S. Holmes , B. B. Freund , L. Saetre
and T. Zimmerman , “Sampled Analog CCD Recursive Comb
Filters and Their Applications,” paper presented at
the 1975 International CCD Applications Conference
and published in the Conference Proceedings , 1975.
T. F. Tao and S. Holmes, “Har dware Signal Processor Develop-
ment--Session Summary ,” Proceedings of 9th Asilomar
Conference on Circuits, Systems and Computers, 1975.
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G. J. Thaler and P. Van Tassel, “Singular Surfaces in a
Parame ter Space with Applications to Feedback Control
Systems ,” 1976 Conference on Information Sciences and
Systems at the John Hopkins University,  1976.
G. J. Thaler and J. J. Uhrin III, “Design of a Nonlinear
Speed Control System ,” Mi lwaukee Symposium on Automatic
Control, Milwaukee , IL, 1976.
G. J. Thaler and H. L. Drurey , “Nonlinearities in a Submarine
Depth and Pitch Control,” Milwaukee Symposium on Auto-
matic Control, 1976.
G. J. Thaler, “Design of Deadbeat Controllers with Polynomial
Inputs,” Proceedings of Princeton Conference on Infor-
mation Sciences and Systems, March 1974.
G. J. Thaler, “Steady State Decoupling and Design of Linear
Multivariable Systems,” Milwaukee Symposium on Auto-
matic Control, March 1974.
H. Titus and M. Shachar , “The Image Processing Outrhythms
for IR Target Track ing , ” Asilomar Con feren ce on Circuits
and Systems, November 1976.
H. Titus and D. B. Hoisington , “Ele ctronic Warf are and Missile
Design,” The Colloguim Proceedings of the Navy Tacticle
Missile Systems Colloquim, April 1976.
H. Titus, “Sonobuoy Tracking Problems ,” ONR - Passive Track-ing Symposium, 1977.
H. A. Titus, K. Watts and C. Beaudet, “EA-6B Mission Planning,”
Tn -Service EW Conference, May 1977.
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R. W. Burton and R. W. P. King, “Surface Currents and
Cha rges on a Thick Conducting Tube in an E-Polarized
P Lane-Wave Field I .  Theory , ” Radi o Science, V. 11,
Nos . 8 , 9 , pp. 687— 99 ,  Aug—Sep 1976.
R. W. Burton and R. W. P.  King , “Surface Currents and Charge s
on a Thick Conducting Tube in an E-Polarized Plane-
Wave Field II. Measurements ,” Radio Science, V. 11,
Nos. 8, 9, pp. 701—11 , Aug—Sep 1976.
R. W. Burton and R. W. P. King, ‘ lnduced Currents and Charges
on Thin Cylinders in a Time-Varying Electromagnetic
Fi eld , ” IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compata-
bility, Vol. EMC—17 , No. 3, pp. 149—55 , 1975.
R. W. Burton and R. W. P. K i n g ,  “ Measured Currents and
Cha rges on Thin Crossed Antennas in a Plane—Wave Field ,”
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol.
AP —23 , No. 5, pp. 657—64 , 1975.
S. G. Cha n and L. Phung,  “Necessary and Su f f i c i en t  Conditions
for the Realizability of Biquadrat ic  Functions,” IEEE
Transactions on Circuits and Systems , Vol. CAS-21, No.  2 ,
pp. 19 7 — 9 8 , 1974.
S. G. Chan , N. K. Bose and L. Phung, “Necessary and Sufficient
Conditions for the Realizability of Biquadratic Functions ,”
IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems, Vol. CAS—22 ,
No. 2, pp. 154—5 , 1975.
D. B. Hoisington and C. E. Carroll , “Improve d Sweep Waveform
Generator for Bistat ic  Radar , ” In te l l igence and Radar
ECM/ECCN (U) , Vol . 1, 1976.
D. E. Ki rk and M. D. Hewett ,  “Trajectory optimization us ing
— a second-order Epsilon Method ,” AIAA Journal of Aircraft ,
Vol. 13, No. 3, pp. 174—179 , March 1976 .
D. E. Ki rk , R. E. LaR ock , and C. 1. Park , “Comp uter-aided
design of observer—controllers ,” Computers and Electrical
Engineering, Vol 3, pp. 53-64.
D. E. Kirk , “Notes on Linear Programming,” book review , Control
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J. B. Knorr, “Analysis of Coupled Slots and Coplanar Strips,”
IEEE Transactions Microwave Theory Techniques, Vol.
MTT—23, No. 7, pp. 541—48, 1975.
J. B. Knorr, “Spectral Domain Calculation of Microstrip
Characteristic Impedance,” IEEE Transactions on Micro-
wave Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-23, No. 9,
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Ko, “Multidimension Recursive Digital Filters ,” 1977. (Advisor:
S. R. P arker)
R. Koehler, “Modelling UHF Antenna Coupling on Aircraft MSAE ,”
1975. (Ad visor;  R. W. Adler and S. Jauregui)
W. Kozain , “Electronic Operation of Charge Coupled Devices,”
1975. (Advisor: T. F. Tao)
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DEPART EMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MASTERS THESES DIRECTED (E xcept as Indicated)
(Cont’d)
K . D. Kuchler , “Hybrid Mode Analysis of Coplanar Transmission
Lines ,” Ph.D, 1975. (Advisor: J. B. Knorr)
T. C. Landry, “Shipboard Radio Frequency Interference in UHF
Satellite Communication ,” 1976. (Advisor: J. E. Ohison)
C. A. LaVarre , “ Dye-Transfer Modulation - A Photographic
Method of Detecting Electromagnetic Fields,” Electrical
Engineer , 1975. (Advisor: R. Bur ton )
C. A. LaVarre , “ Thermographic Imaging of Electromagneti c
Fields,” 1975 and also NPS Technical Report, No. NPS-
52Zn75l21. (Advisor: R. W. Burton)
Y. Levin , “Moving Target Indication by Non-coherent Detection,”
1975. (Advisor: D. B. Hosington)
W. Long, “A Clock Encoded Digital Data Link Using Fiber
Optics,” 1977. (Advisor: J. Powers)
F. E. Mace, Jr., “A High Level Noise Blanker and RF Amplifier
System for the UHF Band , ’ 1976. (Advisor : J. E. Ohison)
A. J. Mancini , “Computer Aided Control System Design Using
Frequency Domain Specifications,” EE , 1976. (Advisor:
G. J. Thaler)
Mar tinos , “Adaptive Reducted Order Modeling,” 1977. (Advisor:
S. R. Parker)
M. Matsuda, “Investigation of a Suboptimal Controller Design
for a Nuclear Reactor System ,” EE, 1975. (Advisor: A.
Gerba, Jr.)
E. J. McDowell, “Measurement of Current and Charge Distribu-
tions and Input Impedances of the Crossed-Dipole Trans-
mitting Antenna,” 1975 and NPS Technical Report, NO. NPS-
52Zn75O31. (Advisor: R. W. Burton)
L. F. McIntyre, “Investigation of a Linear , Two-Degree-of-
Freedom Simulation of the XR-3 Captured Air Bubble (CAB)
Craft in Frequency Domain,” 1977. (Advisor: A. Gerba)
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C. McNeil and D. Houston , “The Development of a User Oriented
Interface for a Computer Driven Graphics Device,” 1977.
(Advisor: G. A. Rahe)
R. E. M~Wey, “Signal Processing and Characterization of theAudio Evoked Cort ical  Response , ” 1974. (Advisor: G.
H. Marmont)
T. D. B. Meno, “ ITU Registrations and Navy UHF SATCOM , ” 1976 .
(Advisor : J. E.  Ohlson)
L. Menzel , “Study of Roll and Pitch Transients in Calm Wate r
Using the Simulated Performance of the XR— 3 Surface
E f f e c t Shi p Loads and Motions Compute r Program , ” 1975.
(Advisor : A. Ge rba , Jr.)
S. A. Merriken , “A Systems Analysis of the Naval Environmental
Data Network (NEDN),” 1975. (Advisor: 0. Baycura)
C. D. Mitakos, “Hydrofoil Performance in a Sinusoidalsen ,”
1976. (Advisor : G. J. Thaler)
W. R. Mitchell , “Investigation to Optimize Captured Air
Bubble Surface  E f f e c t  Ship Digi ta l  Simulation for
I r regular  Sea Condit ions ,” 1974. (Advisor : A. Gerba)
L. J. Mitchell , “The Use of Linear Regression Models in Non-
Li near Towe d Array Systems , ” 1977. (Advisor:  G. L.
Sackman )
K. A. Moellmer, “Development of an Analog/Digital I. C.
Trainer,” 1975. (Advisor : R. Panholzer)
T. Mulkern , “Low P ro f i l e  Antennas for RMS System , ” 1977.
(Advisor : 0. Baycura)
A. Nanos , ‘Infrared Detection of Surface Charge ,” 1977.
(Advisor : R. Burton)
A. W. Natahartaka , ‘Digital Signaling for Radio Telephone,”
1975. (Advisor: G. D. Ewing)
V. Nitsche and L. K. Kluessow , “Automatic Depth and Pitch
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(Cont’ d)
N.  B. N gon , “Flow Graph Technique in Network Analysis , ” 1975.
(Advisor: S. G. Chan )
R. T. O’Bryon , “A 16-Leve l Gray Code Display System for Two-
dimensional Ultrasonic Data,” 1977. (Advisor: J.
Powers)
E. J. Ohlert, “A Study of Display Devices for Feedback of
Meaningful Inf ormation to Electroencephalogram
Subjects,” 1975. (Advisor: G. H. Marmont)
C. F. O’Keefe , “Acoustic Approach to Coordination in
Direct Support (CIDS),” 1976. (Advisor: 0. Baycura)
C. Orejuela , “Design Consideration of YAGJ Antenna,” 1977.
(Advisor: R. Burton)
C. Orejuela , “Design of Log-Periodic Antenna Arrays ,” 1976.
(Advisor: R. Burton)
G. B. Parker, “Deck Boxes for UHF SATCOM Radio Frequency
Interference Study ,” 1976 (Advisor : J. E. Ohlson)
J. W. Patton, “A Hardware Design for a Computer Aided Acoustic
Imaging System ,” 1977. (Advisor: J. Powers)
R. A. Persell , Jr. and R. L. Benson , “Signals for Fleet
Satellite Communications: The Commun it ations Satellite
Corporation ,” 1975. (Advisor: 0. Baycura)
R. Pettus, “Detectability of single—sideband radio signals
with Pseudo—Random Sequences as Modulating Waveforms,”
1975. (Advisor: G. A. Myers)
J. Poliakon, “A Survey of Matched Filter and Correlation
Devices with an Evaluation of Two Digital Correlators ,”
1975. (Advisor: T. F. Tao)
J. Pounds, “The Data General Nova 800 Minicomputer as a Digital
Controller ,” 1975. (Advisor: D. E. Kirk)
H. R. Prunsch, “A Correlation Polarimeter for Deep Sapce
Polarization Track ing, ” Ph.D, 1975. (Advisor: J. E.
Ohison)
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D. Purawidj zj z , “Study of a Pulse-Counting Discriminator for
FM Signal Demodulations,” 1976. (Advisor : R. Panholzer)
R. L. Purcell , “Analysis of Mad Noise Charateristics ,” 1977.
(Advisor : G. L. Sackman )
T. A. Reglein , “Feature Selection for the Identification of
Baude d Signals ,” 1975. (Advisor : S. Jauregui)
G. Ralph , “A User ’s Guide for the Data General Nova 800
Minicomputer ,” 1976. (Advisor: D. E. Kirk)
F. Rapntzihos , “Specifying and Designing Coupling and Bypass
Capaci tors for Wide Band Ampl i f ie rs,” 1977. (Advisor :
G. D. Ewing)
P. R. Renfree , “Some Experimental Results on Counting Zeros
to Detect Sinusoidal and Frequency Modulated Signals in
Noise , ” 1977.  (Advisor : G. A. Myers)
R. Renzelman , “Study of Infrared Solid-State Imagers Using
Charge Transport Devices with an Evaluation of Two
Digita l Correlators,” 1974. (Advisor : T. F. Tao)
D. M. Re to , “Conversion of E. M. To Acoustic Energy , ” 1976 .
(Advisor : 0. Baycura)
L. E. Rhoads , “The Design and Implementation of an Accurate
Measurement System which uses a Controller-Oriented
Microcomputer ,” 1977. (Advisor : R. Panholzer)
F. K. Richardson , “Power Optimization of the Captured Air
Bubble Surface Effects Ship ,” 1976. (Advisor : G.
3. Thaler)
R. G. Riedel , “Sensi t iv i ty  Study of the XR- 3 Loads and
Motions Computer Program Sidewall Parameters and
Forces on Roll Behavior in Calm Sea and a Comparison
to Testevolt Turn Manerver Data ,” 1977. (Advisor:
A. Gerba , Jr . )
Robinson , “An Application of the Sliding Window Observe r ,
1977. ( Advisor: S. R. Parker)
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J. C. Ross, “A Wideband RF Application of Fiber Optics,”
1974. (Advisor: S. Jauregui)
Rostad, “A Comparitive Study of the Wave Digital Filter ,”
1977. (Advisor: S. R. Parker)
D. G. Rundall , “Impedance Measurement of the Crossed Monopole
Wire Structure ,” 1977. (Advisor : R. Burton)
D. G. Rundall , “Measured Impedance of Crossed—Monopole
Transmitting Antenna,” 1976. (Advisor: R. Burton)
L. Saetre, “Sampled Analog Recursive Comb Filters and Their
Applications to MTI Radar ,” 1975. (Advisor: T. F. Tao)
J. D. Selim, “Infrared Detection of Surface Currents ,” Electrical
Engineer, 1977. (Advisor : R. Burton)
M. L. Senft, “Adaptive Logic Techniques and Decision Making ,”
EE, 1975. (Advisor: R. Panholzer)
M. Shachar, “Image Processing Algorithms for “Image Target
Tracking” ,” 1976. (Advisor: H. A. Titus)
R. Sharon , “Theoretical Analysis of a Model for a Field
Displacement Isolator,” 1976. (Advisor: J. B. Knorr)
Sheridan and Bar dick , “Geologic Noise Model for Magnetic
Anomaly Sensor ,” 1976. (Advisor: G. L. Sackman)
A. R. Shuff, “Instrumentation Package for Measurement of
Shipboard RFI ,~ 1976. (Advisor: J. E. Ohlson)
R. Shumaker , “Optimization Techniques in Missile Sensor ,”
1976. (Advisor : H. A. Titus)
R. M. Silalahi, “Adaptive Delta Modulation in Hardware Real-
ization ,” 1977. (Advisor: R. Panholzer)
K. R. Siness “A GPSS Simulation and Analysis of a CU Ship!
Shore/Ship Communications System,” 1976. (Advisor :
0. Baycura)
S. M. Skj ei , J r . ,  “ A Flexible Spread Spectrum System , ” 1975.
(Advisor: J. E . Ohlson )
‘ 
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A. P. Sosnicky , “Biological Hazards Associated with E.M.
Radiation from Telecommunica tions a:~d Radar Sys tems , ”1976. (Advisor : 0. Baycura)
R. C. Spencer , “Resonance of Electromagnetic Waves on Cross—
Monopole Wire Structures ,” 1975. (Advisor: R. W. Burton)
D. W. Stamps, -‘ Control of Roll in A Turning Submarine ,” 1977.
(Advisor : G. J. Thaler)
R. D. Stanga , “Digital Simulation as an Approach to ESM
Software Development ,” 1975. (Advisor : S. Jauregui)
W. E. Stockslager , “Computer Modeling of the Electroencepha-
logram ,” 1974. (Advisor: G. H. Marmont)
R. D. Stolt , “Wideband Analog Propagation in a Fiber Optic
System , ” 1974.  (Advisor : S. Jau regu i )
H. Sturhan and W. Havenstein , “The Ef f ec t s  of Mutlipath
Propagation on the Range Measurement System at Fort
Hunter  Liggett ,” 1977. (Advisor : M. L. Wilcox)
A. I. Suparman , “A Comparative Study on the Realizability
of Biquad ia t i c  Funct ions,” 1976. (Advisor : S. G. Chan)
I. Tanes , “AM Modulation of a Carbon-Dioxide Laser Beam Using
Acousto-optical Interaction ,’ 1976. (Advjsor: J. Powers)
H.  0. Tasdelen , “Approximate Analytical Evaluation of
Extended Kalman Filters ,” 1975. (Advisor: D. E. Kirk)
W. H. Thomas “Automation of Major Naval Telecommunications
Center ,” 1976. (Advisor : 0. Baycura)
J. D. Thompson , “Reduced Order Approximations to Linear
Higher Order Systems ,” 1976. (Advisor : A. Gerba , Jr)
J. Trelles , “Prediction of Far-Field Radiation Pat tern  of
a Randomly Vibrating Surface from Near Field Measure-
ments ,” 1976. (Advisor: G. L. Sackman)
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DEPART MENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MASTERS THESES DIRECTED (E xcept as Indicated)
( Cont’d)
T. C. Tsoukalas , “Solid State Applications of Direct Energy
Convension and Heat Pumping for a Small Automotive
Vehicle,” EE , 1975. (Advisor: M. L. Wilcox)
J. E. Turner , “Radio Frequency Switching Mode Power Amplifiers ,”
1977. (Advisor : G. D. Ewing )
J. Van Devender , “A— 7 Software Improvement Algorithms ,”
1976. (Advisor: H. A. Titus)
J. A. Van Devender, “Monte—Carlo Simulation of a Cruised
Missile Utilizing Digital Filtering of the Laser Gyro
Strapdown Initial Navigation System ,” 1976. (Advisor:
H. A. Titus)
P. E. Vassiliades , “ Depth and Pitch Control System for a Near
Surface Submarine,” 1976. (Advisor: G. J. Thaler)
M. D. Vennum , “Design of a Normal Mode Helical Antenna for
Army Use,” 1977. (Advisor : 0. Baycura)
J. J. Vhrim , III, “Sampled Data Adaptive Digital Computer
Control of Surface Ship Maneuvers ,” EE, 1976.
(Advisor: G. J. Thaler)
D. T. Viet, “Measured Effects of Frequency Division on the
Performance of Pulse Counting Frequency Demodulators ,”
1976. (Advisor: G. A. Myers)
L. P. Vines, “Computer Automated Design of Systems ,” 1976.
(Advisor: G. J. Thaler)
C. Ward , “Automatic Control of a Near Surface Submarine in
Sea States ,” 1977. (Advisor : G. J. Thaler)
M. Wasivta , “Application of Digital Demodulators to Frequency-
Shift—Keyed Carriers,” 1975. (Advisor: G. A. Myers)
G. Westling , “The Statistics of Multipath Fading at VHF
Applied to Communications Links at NAVTORPSTA Keyport,
Washington ,” 1977. (Advisor: J. B. Knorr)




Monterey , Cal i fornia
DEPART MENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MASTERS THESES DIRECTED (Except as Indicated)
(Cont ’  d)
H. Wiedeman , “Measured Currents and Charges on Flat t  Plate
Aircraf t  Wing Structures , ” 1975. (Advisor : R. Burton )
H.  J. Wiederman , “Measured Surface Charge and Current
Distribution in Scattering Flat Plate ,” 1976. (Advisor :
R. Burton)
M. Wheaton , “The Preparation for and the Implication of G
WAR C of 1979,” 1975. (Advisor : 0. Baycura)
E . R. Wicklander , “An Analysis of Electroencephalograms ,”
1975. (Advisor : G. H. Marmont)
C. A. Wi lkens , “On the Setting-Up of an Underwater Acoustic
Calib ration Faci l i ty , ” 1977. (Advisor : D. A . Stentz)
C. B. Williams , “Receiver Design for the Naval Postgraduate
School SATCOM Signal Analyzer ,” 1377. (Advisor : 3.
E. Ohlson)
T. C. W . Witt , “A Comparison of AN vs FM Dig ital Techni que s
for VHF Line of Si ght Communications ,” 1977. (Advisor :
G. A. Myers)
D. L. Wojtkowiak , “Di gital Trainer Modules for Laboratory
Experiments ,’ 1975. (Advisor : R. Panholzer)
R. Wyatt, “ D i f a r  T r a c k i n g  with Maneuvers ,” 1976. (Advisor:
H. A. Titus)
R. Wyatt , “Initialization Schemes for Multiple Buoy Di fa r
T r a c k i n g , ” 1976.  (Advisor :  H.  A.  Ti tus )
C. L. Xefteris , “A Magnetometer Data Acquisition System ,”
1976.  (Advisor:  G. L.  Sackman)
Xefteris , “Signal Processing of magnetic Anomaly Signals ,”
1976. (Advisor: G. L. Sackman)
S. Yayasuwarya , “Study of LH0045 Two Wire Transmitter for
• Remote Signaling , 1977. (Advisor:  R. Panholzer)
X. Yodchai , “Design of a 918 MHz, Low P ro f i l e  Antenna , ” 1977.
(Advisor : 0. Baycura)
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D. Young , “A Calculator Controlled Microwave NetworkAnalyzer System,” 1977. (Advisor : J. B. Knorr)
Zach , “Adaptive Stochastic Filter for Radar,” 1977.
(Advisor: S. R. Parker)
BOOKS
3. E. Ohlson , New Directions in Si gnal Processing in
CommunicaUon and ControL, “On Double-Loops in CarrierSynchronization ,” (Edited by J. K . Skwirzynski) ,
NATO Advanced Study Institutes Series E-No. 12,Noordhoff, 1975.
G. J. Thaler, Automatic Control: Classical Linear Theory,
Dowden , Hu tchinson and Ross , 1974.
R. W. Burton, The Strategy of Electromagnetic Conflict,R. E. Fitts, Editor, United States Air Force Academy
Press, 1975.
0. M. Baycura, Nonlinear Laplace transforms, Computer SciencePress, Inc. 1977.
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C.-P. Chang, “Equatorial Waves and ITCZ. ” Presented at Atmospheric
and Oceanic Sciences Colloquim , University of Michigan , Ann
Arbor , June 1974.
C.-P. Chang and F. T. Jacobs , “ A Diagnostic Model for Estimating
Large—Scale Trop ical Flow Patterns from Satellite Cloud Bright-
ness. ” Presented before the Fall Annual Meeting of American
Geoph ysical Union , San Francisco , December 1974. Abstract
printed in Transactions, Vol. 56 (November 1974).
C.—P. Chang, “Dynamics of Tropical Waves. ” Presented at Geoph ysi-
cal Fluid Dynamics Seminar , Yale University , New Haven , Feb-
ruary 1975.
C.-P. Chang, “Vertical Structure of Equatorial Waves Forced by
Heating. ” Presented at 9th Technical Conference on Hurricanes
and Trop ical Meteorology , Miami , May 1975 , Bulletin American
Meteorology Society, 56 (1975).
C. —P. Chang, “Spectrum Anal ysis of Easterl y Waves in the Western
Pacific During Two Contrasting Periods of Sea—Surface Temper-
ature Anomalies. ” Presented at  Fall Annual Meeting, AGU , San
Francisco , December 1975 , Transactions , 57 (1975).
C.— P . Chang, “Barotropic Instabilit y of a Spatiall y—Varying Mean
Flow .” Presented at Conference on Atmospheric and Oceanic
Waves and Stability , Seattle , March 1976 , Bulletin of Ameri-
can Meteorology Societ y, 57 (1976)
C.— P. chang, “Study of Planetary and synoptic—Scale Waves of the
Northern Summer Monsoon .” Presented at GARP Study Conference
on Numerical Modeling of the Trop ics , Exeter , U.K., April 1976.
C. -P. Chang, “A Numerical Study of Time—Mean Northern Summer Mon-
soon with Steady and Fluctuating Heating. ” Presented at
International Symposium on Monsoons , New Delhi , 7—12 M a r c h
1977.
C.  P. C h a n g ,  “A Numerical Study of the Locall y U n s t a b l e  Baro t rop ic
E a s t e r l y  J e t . ” P r e s e n t e d  at I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Sympos ium on Mon-
soons , New Delhi , 7—12 March  1977.
K. L. Davidson , “Turbulence Studies in Marine Boundary Layer ,”
West Coast Small Scale Air-Sea Interaction Conference , San
Francisco , October 21—22 , 1974.
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M o n t e r e y ,  C a l i f o r n i a
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
K. L. Davidson , “Small Scale Turbulence Properties in the Marine
Boundary Layer ,” American Geophysical Union , Fall Annual
Me et i n g ,  San Francisco , December 1974 , Trans. Am. Geophysical
Union ,  55 (12) (1974).
K. L. Davidson , “A Numerical Mode l of Wind Wave Coupling, ” Ameri-
can Geophysical Union , Fall Annual Meeting , San Francisco ,
December 1974, Trans, Am. Geophysical Union, 55 (12) (1974).
K. L. Da vidson , “Results from Overwater Turbulence and Propagation
St udi es ,” Technical Review , Hi gh Energy Laser Program (AMS-
4 0 5 ) , NOL , Wash ington , D.C. Feb ruary 1975.
K. L. Davidson , “Shipboard Measurements of Small Scale Turbulence
Properties ,” with T. Houlihan , International Congress on In-
strumentation in Aerospace Simulation Facilities , Ottowa ,
Ontario , Canada , September 1975.
K.  L. Davidson , “Estimating Optically Relevant Turbulence Para-
meters from Indirect Measurements , ” AFWL Electro—Optics Divi—
sion Seminar , Kirtland AFB , New Mexico , August 1975.
K.  L. Davidson , “Shipboard Measurements of Small Scale Turbulence —
Prop ert i e s ,’~ wi t h  T. Ho u l i h an , F a l l  A n n u a l  M e e t i ng AGU , SanFrancisco , Dece mbe r 1975 , Transactions of Am. Geophysical
Union, 56 (1975).
K .  L . Da vidson , “Laser Propagation in the Marine Boundary Layer ,” -
with T. Ho ul i h a n , Annual Report , Naval Sea Systems Command
Hy dromechanics Advisors Committee (SEAHAC) , 2 (Confidential)
(Feb ruary 1975)
K. L. Davidson , “Shipboard Measurements of Smal l  Scale Turbulence
Properties ,” with T. Houlihan . Presented at the International
in Aerospace Simulation Facilities , October 1975.
K. L. Davidson , “Turbulence Effects Upon Laser Propagation in the
Marine Boundary Layer ,” with T. Houlihan. Presented in Pro-
ceedings of the Fourth Biennial Symposium on Turbulence in
Liquids , October 1975.
K. L. Davidson , “Results on Optically Relevant Turbulence Proper-
ties in Marine Boundary Layer ,” with T. Houlihan. Presented
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K. L. Davidson , “Role of Intermittancies in Obtaining Bulk Esti-
mates of Small Turbulence Scale Properties”,at Workshop on Re-
mote Sensing of the Marine Boundary Layer , Vail , Colorado ,
9—11 Aug 1976 .
K .  L. Davidson , “O p t i c a l l y R e l e v a n t  T u r b u l e n c e  Parameters in the
Marine Boundary Layer. ” Presented at Eng ineering Science
Meeting (JJAFS) , L a n g l e y  Resea rch  Cen te r , Hampton , V i r g i n i a
1—3 Nov 1976 .
K. L. Davidson , “Descri ptions of Opticall y Relevant Turbulence
Parameters. ” Presented at Optical/Submillimeter Workshop ,
USAF Academy , Colorado Springs , Colorado , 6-10 Dec. 1976 .
K. L. Davidson , “Shi pboard Measurement of Small Scale Turbulence
Properties ,” with T. Houlihan . Presented at 15th Midwestern
Mechanics Conference , Univ. of Illinois , Chicago , Illinois ,
23—25 Mar 1977.
K. L. Davidson , “Observations of Elevated Layers in Marine Fog
From Shipboard Acoustic Sounder Measurements ,” with T. Houli—
han , G. Schacher and C. Fairall , “Prcperties of Small Scale
Turbulence in Marine Fog, ” “Evaluations of Stability Scaling
Laws for Marine Fog Regimes ,” “Comparisons of Turbulent Para-
meters Obtained from Shipboard Measurements and from Synoptic
Scale O b j e c t i v e  A n a l y s e s  ( F N W C )  .“ Presented at 5th Annual
Marine Fog Investi gation Program Review , Buffalo, New York ,
5—6 Apr. 1977.
K. L. Davidson , “Shi pboard Measurements of Optical Turbulence
Parameters. ” with T .  Houlihan. Presented at 6th Canadian
Congress of Applied Mechanics , Univ. of British Columbia ,
Vancouver , B.C., 30 May— 3 Jun 1977.
K. L. Davidson , “Scaling Laws for the Structure of the Marine
Boundary Layer. ” Presented at Tn —Science Workshop on En-
vironmental Research , Air Force Geophysics Laboratory , Hanscom
AFB , Mass., 28—29 June 1977.
K. L. Da vid son , “Observational Results on Marine Fog Related
Variation of Small Scale Turbulence Parameters (CT
2 and c).”
with T. Houlihan , C. Fairall and G. Schacher , ‘ Observations
of the Marine Inversion with a Shipboard Acoustic Sounder ,”
“Measurements of Altitude Dependence of Atmospheric Turbulence ” ,
An Examination of Scaling Laws for C,,,2 in the Layer Adjacent
to Ocean Waves. ” Presented at Optical Propogation through
Turbulence , Rain , and Fog, University of Colorado. Boulder ,
C o l o r a d o , 9—11 Aug . 1977.
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K. L. Davidson , “Scaling Laws for  Small Scale Turbulence  in Marine
Boundary Layer ,” SPIE* 21st Annu al Technical Symposium
(* Society of Photo—Opt ica l  I n s t r u m e n t  E n g i n e e r s )  , San Diego ,
Ca., 22— 26 Aug. 1977.
K. L. Davidson , “Properties of Small Scale Turbulence in Fog ” ,
with T. Houlihan , Presented at 5th Biennial Symposium on
Turbulence , Univ. of Missour i , Rol la  Rol la , Missour i ,
3—5 Oct 1977.
R. L. Elsberry , W. M. Gray , and E . J. Harrison , JR., “Simulation
of Development of Mesoscale Convection Regions by Artificial
He at Sources ,” Pro c e e d i n g s  of the I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Tr opical
Meteorological Meeting , 1974 .
R. L. Elsberry , “Numerical Simulation of Ocean Thermal Response
to Hurricane Passage ,” with T. S. Fraim , R. N. Trapnell ,Jr.,
and S. H.  Gr igsb y ,  Ninth Technical Conference on Hurricanes
and Tropical  M e t e o r o l o g y ,  Bull. Ame r. Meteor. Soc. , 56(2)
( 1975) .
R. L. Elsberry , “Vertical Heat Fluxes Associated with the Depend-
ing Mixed—Layer During the Cooling Season ,” with N. T. camp ,
Second Conference on Ocean—Atmosphere Interactions , Bull.
Ame r. Meteor. Soc. , 57(1) (1976).
R. L. Elsberry , “Progress in Tropical Cyclone Forecasting, ” Pre-
sented at Global Extended Range Automated Environmental Pre-
diction System Coordination Meeting, Monterey, Ca , 16—17
Nov. 1976 .
ft . L. Elsberry , “The Role of Strong Atmospheric Forcing Events in
Modelling Oceanic Thermal Structure .” with N. Camp . Presented
at Annual Fa il Meeting, AGU , San Francisco , Dec 6—10 , 1976 .
G. J . Haltiner , “Numerical Weath er Prediction ,” wi th R. T. Williams .
Presented at the 54th Annual Meeting, AMS , Ho n o l u l u , January
1974.
G. 3. Haltiner , “A Variation Procedure for Obtaining Global Balance
Winds .” Presented at the W orld Meteorological Conference on
Four—Dimensional Data Assimilations , Paris , F rance , N ovem ber
1975.
R. L. Haney , “Numerical Simulation of the Coupled North Pacific
Ocean—Atmospheric System. ” Presented at NORPAX Co—Principal
tnvestigators Meeting, Fleet Numerical Weather Central ,
M onte rey , Augus t 19—21 , 1974.
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D E P A R T M E N T  OF M E T E O R O L O G Y
C O N F E R E N C E  P R E S E N T A T I O N S  ( C O N T )
R. L. Haney, “The Energy Transformations in a Numerical Simulation
of Oceanic Mesoscale  Edd ies . ” P r e s e n t e d  at  MODE S c i e n t i f i c
C o u n c i l  Mee ti n g ,  University of Rhode Island , August 26—2 8,
1974.
R. L. Haney , “Modelin g the Oceanic Wind Mixed Layer. ” P r e s e n t e d
a t the Fa l l  A n n u a l  Mee tin g of the AG O , San Francisco , December
12—18 , 1974 and published in Tran s. AGU , 55 (1974).
R. L. Haney, “Mode l Iniprovement and Plans f~~r Initial Value Pre-dictions. ” Presented at NORPAX Co—Principal Investi ga to r s
Meeting, Scri pps Ins ti tu t i o n  of O c e a n o g r a p h y ,  La Jo l la , Cali—
f o r m i a , March  19—2 0 , 1975.
R. L. Haney , “The  R e l a t i o n s h i p B e t w e e n  the  E v o l u t i o n  of a Sea Sur-
face Temperature Anamaly and Its Vertical Structure .” Presented
at NORPAX Co—Principal Investigators Meeting, Un iversity of
California Conference Center , Lake Arrowhead , California ,
October 29—31 , 1975.
R. L. Haney, “Preliminary Experiments in the Numerical Prediction
of Large—scale Sea Surface Temperature Anamolies. ” Presented
at the F a l l  A n n u a l  Mee tin g of the AG U , San F r a n c i s c o , D e c e m b e r
8—12 , 1975 and published in Trans. AGO , 56 (1975).
R. L. Haney, “Dynam ical Prediction of Large Scale Sea—Surface
Temperature Anomalies. ” Presented at Joint Oceanographic
Asse mb l y , Ed in b u r g h , Scot l a n d , 13—24 Sept. 1976 .
R. L. Haney , “ Th e E f f e c t of S e a s o n a l ly V a r y i n g  Atm osp h e r i c  F o r c i n g
on the Ocean Circulation ,” Presented at Fall Meeting of the
AGU , San Francisco , CA , 6—10 Dec. 1976.
ft. L. Haney, “Process Parametenization and the Structure of O~ CM’sProcesses  I m p o r t a n t  to the  A n a l y s i s  of the Ocean Circulation
and How They Might be represented in Parametric Form (A dis-
c u s s i o n  of  the pape r  by J.S.A. Green). Presented at JOC/SCOR
J o i n t  S tudy  C o n f e r e n c e  on Gene ral Ci r c u l a t ion Mode l s  of the
Ocean and  t h e i r  Re la t i o n  to Cl i m a t e , H e l s inki , Fin l and , 23-27
May 1977.
R. 3. P~ nard , “Research in Synoptic—Scale Analysis and Forecastingof Marine Fog at the Naval Postgraduate School. ” Presented —
at the  2nd  A n n u a l  C o n f e r e n c e  on M a r i n e  F o g ,  N a v a l  P o s t g r a d u a t e  4
School , M o n t e r e y , J a n u a r y  1974.
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M o n t e r e y ,  C a l i f o r n i a
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
ft. 3. Renard , “Marine Fog Frequencies. ” Presented at the Clima-
tology Conference and Workshop of the American Meteorological
Society , Asheville , N.C., October and Abstract published in
Bull. Am. Meteorol. Soc ., 55(7) (1974).
ft. 3. ftenard , “Proposed Navy—Related Weather Operations and Re-
search for the United States ’ Scientific Mission in Antarctica. ”
Presented by the National Science Foundation , Polar Meteorology
Workshop , Reno , Nevada , May and published in the Proceedings,
1975.
R. 3. Renard , “Recommendations for Antarctic and Arctic Areas ,”
with W. Schwerdtfeger. Presented by the National Science
Foundation , Polar Meteorology Workshop , Reno , Nevada and pub-
lished in the Proceedings, 1975.
ft. 3. Renard , “Evaluation of the 1973-74 EPANALOG Tropical Cyclone
Forecasts for the Northeastern Pacific Ocean Area ,” with
J. D. Jarrell and S. K. Rinard. Presented at the 9th Techni-
cal Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology , Miami ,
Florida and published in Bull. Am. Meteorol. Soc ., Abstract,
56(2) (1975).
ft. 3. Renard , “Climatological Marine—Fog Frequencies from a Syn-
thesis of the Elements of the Visibility—Weather Group in
Random—Ship Synoptic Reports .” Presented at the 3rd Annual -
Conference on Physics of Marine Fog , Naval Electronics Lab
Center , San Diego , CA., Program Summary , January 1975.
ft. 3. Renard , “A New Look at the Climatological Frequencies of
Marine Fog.” Presented at the 9th Annual Congress of the
Canadian Meteorological Society , University of British Colum-
bia , Vancouver , B.C. and published in an Abstract : Atmos ., 13
( 1975)
R. 3. Renard , “A Computerized Mode l for the Objective Analysis of
Atmospheric and Ocean Fronts .” Presented at the Office of
Naval Research Workshop on Oceanic Fronts , University of
Washington Conference Center at Lake Wilderness ,Wash ., Pro-
gram Summary , November 1975.
R. 3. Renard , “Marine—Fog Diagnosis and Climatology from Synoptic
Weather Reports and Weather Satellite Observations Over the
North Pacific Ocean .” Presented at the 4th Conference on
Marine Fog, Lab of Atisos. Phy., Desert Research Institute ,
Reno , Nevada , Program Summary , January 1976 .
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D E P AR T M E N T  OF ME TEOROLO GY
CONFEREN CE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
ft. J. Renard , “A New Approach to the Determination of Cl im a t olo g i-
cal Marine—Fog Frequencies with Application to the Summer Fog
Season of the North Pacific Area ,” with G. R. Wilims . Pre-
sented at the 2nd Conference , Am. Meteor. Soc. on Ocean—
Atmosphere Interactions , Seattle , Washington and published in
Bull. Am. Me teor. Soc., 57(1) (1976).
ft. 3. Renard , “The Climatology and Forecasting of Eastern North
P a c i f ic Ocea n Trop i ca l C y c l o nes ” wi th J. Jarrell , W . Bowman
and S. Rinard . Presented at 10th Tech Conference on Hurri-
canes  and Trop ical Meteorology , C h a r l o tte s v i l l e, Va., 5— 8
Jul 1976 .
R. J. Renard , “The Observation , A n a l y s is , Forecasting and Clima-
to l o g y  o f Ma ri ne Fog in the  Hi gh Seas and in Coastal Areas. ”
P r e s e n ted at Wo r l d  Me te o r o l o gica l Organization Technical Con-
f e r e n c e  on t h e  App l ica t ion of M a r i n e  Me teo ro logy  to the Hig h
Seas and Coasta~. Zone Development , Ge n e v a , Swi tz e r l a n d ,22—26 Nov 1976 .
C. L. Tay lor  and R. .3. McC lur , “The Relationship of Temperature
Inversion s to Marine Advection Fog. ” Pape r p r e s e n ted at the
T h i r d  A n n u al C o n f e r ence  of the P h y s i c s  of M a r i n e  Fog , 1975 ,
and published as Technical Report NPS51Mc74O91 .
M. S. Trac ton and T. Kl op fenstein , “Ev aluation of the Fleet Numer-
ical Wea ther Central Operational Primitive Equation Model in
Forecasting Extratrop ica l Cyclc-genesis. ” Pa p e r  p r e sen ted at
the Fifth Conference in Weather Forecasting and Anal y s i s , 1974.
ft. T. Williams , “Numerical Weather Prediction ,” with G. J. Halti—
ner. Paper presented at the 54th Annual Meeting, AMS , Hono-
l u l u , J a n u a r y  1974.
R. T. Williams , “Simulation of Atmosp heric Fronts Using Flux—
Corrected Transport , ” with L.A . Baker , D. L. Book and
S.A . Piacsek. Paper presented at Spring Annual Meeting,
Am. Geophys ical Union , W a s h i n gton and p u b l i s h e d  in T r a n s .,
AGU , 55(4) (1974).
ft. T. Williams , “Formation of Hydraulic Jumps in a Rotating
Stratified Atmosp here ,” with R. P. Kurth . Paper presented
at the Fall Annual Mee tin g, Am. Geop hys ical Union , San Fran—
c i s c o  a n d  p u b l i sh e d in Trans. , AGO , 55(12) ( 1 9 7 4) .
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- CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (CONT)
ft. T. Williams , “A Numerical Model of Wind Wave Coupling, ” with
A. L. Schoenstadt and others . Paper presented at the Fall
Annual Meeting, Am. Geophysical Union , San Francisco and Pub-
lished in Trans., AGO 55(12) (December 1974).
R. T. Williams , “Computational Stability Properties of the Shuman
Pressure Gradient Averaging Technique ,” with A. L. Schoen-
stadt . Paper presented at the Fall Annual Meeting , Am .
Geophysical Union , San Francisco and published in Trans., AGU ,
56 (12) (December 1975)
ft. T. Williams , “The Inclusion of Moisture in a Numerical Model
of Ste ady State Fronts , ” with C. J, Cornelius , Jr. and D. F.
Glevy . Paper presented at the Fall Annual Meeting , Am. Geo-
physical Union , San Francisco and published in Trans ., AGO ,
56(12) (December 1975).
ft. T. Williams , “A Fin i t e  Element  Pred ic t ion  Model with Variable
Element Sizes ” with ft. Kelley , Jr. Presented at Fall Annual
Meet ing AGO , San Francisco , Dec. 1976 .
ft. T. Williams , “Variable Scale Finite Element Models ” with
ft. Kelley , Jr. Presented at Joint Meeting of American Mathe—
matical Society and the Society for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics , Hayward State Univ., Apri l  1977.
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R. A. An thes , “The Hei gh t of the Pl ane ta ry  B o u n d a r y  Laye r and the
Production of circulation in a Sea—Breeze Model. ” Journal of
At mosp h e r i c  Science, 35 , 1978.
ft. A. Anthes and S. Chang, “A Numerical Si m u l a t i o n  of the Ocean ’s
N o n l i n e a r , B a r o c l i n i c  R e s p o n s e  to  Tra n s l a t i n g  Hurricanes. ”
Jo u r n a l  of Ph ysical oceanograph y, May , 1978.
R. A. Anthes , “Respo nse of the H u r r icane Bou nd ary  L a y e r  to C h a r g e s
of Sea— Surface Temperature. ” Jo u r n a l  of Atmospheric Science,
35 , 1978.
C.—P. Cha n g ,  “ C o m m e n t s  on ‘ I ns t a b i l i t y  of L a r g e - S c a l e  D i s t u r b a n c e s
in the Trop ics ’ ” . Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, 33 , 1667—
1668 , Aug. 1976 .
C. — P .  C h a n g  and  C .  M i l l e r , IV , “Comparison of Easterl y Waves in
the Trop ical Pacific during Two Contracting Periods of Sea—
Su r f a c e  Temp e r a t ur e A n o m a l i e s ,” J o u r n a l  of the Atmosp h e r i c
Sciences, 34 , 615—628 , Apr 1977.
C. -P. Chang, “V isco us Int e rn al Gr av i ty Waves  and  Low F r e q u e n c y
O s c i l l at ions  in the T rop ics ,” Journ al of the Atm o s p h e r i c
Sciences, 34 , 901—9 10 , June 1977.
C.—P. Chang , “ Some Theoretical Problems of the Planetary Scale
Monsoon ,- ,” P u r e  a n d  A p p l i e d  Ge op hysi cs, 115 , 1089—1109 ,
Dec. 1977.
C. —P. Chang and ft. Pentimonti , “A Numerical Stud y of Time—Mean
Nor th e r n  Summer  M o n s o o n  wi th Stead y and Fluctuating Heating. ”
To be p u b l i s h e d , Ind ian Journal of Meteorology, Hdrology and
Geophysics , 1978.
K. L. Davidson , “ Shi pboard  M e a s u r e m e n t s  of Sma l l  Sca le  T u r b u l e n c e
Properties ,” Meeting on Op tical Propagation Through Turbu-
lence , WG3—l—WG4—3 (1974).
K .  L. Davidson , “O b s e r v a t i o n a l  R e s u l t s  on the I n f l u e n c e  of S tab i—
l i t y  and Wind—Wave  Coup l i n g  on Momentum T r a n s f e r  and T u r b u l e n t
Fluctuations Over Ocean Waves ,” Boundary-Layer Meteorology,
1974.
K. L. Davidson and T. M . Houlihan , “Signal Lamps of the Future .”
To be p u b l i s h e d , O f f i c e  of N a v a l  Research Review, 1974.
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- JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS (CONT)
K. L. Davidson and T. M. Houlihan , “Laser Transmissions in the
Marine Environment. ” To be published , Naval Engineers Jour-
nal , 1974.
K. L. Davidson , L. B. Corgnati , Jr., and N. A. S. Peerson , “A
Quasi—Empirical Model of the Hurricane Boundary Layer ,” Jour-
nal of Geophysical Research , Vol. 79 , No. 21 (1974).
K. L. Davidson and J. M. McCollough , “Experiments in Initialization
of a Global P. E. Model. ” To be published , Journal of Applied
Meteorology, 1975.
K. L. Davidson , “Descriptions for Wind Profiles and Wind Fluctua-
tion (gust) Statistics Ove r Ocean Waves ,” Handbook for Off-
shore Port Planning, Marine Technology Society, September 1974.
K. L. Davidson and T. Houlihan , “Laser Propagation in the Marine
Boundary Layer ,” P ro c e e d i n g s  of the Ordnance Hy droballistics
Act ivi t ies Comm i t t e e  Meet i~~~,” Newpo rt , ft. I., October 1974.
K. L. Davidson and T. Houl ihan , “ S i g n a l  Lamps of the Fu tu re . ”
Accepted fo r  p u b l i c a t i o n  in O f f i c e  of Naval  Rese arch Review.
K. L. Davidson and T. Houlihan , “Laser Transmission in the Marine
E n v i r o n m e n t . ” Accepted  fo r  p u b l i c a t i o n  in Naval  Engineers
Journal.
K. L. Davidson and R. Strickex- , “Temporal Variations and Spectral
Properties of Wind and Temperature Near the Surface Over the
Tropical Ocean ,” Boundary—Layer—Meteorology (accepted for
publication).
K. L. Davidson and E. Crittenden , “Laser Transmission in the
Marine Environment ,” Naval Research Reviews , February 1976 .
K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , T. Houlihan and G. Schacher , “Turbu-
lence and the Drag Coefficient over the Ocean ,” To be pub—
lished Boundary Layer Meteoro1oj.~~
K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , T , Houlihan and G. Schacher , “Height
and the Stability Influence on the Dissipation of Turbulent
Kinetic Energy in the Marine Boundary Layer ,” To be published
Boundary Layer Meteorolog .~~
K , L. Davidson , C. Fairall , T. Houlihan and G. Schacher , “Observa—
tional Results on the Temperature Structure Function Parameter ,
CT
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K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , T. Houlihan and G. Schacher , “A tmos-
pheric Turbulence Measurements in Marine Fog During CEWCOM
‘78” . To be published Journal of Geophysical Research.
R. L. Elsberry , “Simulation of Development of Mesoscale Convection
Reg ions by Artificial Heat Source ,” with E. J. Harrison and
W. M. Gray. Presented at the International Tropical Meteorol-
ogy Meeting, Nairobi , Preprint Volume , Part I, Am e r i c a n  Mete-
orolog ical Society, 1974.
R.  L .  E l s b e r r y , “A Quasi—Emp i r i c a l  Model  of the  H u r r i c a n e  B o u n d a r y
L a y e r ,” wi th N.A.S. Pearson and L.B . Corgnati , J o u r n a l  of
Geophysi cal Research, 79(21) (1974)
ft. L. E l s b e r r y , G .  G .  Coltrane and P. L. Krueger , “Stastical Fore-
casts of 24 , 48 and 72 H Typhoon and Trop i cal Storm In tens i ty
Changes ,” Journal of App lied Meteorology , 14(4) (1975).
ft. L.  E l s b e r r y , “A Mixed—Layer Model for the Oceanic Thermal Re-
sponse  to H u r r i c a n e s ,” wi th T. S. Frau and R. N. Trapnell ,
Jr., Jo u r n a l  of Geophys ical Research, 81(6) (1976).
ft. L. Elsb er r y and N. Camp , “Oce an i c  Th erma l R e s p o n s e  to Strong
A t m o s p h e r i c  Forc i n g ,  Part I , Charac teristics of Forcing Events ,
and Part II. Role of One-Dimensional Processes ,” J o u r n a l  of
Ph y s i ca l Ocea nogr ap hy, March 78.
R. L . Elsberry and ft. Garwood , Jr. , “Sea Sur face Temperature Ano-
m a l i e s  G e n e r a ted b y A tm o s p h er ic F o r c i n g .” To b e pub l is h e d
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society .
ft. L . Elsberry and C. Shewchuk , “Improvement of Baroclinic Typhoon
Motion Predicitnn by A d j u s tmen t of the I n i ti a l  W ind F i e l d ,”
M o n t h l y W e a t h e r  Review, 106 , No. 5 , May 78.
f t .  L . E l s b e r r y , B .  Ho l t , Jr. and W . Schramm , “Some Statistical
Summaries of O c e a n i c  T h e r m a l  R e s p o n s e  to T y p h o o n  Pas sage . ”
To be publ ished Journal Geophysical Research.
G. C. Haltiner and J. N. McCollough , “Experiments in the Initiali—
zation of a Global Primitive Equation Model ,” Journal of
A p p l i e d  M e t e o r o l o g y ,  Sep tember  1975.
G .  . 3 .  Haltiner and ft. T. Williams , “Some Recent A d v a n c e s  in Nume r-
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G. J. Haltiner , Y. K. Sasaki and E. H. Barker , “A Variational Pro-
cedure for Obtaining Global. Balanced Winds ,” Proceedings of
the JOC Study Group Conference on Four Dimensional Data Assi-
milation , Paris , 11 (1976).
R. L. Haney, “A Numerical Study of the Response of an Idealized
Ocean to Large—Scale Surface ifeat and Momentum Flux ,” Journal
of Physical Oceanography, Vol. 4, No. 2 (1974).
R. L. Haney and others , “A Numerical Experiment with Steady Forcing
and Simplified Geometry ,” MODE Hot Line News , No. 57 , 1974.
R. L. Haney and J. M. Wright , Jr., “The Relationship Between the
Grid Size and the Coefficient of Nonlinear Lateral Eddy Vis-
cosity in Numerical Ocean Circulation Models ,” Journal of
Computational Physics, October 1975.
R. L. Haney , “The Role of Surface Mixing in the Seasonal Variation
of the Ocean Thermal Structure ,” with R. W. Davies , Journa l  of
Phys. Ocean ., 6 (1976).
R. L. Haney and R. Davies , “The Role of Surface Mixing in the Sea-
sonal Variation of the Ocean Thermal Structure ,” Journal of
Physical Oceanography, 4, 504—510 , July 1976 .
R. L. Haney, “Modeling Sea—Surface Temperature Anomalies ,” Ocean
Modeling, 4, April 1977.
K. M. W. Lau , “Experiment with a Simple Ocean—Atmosphere Inter-
active Model — the Role of the Ocean in Global Climate ,” To
be published Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, 35.
G. W. Ley and R. Elsberry , “Forecasts of Typhoon Irma using a
Nested—Grid Model ,” Monthly Weather Review, 104, No. 9 .,
l]54—ll6l , Sept 1976 .
R. J. Renard and others , “Analogue Forecasting of East Pacific
Tropical Cyclones. ” To be published , Monthly Weather Review,
1974.
R. J. Renard , 3. 3. Jarrell and C. J. Mauck , “Forecasting Tropical
Cyclone Motion Over the Northeastern Pacific Ocean by an kna-
log Scheme ,” Monthly Weather Review, 101 (August 1975).
3. B. Tupaz , H. Williams and C.—P. Chang, “A Numerical Study of
the Locally Unstable Barotropic Easterly Jet.” To be pub—







P. 3. Webster and K. M . W. Lau , “A Simple Large Scale Ocean—Atmos-
phere Interaction Model: Basic Mode l and a Simple Experiment ,”
Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, 34 , 1063—1084 , Jul y 1977.
P. J. Webster , L. C. Chou and K. M. W. Lau , “Mechanisms Affecting
the Sta te , Evolution and Transition of the Planetary Scale
Monsoon ,” Pure and Applied Geophysics, 115 , 1463-1492 , Dec
1977.
R. T. Williams and C. P. Chang, “On the Short—Wave Cutoff of CISK , ’
Journal of Atmospheric Science, 31 (3) (1974).
R. T. Williams , “Numerical Simulation of Steady Sta te Fron ts ,”
Journal of Atmospheric Science, 1974.
R. T. Will iams , “Some Recent Advances in Numerical Weather Predic-
t i on ,” wi th G. J. Haltiner , Monthly Weather Review, 103(7)
(1975).
R. T. Williams and R. P. Kurth , “Formation of Discontinuities in
a S t ra t if ied , Ro ta t i n g  Atmosp here .” Accep ted by the Journal
of Geophysical Research, 1975.
R. T. Will iams and A. L. Schoenstadt , “The Computationed Stability
Properties of the Shuman Pressure Gradient Averaging Technique ,”
Journal of Comp . Phys. (1976).
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
C. -P. Chang, “Application of Satellite Cloud Brightness Data for
Large—Scale Tropical Analysis: A Correlation Study of Bright-
nes s and 200 mb Divergence ,” Technical Report NPS51Cj74O81,
1974.
C. -P. Chang, A. Schoenstadt , T. Williams , and others , “A Numerical
Model for the Effect of Ocean Waves on the Adjacent Airflow ,”
Technical Report NPS53Zh75102, October 1975.
K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , L. May , T. Houlihan and G. Schacher ,
“USNS Hayes—MarineBoundary Layer Research Cruise ” , Technical
Report NPS6lFrDsHmSq77lll, No . 77.
R. L. Elsberry , G. G. Coltrane and P. L. Kruger , Jr., “Typhoon
and Tropical Storm Intensity Forecasts for 24, 48 and 72 hours
Using Statistical Regression Equations ,” Environmental Research
Facility Technical Note No. 15 , March 1974.
H. L. Elsberry , N. A. S. Pearson and L. B. Corgnati , “A Quasi—
Empirical Model of the Hurricane Boundary Layer ,” Technical
Report NPS51Es74O11A, 1974.
R. L. Elsberry , “Feasibility of an Operational Tropical Cyclone
Prediction Model for the Western North Pacific Area ,” Techni-
cal Report NPS51Es75O51, 1975 .
R. L. Elsberry and R. T. Schnoor , “Monthly Heat Budget Calculations
for the Eastern North Pacific Ocean Using Synoptic Scale Data ,”
Technical Report NPS51Es75O61.
R. L. Elsberry , “Operational Data Tests with a Tropical Cyclone
Mode l,” Technical Report NPS63Es77O31, March 1977.
G. J. Haltiner and R. T. Williams , “Recent Advances in Numerical
Weather Prediction ,” Technical Report NPS51HaWu74O81, 1974.
F. L. Martin , “Oceanic Extreme Model Atmospheres for Aerothermo—
dynamic Calculations (III),” Technical. Report NPS51Mr74O91A,
1974.
F. L. Martin , “A Mathematical Description of a Technique for the
Retrieval of Atwospheric Temperature Profiles from Reported
Clear—Column (CO )) Radiances Associated with BTPR Scan Spots ,”
Technical Report, 1975.
F. L. Martin , “Description of a Two—Cloud Radiative Mode l Appli-
cable to the FNWC , Primitive Equation Forecast System ,” Tech—
nical Report, 1975.
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (CONT)
F. L. Martin , “Extrapolation from Raw to Clear—Column Radiances
Using VTPR Scan—Spot Arrays ,” Technical Report, 1975.
R. J. Renard and R. Wallace , “The Use of Meteorological Satellites
for Discerning Marine Fog, ” Technical Report NPS51Wa75O31.
R. 3. Renard and T. Harding, “Tropical Cyclone Steering Trajec-
tories (HATRAC K and MOHATT )~~” Naval Weather Service NumericalEnvironmental Products Manual , NAVAIR 50-IG _5 2 2 , Naval Weather
Service Command , June 1975.
R. J. Renard , 3. J. Jarrell , and C. J. Mauck , III , “Th e Navy ’s
Analog Scheme for Forecasting Trop ical Cyclone Motion Ove r
the Northeastern Pacific Ocean ,” Environmental Prediction
Research Facili ty Technical Paper , No. 6—75 , April 1975.
R. J. Renard , “Climatology Aspects of the Analysis and Prediction
of Fog, ” Technical Report to Naval Air Systems Command.
R. 3. Renard , R. E. Englebre tson and J. S. Daughenbaugh , “Clima—
tological Marine—Fog Frequencies Derived from a Synthesis of
the Visibility—Weather Group Elements of the Transient—Ship
Synoptic Reports ,” Technical Report NPS51Rd75O4I (presented
for NASC 70C ) ,  April 1975.
R. J. Renard , “A Coevaluation of FNWC ’s Fog Probability Forecasts
and the NPS Marine—Fog Climatology for the North Pacific Fog
Reg ions in Summe r ,” Technical Report NPS51Rd7SO 81, August 1975.
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Forecasting at Two North Pacific Ocean Stations, 1953,”
NPS—58Mi74l0l. 1974.
D. F. Leipper and P. D. Shuinan, “1973 Variations Qf Hurrican
Heat Potential in the Phili ppine Sea and the Gulf of
Mexico , ” Technical Report NPS—58Lr74O3 1, 1974.
D. F. Leipper and S. E . Wheeler , “Marine Fog Impact on Naval
Operations , ” NPS-58Wh7409] ., 1974.
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (Cont’d.)
D. F. Leipper and J. W. Beardsly, “Fog on the Central
Cal iforn ia Coast for 1973: Analysis of Trends, ”
NPS—58Lr76031, 1976.
D. F. Leipper and G. S. Evermann , “Marine Fog Development
Along the West Coast During 1973 Using Transient
Ship and Coastal Station Observations,” NPS—68Lr76032, 1976.
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke , “Oceanographic Investigations
of the Marginal Sea Ice Zone of the Chukchi Sea - MIZPAC
74,” NPS—58Pa76O51, May 1976.
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke, “Atlantic Water on the
Chukchi Shelf ,” NPS-68Bf76l2l, December 1976.
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke in conjunction with W. J.
Zuberbuhler and J. A. Roeder, “Oceanography, Mesostructure
and Currents of the Pacific Marginal Sea Ice Zone-MIZPAC
75 ,” NPS—58Pa76O9l, September 1976.
R. G. Paquette , R. G. Handlers, and R. H. Bourke , “On the
Question of Accumulation of Ice-Melt Water South of the
Ice in the Chukchi Sea,” NPS-68Pa77O3l, March 1977.
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke , “The Oceanographic Cruise
of USCGC BURTON ISLAND to the Marginal Sea-Ice Zone
of the Chukchi Sea in July-August 1977, Preliminary
Internal Report,” NPS-68Pa7709l, August 1977.
W. C. Thompson and R. C. Smith , Jr., “Ocean Swell Wave Groups
from Wave Record Ana lysis,” NPS-58SrnTh74O3l, 1974.
W. C. Thompson and M. E. C. Vieira, “Time-Series of Sanding
in Ventura Harbor , California ,” NPS—58ViTh74O32. 1974.
W. C. Thompson , “Specification for the Production of Ocean Wave
Statistics for the California Coast from FNWC Singular
Wave Analyses, ” NPS—68Th76 03l, 1976.
W. C. Thompson with F. M. Reynolds , “Climatologicai Wave
Statistics Derived from FNWC Synoptic Spectral Wave
Analyses,” NPS—6BReTh76O6l, 1976.
W. C. Thompson with A. W. Winter , “Env ironmental Factor s
Affecting Sea/Beach Solid Cargo Transfer ,” NPS—68Th7609i,
1976.
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E. B. Thornton and D. P. Richardson, “The Kinematics of
Water Par ticle Veloc ities of Breakin g Waves Wi thin
the Surf Zone ,” NPS—58Tzn74OllA. 1974.
E. B. Thornton and N. E. J. Boston , “Separating Turbulent
and Wave—Induced Velocity and Temperature Fluctuations,”
NPS—58Tm74021. 1974.
E. B. Thornton with N. E. J. Boston, “Small Scale Interactions
and Energy Changes in the Upper Ocean,” NPS-68Tm7606l, 1976.
B. B. Thornton, “Rederivation of the Saturation Range in the
Fre quency Spec trum of Wind Genera ted Gravi ty Waves, ”
NPS—68Tm7707l, 1977.
B. B. Thornton, “Waves, Breakers , Wave Spectrum , and In terna l
Waves,” draf t repor t for NATO Defense Research Grou p
Panel 1 Long Term Scientific Study , ONR , Arctic and
Ear th Scienc e Division , 3.5—1—12. 1977.
E. B. Thornton, R. H. Bourke, R. T. Hodgson, S. P. Tucker,
and J. B. Wickham, “A Summary of Kn owledge of the Central
and Northern California Coastal Zone and Offshore Areas, ”
Vol. 1. Chapter IV Physical Oceanography Winzler and
Kelly Engineers, 1977.
E. D. Traganza, J. C. Radney and K. 3. Graham, “Convenient
High Temperature Dry Combustion Thermal conductivity
Ins trumen t for the Determina tion of Car bon in Marine
Zooplank ton ,” NPS—58Tg7 5081. 1975.
E. D. Traganza , K. J. Graham , R. T. Peazson, J. C. R~dney ,
and 3. S. Anderson , “Carbon/Adenosine Tr iphosphate Ratios
and the Annual Oceanography Of f Monterey, California ,
1974 ,” NPS—58Tg7604l, 1976.
S. P. Tucker and L. Diddlemeyer, “Particle Size Distributions








DEPARTMENT OF OCEANOG RAPHY
CONFERENCE PRESENTATION S
R. S. Andrews and E. W. Shaar , Jr., “Mineralogy of Selected
World Soil Samples and Implications as to Abrasion and
Corrosion Potential of Soil on Mil i tary Ordnance, ”
Proceedings of the 11th National Conference on Environ-
mental Effects on Aircraft and Propulsion Systems,
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, New Jersey, 1974.
R. S. Andrews, “Self-instruction Methods in Teaching
Introductory Geology” . Presented at the fall meeting ,
National Association of Geology Teachers, Far Western
and Hawaii Section, October 1976.
N. B. J. Boston , “Small Scale Oceanic Structure in Shallow
Water ,” 16th General Assembly, International Union of
Geodesy and Geophysics, Grenoble, France , September 1975.
R. H. Bourke and L. M. Thorne, “The Role of Heat Exchange
and Thermal Advection on Sea-Surface Temperature Change
at OWS NOVEMBER ,” presented at annual fall meeting of
the American Geophysical Union , 1974. Abstract published
in Transactions, American Geophysical Union , 1975.
W. W. Denner , “A Proposed National Arctic Program for the
United States,” presented at the 3rd International
Conference on Port and Ocean Eng ineering Under Arctic
Conditions, 1976.
W. W. Denner , “The Use of Snow to Augment Fresh Water Supplies
in Arctic Regions ,” presented at the Pacific Northwest
American Geophysical Union meeting, Victoria , B. C., 1976.
W. W. Denner, “Naval Arctic Research Laboratory,” presented
at the Arctic ASW Meeting , Seattle, Washington , 1976.
R. W. Garwood , “A Standardized Framework for Mixed Layer Model
and Empirical data Evaluation.” Presented at AGU Annual
Meeting , San Francisco, Dec. 1976. Abstract in Trans., Am.
Geophys. Un., 57 (12), 937.
R. W. Garwood and R. L. Elsberry, “Effects of Boundary Layer
Processes on the Strength of an Upper Layer Density Front.”
Presented at Chapman Conference on Oceanic Fronts , New
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (Cont ’d .)  •
R. W. Garwood , “The Spring Retreat of the Ocean Surface Boundary
Layer.” Presented at AGU Annual Meeting , San Francisco,
Dec. 1977. Abstract in Tran. Am. Geophys. Un., 58 (12).
E. C. Haderlie, “Destructive Marine Wood and Stone Borers in
Monterey Bay ,” presented at the Third International
Biodegradation Symposium , Kingston , R. I., 1975; pub-
lished in the Proceedings.
E. C. Haderlie, “Microfouling as a Problem for Heat Exchangers ,”
presented at the Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion Meeting ,
Houston , Texas , 1975; published in Proceedings.
E. C. Haderlie, “Settlement and Growth of Ascidians on Experi-
mental Panels in Monterey Har bor ,” presented to the
2nd Pacific Coast Conference on the Biology of Ascidians ,
1975, Published in Proceedings.
E. C. Haderlie, “Fouling Communities in the Intertidal Zone on
Wooden and Concrete Piling at Monterey , California,”
presented at the Fourth International Congress on Marine
Corrosion and Fouling, Jua-Lis-Pin , France , June 1976.
Published in Proceedings.
E. C. Haderlie, “Primary Films and OTEC Heat Exchangers,”
Fourth Annual Conference on Ocean Thermal Conversion,
New Orleans, LA. March 1977, Published in Proceedings.
E. C. Haderlie, “Marine Borers, Potential Threat to Concrete
and Polymeric Material Used in OTEC Systems,” OTEC
Biofouling and Corrosion Symposium , Seattle, WA.
October, 1977.
G. H. Jung, “New Calculations of Heat Transported Poleward
by Ocean Curren ts,” presen ted at the fall meeting , American
Geophysical Union , December 1976. Abstract published in
EOS Transactions of American Geophysical Union, 57(12).
D . F. Leipper , “Forecasting West Coast Mar ine Fog , ” presen ted
at the 2nd American Meteorolog ical Soc iety Conference on
Ocean-Atmosphere Interactions, Seattle, WA , 1976 . Abstract






CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (Cont ’d.)
D. F. Leipper and 3. G. Norton , “Coastal Marine Fog and Sea
Temperature : What Scale?” , presented at the 2nd Marine
Fog Investigation Program Review, Monterey , CA , 1974.
D. F. Leipper and T. H. Caihoon , “Some Synoptic Features Related
to the Fogs Observed at Sea in August—September 1974,”
presented at the 3rd Marine Fog Investigation Program
Review, San Diego, CA , 1975.
D. F. Leipper , “Recent Reports of the NPGS on Fog Projects,”
presented at the 3rd Marine Fog Investigation Program
Review , San Diego , CA , 1975.
D. F. Leipper , “The Naval Postgraduate School Marine Fog
Program ,” presented at the 4th Marine Fog Investigation
Program Rev iew , Reno , Nevada, 1976.
D. F. Leipper, “The 1948 Coastal Fog Indices and CEWCOM 1976 ,”
presented at the 5th Marine Fog Investigation Program
Rev iew , Buffalo , NY, 1977.
R. G. Paquette, R. H. Bourke, and W. R. Corse, “The Source
of Temperature Mesostructure in the Ocean Near the
Arctic Ice Margin ,” presented at the fall annual meeting
of the American Geophysical Union , San Francisco, 1974.
Abstract published in Transaction, American Geophysical
Union, Vol . 56 (1975)
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke, “Ocean Dynamics Leading to
Temperature Mesostructure Near the Arctic Ice Marg in ,”
poster presentation , f a l l  meeting , American Geophysical
Union , San Francisco, CA , 1975. Abstract published
in Trans. Am. Geophys. U. 56(12) 1008, 1975.
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke, “Atlantic Water on the Chukchi
Shelf ,” poster presentation , f all meeting , American
Geophysical Union , San Franc isco, CA , 1976. Abstract
published in Trans. Am. Geophys. U. 57(12), 1976.
W. C. Thompson and R. C. Smith, Jr., “ Wave Grou ps in Ocean
Swell ,” Proceedings, International Symposium on Ocean
Wave Measurement and Analysis, New Orleans, LA, 1974.





CONFERENC E PRESENTATIONS (Cont ’d.)
W. C. Thompson and M . E. C. Vieira , ‘ Sea sonal Sanding of
Ventura Harbor Entrance,” presented at the 15th International
Coastal Engineer ing Conference , Honolulu , Hawaii, July 1976.
Abstract in Pre-Conference Abstracts.
W. C. Thompson and F. M. Reynolds, “Ocean Wave Statistics
from FNWC Spectral Analyses ,” presented at the 15th
International Coastal Engineering Conference , Honolulu ,
Hawaii, July 1976. Abstract in Pre-Conference Abstracts;
full paper in Proceedings.
W. C. Thompson, “Tides, Time, and Shoreline Processes,”
presented at the Water Boundaries Workshop of the
California Land Surveyors Association , San Mateo ,
CA , November 1976. Published in Proceedings.
E. B. Thornton and L. S. Romer , “Comparison of Hydraulic and
Numerical Tidal Models,” Proceedings of the Symposium
on Modeling Techniques, American Society of Civil
Engineers. 1975.
E. B. Thornton , “Kinematics of Breaking Waves ,” presented at
ONR Coastal Dynamics Conference, Monterey, CA, 1975.
E. B. Thornton, “Processes in the Surf Zone,” presented at
ONR Coastal Dynamics Conference, Monterey , CA, 1975.
E. B. Thornton , “Kinematics of Breaking Waves,” presented
at ONR Coastal Dynamics Conference , San Diego, CA. , 1976.
Abstract published in Proceedings.
E. B. Thornton, “Kinematics of Breaking Waves,” presented
at the 15th Coastal Engineering Conference, Honolulu ,
Hawa ii, 1976. Published in Proceedings.
E. B. Thornton, with T. Lee and K. Black, “W aves Across a Reef ,”
poster presen tation , fall meeting , American Geophysical
Union , San Franc isco , CA. , 1976. Abstract published in
Transactions.
E. B. Thornton with N. E. 3. Boston, “Wave Induced Temperature
Fluctuations ,” fall meeting, American Geophysical Union,
San Francisco, CA., 1976. Abstract published in
Transactions.
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E. B. Thornton , “Review of Status of Energetics and Momentum
Fluxes in the Surf Zone: Field Data ,” presented at the
Workshop on Coastal Sediment Transport Processes,
University of Delaware, 1976. Published in Proceedings.
E. B. Thornton, “Review of Longshore Current Relationships
and Data Base ,” presented at the Workshop on Coastal
Sediment Transport Processes, Univers ity of Delaware ,
1976. Published in Proceedings.
E . B. Thornton , “ Kinematics of Breaking Waves , ” presented
at ONR Coastal Programs Annual Contractors Conference ,
Abstract in Coastal Geography Programs 1977 Annual
Contractors Conference Abstracts O f f i c e  of Naval
Research, 1977.
E. B. Thornton , “ Wave Sensors , ” presented at Workshop on
Instrumentation Need s in the Nearshore , La Jolla , CA.
Published in Proceedings.
E . B. Thornton , “Proposed Field Experiment , ” presented at
Workshop on Ins t rumenta t ion  Need s in the Nearshore ,
La Jolla , CA. Published in Proceedings.
E. D.  Traganza and K.  J. Graham , “ ATP in Marine  Zooplankton , ”
ATP Methodology Conference , San Diego , CA.  Abstract
printed by Science Appl ica t ion  Incorporated Technology
Company,  San Diego , CA , 1975.
E. D .  Traganza and J. C.  Radney , “Biochemical  Rela t ionships
of Secondary Biomass and Dissolved Inorganic Nu t r i en t s, ”
Proceedings of the American Geophysical Union, Annual
Meeting , San Francisco , CA , 1975.
E. D. Traganza and K. J. Graham , “Carbon/Adenosine Triphosphate
Ratios in Marine Zooplankton ,” poster presentation at
the f a l l  meeting , American Geophysical Union , San Francisco ,
CA., 1976. Abstract published in Transactions.
E. D. Traganza and K. J. Graham , “Carbon/Adenosine Triphosphate
Ratios in Marine Zooplankton ,” presented to 2nd Bi-Annual









E. D. Traganza, J. W. Swinnerton , and C. Cheek, “Correlation
of Adenosine Triphosphate Biomass of 333 to 1800 - ~imZooplankton and Methane in the Nearshore Surface Waters
of the Subtropical North Atlantic Ocean ,” presented
at fal l  meeting , American Geophysical Union, San Francisco,
CA., 1977. Published in Transactions.
S. P. Tucker, “ Study of Ocean Transparency Measured by Means
of the Secch i Disk ,” 1APSO/1AMAP Symposium on Ocean
Optics, Grenoble, France, August 1975. Abstract only;
published.
S. P. Tucker, “Distribution of Suspended Particulate Matter
off the California Coast,” fall meeting of American
Geophysical Union, San Francisco, CA., 1975. Abstract
only.
J. B. Wickham, “An Integrated Study of the California
Coun tercurren t, ” presented at the Eastern Pacific Oceanic
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JOURNAL PUBLICAT ION S
R. S. Andrews and 0. B. Wilson , Jr., “Measurement of visco-
elastic Properties of Sediments Using a Torsionally
Vibrating Probe,” Physics of Sound in Marine Sediments,
(L. Hampton , ed.) Plenum Press, N.Y., 1974.
R. S. Andrews , “Customizing Geology in the Self-Instruct Mode:
• for example , Geological Oceanography.” Journal of Geological
Education, 1977.
R. S. Andrews, “Geolog ical Features” in Wingler and Kelly
Consulting Engineers (ed) A Summary of Knowledge of
the Central and Northern California Coastal Zone and
Offshore Areas: Vol. I. Physical Conditions, 1977.
R. H. Bourke and J. G. Pattullo, “Seasonal Variation of the
Water Mass Along the Oregon-Northern California Coast ,”
— Limnology and Oceanography, 19(2), (1974).
R. W. Garwood , “An Oceanic Mixed Layer Model Capable of
Simulating Cyclic States,” Journal of Physical Oceanography,
Vol. 7, 1977.
R. W. Garwood and N. T. Camp , “Comments on Cliraatological
Numerical Models of the Surface Mixed Layer of the Ocean ,”
Journal of Physical Oceanography, Vol . 7, 1977.
R. W. Garwood , “A Method for the Nondimensional Comparison
of Mixed Layer Models ,” Ocean Modeling, Vol. 6, 1977.
E. C. Haderlie, “Growth Rates , Depth Preference and Ecological
Succession of Some Sessile Marine Invertebrates in
Monterey Harbor ,” The Veliger, 17 (Supplement), 1974.
E. C. Haderlie, J. C. Mellor , C. S. Minter , I I I , and G. C. Booth ,
“The Sublittoral Benthic Fauna and Flora off Del Monte
Beach, Monterey , CA ,” The Veliger, 17(2), 1974.
E. C. Haderlie, “Wood Boring Marine Animals from the Gulf of
Elat ,” Israel Journal of Zoology (23: 57—59), 1974.
B. C. Haderlie , “Phylum Platyhelminthes,” in Light ’s Manual:
Intertidal Invertebrates of the Central California Coast,
3rd Edition , R . I. Smith and J. T. Carlson , editors ,







JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS (Cont’d.) •
E. C. Haderlie, “Phylum Nemertea (Rhynchocoela),” In Light ’s
Manual: Intertidal Invertebrates of the Central California
Coast, 3rd edition, R. I. Smith and 3. T. Carlson , editors,
U. C. Press, 1975.
E. C. Haderlie, “Fouling Communities in the Intertidal Zone on
Wooden and Concrete Pilings at Monterey, CA ,” Proceedings
4th International Congress on Marine Fouling and Corrosion,
held in France in June 1976.
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke, “Observations on the Coastal
Current of Arctic Alaska,” Journal of Marine Research
3 2 ( 2 ) ,  1974.
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke , “The Oceanography of the
Marginal Sea Ice Zone , ” Naval Research Reviews, Vol. XXIX(2),
February 1976.
R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke, “Atlantic Water on the Chukchi
Shelf ,” Geophysical Research Letters, Vol. 3(10),
October 197.~~
E. B. Thornton and R. J. Calhoun , “Closure to Spectral
Resolution of Breakwater Reflected Waves,” Journal
of Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Engineering, ASCE ,
WW2 , 1974.
E. B. Thornton and R. L. Krahpohl, “Water Par ticle Velocities
Measured Under Ocean Waves,” Journal of Geophysical Research,
Vol. 79, No. 6, 1974 , pp. 847—852.
E. B. Thornton , “Rederivation of the Saturation Range in the
Frequency Spectrum of Wind Generated Gravity Waves,”
J. of Physical Oceanography, Vol . 7, No. 1, 1977.
E. D. Traganza, J. C. Radney and K. J. Graham , “A Convenient
High Tempera ture Dry Combustion Thermal Conduc tivity
Ins trumen t for the Determina tion of Carbon in Marine
Zooplank ton, ” Marine Chemistry, 1975.
E. D. Traganza and K. 3. Graham , “ATP in Marine Zooplankton,”
ATP Methodology Conference , San Diego, CA , 1875. Abstract
published by Science Applica tion Incor pora ted Technology











E. D. Traganza and J. C. Radney , “Biochemical Relationships
of the ‘Secondary Biomass ’ and Dissolved Inorganic
Nutrients, ” published in EOS Transactions, American
Geophysical Union, 56(4): 239, 1975.
B. D. Traganza and K. J .  Graham , “Carbon/Adenosine Triphosphate
Ratios in Marine Zooplankton ,” Deep Sea Research, Vol. 24,
1977.
S. P. Tucker, “Underwater Optical Target,” Exposure, 3(3), 1975.
J. B. Wickham , “Observations of the California Countercurrent ,”
Journal of Marine Research, 33(2), 1975.
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R . S. Andrews and 3. Kingsley, “Geology Field Trip Guidebook
Poin t Lobos State Reserve , Carmel , Californ ia ,”
Monterey , California , 1976.
B. C. Haderlie , R. M. Morris, and D. P. Abbott , editors,
“Marine Invertebrates of the California Coast,”
Stanford Press. In Press.
E. D. Traganza, J. R. Clayton, J. R. Payne, and R. W. Risenbrough ,
“Chemical Oceanography of the Coastal Zone of Central
and Northern California,” in A Summary of Knowledge of the
Central and Nor thern Californ ia Coastal Zone and Offshore
Areas; Physical Conditions. Wingler and Kelly , 1977.
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(EXCEPT AS INDICATED )
G. L. Austin, “ Some In terrela tionshi ps of Wes t Coast Fog
and Synoptic Scale Meteorological Parameters: A Limited
Statistical Study ,” 1974. (Advisor: G. H. Jung).
D. E. Baugh, “RNA/DNA Ratios in the Estimation of Growth
Stages of Oceanic Zooplankton Populations ,” 1974.
(Advisor: E. D. Traganza).
J. W. Beardsley, “Fog on the Central California Coast for
1973: Anal ysis of Trends ,” 1976. (Advisor : D. F. Leipper) .
R. E. Blumberg, “Mesoscale Spatial and Temporal Variations
of Water Mass Characteristics in the California Current
Region Of f Monterey Bay in 1973—1974,” 1975.
(Advisor: J. B. Wickham).
J. G. Bodie, “Formation and Development of Beach Cusps on
Del Monte Beach , Monterey, Cal i fornia,” 1974. (Advisor :
R. H. Bourke and R. S. Andrews) .
J. W. Bonnett, “Analysis of the Lindquist Ocean Wave Follower ,”
1975. (Advisor : N. E. 3. Boston).
R. L. Brown, “Geostrophic Circulation Off the Coast of Central
California , ” 1974. (Advisor: R. H. Bourke).
F. L. Bub, “Surf Zone Wave Kinematics,” 1974. (Advisor : E. B.
Thornton).
D. Buchanan, “Ocean Hydroclimate: Its Influence on Climate,”
1974. (Advisor : D. F. Leipper).
L. W. Champagne , “Soviet Strategic and Economic Objectives
in the Arc tic ,” 1976. (Advisor : F. Teti and R. G. Paquette) .
A. 3. Compton , “A Study of the Bioluminescence of a Deep
Sca ttering Layer Organism (Euphaus ia Pac ifica ) in
Monterey Bay, Cal ifornia ,” 1974. (Advisor: S. P. Tucker
and C. R. Dunlap, III).
W. R. Corse, “An Oceanographic Investigation of Mesostructure





MASTERS THESES DIRECTED (Cont’d.)
W. 3. Cummings, “A Description of the General Circulation in
the North Atlantic Ocean Based on Mass Transport
Values Derived from IGY (1957-58) Temperature and
Salinity Data ,” 1977. (Advisor : G. H. Jung).
L. F. Diddlemeyer , “The Distribution of Suspended Particulate
Matter Of f the California Coast from San Francisco Bay
to Cape San Martin ,” 1975. (Advisor: S. P. Pucker) .
W. Donat , III , “Subtidal Cement Piling Fauna in Monterey
Harbor , Cal ifor nia ,” 1975. (Advisor: E. C. Haderlie).
W. P. Donnelly, Jr., “Bathymetric Interference of Long Range
Low Fre quency Sound Pro pagation ,” 1975. (Advisor:
R. H. Bourke).
G. S. Evermann, “Marine Fog Development Along the West Coast
During 1973 Using Transient Ship and Coastal Station
Observations,” 1976. (Advisor: D. F. Leipper).
L. A. Ferraz, “Tidal and Current Prediction for the Amazon ’s
North Channel Using a Hydrodynamical-Numerical Model,”
1975. (Advisor : S. P. Tucker)
T. J. Fitzgerald , “Comparison of Fleet Numerical Weather
Central Acoustic Prediction System with the Integrated
Carrier Acoustic Prediction System (ICAPS),” 1974.
(Advisor: R. H. Bourke and C. K. Roberts).
D. D. Frydenlund , “Struc tura l Geology of the Continental
Margin Of f Point Ano Neuvo , Cali fornia ,” 1974.
(Advisor: 3. 3. von Schwind and R. S. Andrews) .
G. V. Galdorisi, “An Evalua tion of Onboar d Acoustic Prediction
Systems Based on Their Ability to Enhance LAMPS
Helicopter ASW Tactics,” 1977. (Advisor : R. H. Bourke
and A. B. Chace).
J. 3. Galvin, “Kinematics of Surf Zone Breaking Waves:
Measurement and Analysis, ” 1975. (Advisor : B. B. Thornton).
R. E. Greer , “Mesoscale Componen ts of the Geostrophic Flow
and Its Temporal and Spatial Variability in the
California Current Off Monterey Bay in 1973-74,”
1975. (Advisor : 3. B. Wickham).
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P. D. Greeson, “Mass, Salt, and Heat Transport Across 40°N
Latitude in the Atlantic Ocean Based on IGY Data and
Dynamic Height Calculations,” 1974. (Advisor: G. H. Jung).
S. H. Grigsby , “The Response of a Two-Layer Hydro thermo-
dynamic Ocean Model to a Simulated Moving Hurricane,”
1975. (Advisor: D. F. Leipper).
J. B. Hagen, “Acoustic Fluctuations Due to Shallow Water
Thermal Microstruc ture, ” 1974. (Advisor : E. B. Thornton).
E. 3. Halley , “Environmental Factors Affecting TACTAS (AN/SQR-l8)
Performance During the SHAREM XXI Exercise , ” 1977.
(Advisor: R. H. Bourke).
3. S. Hamlin, Jr., “Structure of the Upper Monterey Submarine
Fan Valley, ” 1974. (Advisor : R. S. Andrews and 3. J.
von Schwind) .
R. G. Handlers, “On the Question of Accumulation of Ice-Melt
Water South of the Ice in the Chukchi Sea,” 1977.
(Advisor : R. G. Paquette and R. H. Bourke).
J. E. Hollister , “Currents in Monterey Submarine Canyon ,”
1975. (Advisor: R. S. Andrews and R. G. Paquette).
M. L. Hooks, “Submersible Oriented Platform for Deep Ocean
Sediment Stidoes (SOPDOSS),” 1974. (Advisor: R. S.
Andrews and R. W. Prowell).
3. G. Hughes, “The Spatial and Temporal Variation of Sound
Speed in the Californ ia Curren t System of f Monterey ,
Californi a,” 1975. (Advisor: J. B. Wickham).
V. S. Hulstrand , “Kinematics of Breaking Waves in the Surf
Zone: Emphasizing Analysis of Identi f ied and Classified
Breakers, ” 1977. (Advisor : E. B. Thornton).
J. A. Jensen, “A Pho togra phic Reconnaissance of the Microrelief
in the Mon terey and Carmel Submarine Canyons , California ,”
1976. (Advisor: R. S. Andrews).
H. K. Jones, “The Effect of a Plane Boundary on Wave-Induced
Forces Acting on a Submerged Cylinder,” 1975. (Advisor:
E. B. Thornton and T. Sarpkaya).
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MASTERS THESES DIRECTED (Cont’d.)
L. K. Kane, II, “Measurement and Analysis of Temporal
Varia tions of Salini ty in Shallow Water, ” 1974.
(Advisor: N. E. 3. Boston and E. B. Thornton) .
A. E. Karrer, “The Descriptive and Dynamic Oceanography of
the Mesostruc ture Near Arctic Ice Margins,” 1975.
(Advisor : R. G. Paquette) .
J. L. Keithly, “A Study of the Benthic Algae in the Kelp
Bed Of f Del Mon te Beach, Monterey, California,”
1974 . (Advisor : E. C. Haderlie) .
M. T. Korbet, “ Shallow Water Acoustic Amplitude Fluctuations
at 35 and 65 KHz , ” 1974. (Advisor : W. W. Denner).
S. E. Larson , “A Statistical Ver if ica tion of a Ten Year
Series of Computed Surface Wind Conditions Over the
North Pacific and Nor th Atlantic Oceans, ” 1974.
(Advisor: G. H. Jung) .
L. A. Mahaffy, Jr., “Investigation of the Statistics of Ocean
Current Speeds,” 1974. (Advisor: R. G. Paquette).
K. A. Mahumed, “Apparen t Surf ace Curren ts Over the Mon terey
Submarine Canyon Measured by the Method of Towed
Electrodes,” 1975. (Advisor: R. G. Paquette).
D. J. McReynolds, “Set Up and Set Down Due to a Narrow Fre quency
Wave Spectrum ,” 1977. (Advisor: E. B. Thornton).
F. Misciasci, Jr., “Fog Occurrence and Forecasting at Two
North Pacific Ocean Stations, May and June , 1953 ,” 1974.
Also, Technical Report NPS-58Mi74l0l. (Advisor: D. F.
Leipper) .
R. Mitchke , “Design and Wind Tunne l Test of a Size
Sampling , in situ Net System (SSISNET) ,” 1976.
(Advisor: E. D. Traganza).
W. D. Morris, “Suspended Sediments Measured in the Surf
Zone ,” 1977. (Advisor: E. B. Thornton).
F. J. Mullgrave, “Resonation Measurements of Acoustic Character-
istics of some Marine Crustaceans,” 1977. (Advisor:







MASTERS THESES DIRECTED (Cont’d.)
C. S. Nelson , “Wind Stress and Wind Stress Curl Over the
California Current,” 1976. (Advisor : 3. 8. Wickham and
R. L. Haney).
L. W. Nelson, “ Impact of the Environment on Sonar Surveillance
in Protection of Offshore Oil/Gas Platforms,” l9J7.
(Advisor: R. H. Bourke and W. C. Thompson).
G. K. Nifontoff , “Analysis of Wave-Induced Errors in Turbu-
lent Flux Measurements ,” 1975. (Advisor: E. B. Thornton) .
A. J. Olsen , “Kinematics of Breaking Waves in the Surf Zone,”
1977. (Advisor : E. B. Thornton and E. C. Haderlie).
R. T. Pearson, “A Computer Simulation Model of Seasonal
Variations in Ocean Production for a Region of Up-
welling ,” 1974. (Advisor : E. D. Traganza) .
T. W. Perkins, “Accuracy Requirements of Environmental
Parameters in an Active Sonar Performance Model ,”
1974. (Advisor : R. H. Bourke and L. R. Bechelmayr) .
C. A. Peterson , “Examples of a West Coast Fog Sequence ,”
1974. Also , Technical Report NPS-58Lr7509l. (Advisor :
D. F. Leipper) .
P. Peterson , “A Computer Simulation Model of Seasonal
Variations in Ocean Production for a Region of Upwelling ,”
1975. (Advisor:E. D. Traganza).
J. F. Pfeiffer, “Evidence of Subarctic Water Mass Intrusion
at Ocean Weather Station NOVEMBER ,” 1976. (Advisor:
R. H. Bourke).
B. W. Platz , Jr., “A Comparison of Satellite Images Capable
of Detecting Ocean Surface Features,” 1975. (Advisor :
J. 3. von Schwind and E. B. Thornton) .
3. W. Powell, “An Inve stigation of Surface and In ternal Wave -
Induced Turbulence in Sha llow Water Thermal Micros truc ture , ”
1974. (Advisor : E. B. Thornton).
K. M. Rabe, “Spectral Analysis of the Energy Exchange at OWS
NOVEMBER ,” 1975. (Advisor: R. H. Bourke).
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MASTERS THESES DIRECTED (Cont’d.)
J. C. Radney, “Measurement of Zooplankton Biomass by Carbon
Analysis for Application in Sound Scattering Models,”
1974. (Advisor: E. D. Traganza).
F. M. Reynolds, “Climatological Wave Statistics Derived from
FNWC Synoptic Spectral Wave Analyses,” 1976 . (Advisor:
W. C. Thompson).
3. A. Schrock , “Transient Ship Synoptic Reports, an Evalua tion
of Their Contribution to a Fog Study of 15 August -
5 September 1974 , and 1-5 December 1975,” 1976.
(Advisor: G. H. Jung).
P. D. Shuman, “1973 Variations of Hurrican Heat Potential
in the Philippine Sea and the Gulf of Mexico ,” 1974.
(Advisor: D. F. Leipper).
R. T. Simril, “High Frequency Temperature Fluctuations in the
Atmospheric Boundary Layer ,” 1975. (Advisor: N. E. J.
Boston).
R. C. Smith, Jr., “Ocean Swell Wave Groups from Wave Record
Analysis, ” 1974. Also, Technical Report NPS—585mTh7403l.
(Advisor: W. C. Thompson).
R. M. Smith, “Breaking Wave Criterion on a Sloping Beach ,”
1976. (Advisor : E. B. Thornton) .
W. E. Solomon, Jr., “An Evalua tion of the Integrated Column
Scattering Strength Used in Current Fleet Range Pre-
diction Models ,” 1975. (Advisor: E. D. Traganza).
3. B. Taylor, “Marine Microfouling in Monterey Harbor,” 1977.
(Advisor: E. C. Haderlie).
D. L. Thompson, “Biofouling Organisms and Their Sa 1 inity
Tolerances,” 1977. (Advisor: E. C. Haderlie) .
L. M. Thorne, “The Effects of Heat Exchange and Thermal
Advection on the Rate of Change of Temperature at Ocean
Weather Station NOVEMBER,” 1974. (Advisor: R. H. Bourke).
R. N. Trapnell, Jr., “Ocean Thermal Structure Response to a
Moving Hurricane Model,” 1974. (Advisor ; D. F. Leipper
and R. L. Elsberry).
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey , Cal ifornia
DEPARTMENT OF OCEANOGRAPHY
MASTERS THESES DIRECTED ( C o n t ’ d .)
C. S. Veitia—Garcia , “Bed Shear Stress Coefficient Within the
Surf Zone ,” 1977. (Advisor: E. B. Thornton).
M. B. C. Viera, “Time-Series Study of Sanding in Ventura
Harbor, Cal i fornia ,” 1974. Also, Technical Report
NPS-58ViTh74O32. (Advisor : W . C. Thompson)
S. E. Wheeler, “Marine Fog Impact on Naval Operations,” 1974.
Also , Technical Report NPS-58Wh7409l. (Advisor : D. F.
Leipper).
J. L. Wiggins, “Implications of the Emerging Law of the Sea
to the U. S. Navy,” 1974. (Advisor: N. E. J. Boston
and R. von Pagenhardt).
A. W. Winter , “Environmental Factors Affecting Sea/Beach
Solid Cargo Transfer,” 1976 . (Advisor: W. C. Thompson).
G. L. York , “Statistical Studies of World-Wide Secchi Data,”
1974. Also Technical Report NPS-58Tx7403l. (Advisor :
S. P. Tucker) .
H. Yuce, “Numerical Investigation of the Dynamics of the
Sea of Marmars,” 1976. (Advisor: 3. B. Wickham).
W. J. Zuberbuhler and 3. A. Roeder , “Oceanography ,
Mesostructure and Currents of the Marginal Sea Ice





DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
G. Cantin , W. J. Strange , and A. E. Kibler , A Comparison of Various
Computer Codes, paper presented at the ADINA Conference , M.I.T.,
Auguest 4-5 , 1977, preprints distributed at the conference. The
paper will also be included in an M.I.T. report.
T. E. Cooper , R. S. Field , and J. F., Meyer , “Liquid Crystal Thermo-
graphy and Its Application to the Study of Convective Heat
Transfer ,” presented at the 15th National Heat Transfer Conf.,
San Francisco; published in the Journal of Heat Transfer,
Vol. 97, Series C , No. 3, 1975.
A. E. Fuhs , A. Roberts , H. L. Hodgkins , and P. J. Waltrup , “An
Evaluation of Performance of External Burning Assisted Projec-
tiles ,” (U), 11t h JANNAF Combustion Meeting Proceedings , 1974.
Paper is classified confidential. CPIA Publication 261 ,
December 1974.
A. E. Fuhs , G. W. Gordon , and J. W. Leonard , “Fiber Optic and Laser
Digital Pressure Transducers ,” Vol. 34, AIAA Progress Series in
Aeronautics and Astronautics , Instrumentation for Airbreathing
Propulsion , MIT Press , pp. 217-224 , 1974.
A. E. Fuhs , and 0. Biblarz , “Density Changes in a Laser Cavity
Including Wall Reflections and Kinetics of Energy Release ,
“AIAA Paper No. 73-141 , 11th Aerospace Sciences Meeting , Wash-
ington , DC , January 1973 , AIAA Journal 12 , pp. 1083-1089 , 1974.
A. E. Fuhs , “Introduction to Distortion Induced Eng ine Instability, ”
AGARD LS 72, pp. 1—19 , 1974.
A. E. Fuhs , and A. Roberts , “Analysis of Propulsion for Gun Launched
Projectiles ,” 12 Joint Army Nasa Air Force (JANNAF ) Propulsion
Meeting 1975.
A. E. Fuhs , “Diagonostics and Eng ine Condition Monitoring ,” Lead
Article in Book by Same T i t l e , AGARD Conference Proceedings
No. 165 , pp. 1-19 , June 1975.
A. E. Fuhs “Propagation of Laser Beams Which Are Rapidly Slewed ,”
Proceedings of the Technical Program , Electra—Optical Systems
Design International Laser Conference - 1975 Exposition .
Proceedings published by Industrial and Scientific Conference
Management , Inc ., Chicago , IL , pp. 601—609 , 1975.
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A. E. Fuhs , and W. Smithey, “Base Pressure Calculations with
External Burning ,” Vol. 40, AIAA Progress Series in Astro-
nautics and Aeronautics , Aerodynamics of Base Combustion,
M I T  P r es s , pp.  4 0 7 — 4 2 4 , 1976 .
A.  E.  F uhs , and S. E .  Fuhs , “ Ph ase D i s t o r t i o n  at  Hi gh  S u b s o n i c
Mach Numbers for a Small Perturbation Laser Turret ,” Pro-
ceedings of the Electro—Optics/Laser Converence — 1976.
Proceedings published by Industrial and Scientific Confer-
ence Management , Inc., Chicago , 1976.
A. E. Fuhs , W . W. Denner , M . Kelleher , W. Clifford , R. Erman ,
R .  S t o l f i , R .  H. Bourke , and P.C.C. Wang, “Self P r o p e l l e d
Icebe r g . ” Paper  p r e s e n t e d  by A.  E.  Fubs  at the  1st Inter-
n a t i o n a l  C o n f .  on I c e b e r g  U t i l i z a t i o n  f o r  F r e s h  W a t e r  Pro-
duction , Weather Modification and Other Applications , Ames ,
IA , October 2-6 , 1977 . Paper to be published in Proceedings.
A.  E .  Fuhs , R .  S t ol f i , P . C . C .  W a n g ,  R. Bourke , LT R. Erman , USN ,
and LT W. Clifford , USN , “ I c e  Moving  in Sea W a t e r . ” Paper
presented by R . S t o l f i  at the  F i r s t  I n t e r n a t i o n s  C o n f .  on
Icebe rg U t i l i z a t i o n  f o r  F r e s h  W a t e r  P r o d u c t i o n , W e a t h e r
M o d i f i c a t i o n  and O t h e r  A p p l i c a t i o n s , Ames , IA , Octobe r 2 — 6 ,
1977.  Pape r to be p u b l i s h e d  in P r o c e e d i n g s .
A.  E .  F uh s , W.  W.  D e n n e r , W .  C l i f f o r d , R. E r m a n .  R. S t o l f i , R . H .
Bou rke , and P . C . C .  Wang , “ S e l f  P r o p e l l e d  Icebe rg U s i n g  OTEC
T e c h n o l o g y . ” A c c e p t e d  f o r  p r e s e n t a t i on by A l l e n  E .  F u h s  at
5th Ocea n T h e r m a l  E n e r g y  C o n v e r s i o n  ( O T E C )  C o n f e r e n c e , M a i m i
Be ach , F l o r i d a , Feb .  2 0 - 2 4 , 1978. W i l l  be p u b l i s h e d  in
C o n f e r e n c e  P r o c e e d i n g s .
C. J. Garrison , “Dynamic Response of Floating Bodies ,” presented
at the Offshore Technology Conf., Houston , Texas , 1974, and
published in the Proceedings , Paper No. O.T .C. 2137.
C. J. Garrison ,”Wave Forces on Large Volume Structures -- a Com-
parison Between Therory and Model Test ,” Paper No. O.T.C.
2137 , presented at the Offshore Technology Conference , Houston ,
Texas , 1974 and published in the  P r o c e e d i n g s .
C. J. Garrison , “Numerical Solution of Free—Surface Flow Problems ,”
Proceedings of the 10th Symposium on Naval Hydrod ynamics, 1974.
T. M . Houlihan , “ O p t i c a l Propagation in the Marine Environment ,”
presented at the 4th California Polytechnical Measurement
Science Conference , Section 74-5 , and published in the Pro—
ceedings , 1974.
T. M. Houlihan , “Development of Oil Pollution Monitor , ” with LTJG
Bruce Tyler , Oceans 76, WDC , Sept. 76.
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T. M . Houlihan , “MIDAS — A Microprogrammable , Integrated Data
Acquisition System ,” with LCDR J. Plunkett , IEEE Conf. on
Microcomputers , Oklahoma City, OK , April 1977.
T. M. Houlihan , “Development of Shipboard Pollution Monitoring
System ,” with T .  B.  Tyler , LT W. Gongaware , 23rd National
Symposium , ISA , Charleston , WV , May 1977.
T. M. Houlihan , “MIDAS - A Microprogrammable Integrated Data
Acquisition System , “ with LCDR J. Sturges , 1st Rocky
Mountain Symposium on Microcomputers , Pingree Park ,
Colorado , August 1977.
T. M. Houlihan , “Curved Wall Boundary Layer Flow ,” with K.R.L. Perera ,
70th Annual Meet - AICHE , New York , NY , November 1977.
T. M . Houlihan , “Laser Propagations in the Marine Boundary Layer ,”
with K. L. Davidson , 15th Midwest Conf. on Mechanics , Chicago ,
IL , March  1977.
T. M . Houlihan , “Shipboard Observations of Optical Turbulence
Parameters ,” with K. L. Davidson , CANCAM Conference , Vancouver ,
BC , June 77.
T. N. Houlihan , “An Examination of Scaling Laws for CT
2 in the
Layer Adjacent to Ocean Waves ,” Proc SPIE Conf . on Propagation
thru Turbulent Media , San Diego , CA , Sept. 77, with K. L.
Davidson , C. Fairall , and G. Schacher.
T. N. Houlihan , “Properties of Small Scale Turbulence in Fog,”
with K. L. Davidson , 5th Symposium on Turbulence , Univ. of
Missouri — Rolla Ro lla , MO , October 1977.
T. M. Houlihan , “Observational Results on Marine Fog Related
Variation of Small Scale Turbulence Parameters (C 2 and c)” ,
with K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall and G. Schacher , ~ptica1Propagation through Turbulence , Rain and Fog, Univ . of
Colorado , Boulder , CO , Aug . 1977.
T. M. Houlihan , “Observation of the Marine Inversion with a
Shipboard Acoustic Sounder ,” with K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall ,
and G. Schacher , Optical Propagation throug h Turbulence ,
Rain , and Fog , Univ . of Colorado , Boulder , CO , Aug . 1977.
T. M. Houlihan , “Measurements of Attitude Dependence of Atmos-
pheric Turbulence ,” with K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall and G.
Schacher , Optical Propagation through Turbulence , Rain and
Fog , University of Colorado , Boulder , CO , August 1977.
T. M. Houlihan , “An Examination of Scaling Laws for C~
2 in the
Layer Adjacent to Ocean Waves ” with K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall
and G. Schacher , Optical Propagation through Turbulence ,
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T. N. Houlihan , “Properties of Small Scale Turbulence in Fog, ”
with K. L. Davidson , 5th B i e n n i a l  Sympos ium c-~n Turbulence ,Univ. of Missouri , Ro ll a  Ro lla , MO , October  L 9 7 7.
T. M. Houlihan , “Shipboard Measurement of Small Scale Turbulence
P r o p e r t i e s,” with K. L. Davidson 15th Midwestern Mechanics
Conference , Univ. of Illinois , C h i c a g o , IL , March 1977.
T. N. Houlihan , “Observations of Elevated Layers in Marine Fog
f rom Shi pboard Acoustic Sounder Measuremen ts ,” with K. L .
Davidson , C. Fairall , and G. Schacher , 5th Annual Marine
Fog Investigation Program Review , Buffalo , NY , April 1977 .
T. M. Houlihan , “Proper ties of Small Scale Turbulence in Marine
Fog,” with K. L. Davidson , C.  F a i r a l l , and G. Schacher , 5th
A n n u a l  M a r i n e  Fog Inves tiga t ion P r o g r a m  R e v i e w , B u f f a l o , NY ,
April 1977.
T. M. Houlihan , “Evaluations of Stability Scaling Laws for Marine
Fog Reg imes ,” with K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , and G. Schacher ,
5th Annual Marine Fog Investigation Program Review , Buffalo ,
NY , April 1977.
T. N. Houlihan , “Comparisons of Turbulent Parameters Obtained
f r o m  Shi pboard Measurements and from Synoptic Scale Objective
Anal yses (FNWC),” with K. L. Davidson , C. Fairall , and G.
Schacher , 5th Annual Marine Fog Investigation Program Review ,
B u f f a l o , NY , April 1977 .
T. M . Houlihan , and K. L. Davidson , “Laser Propagation in the
Marine Boundary Layer ,” presented at the annual meeting of Sea
Sys tems Command , Hydro-Mechanics Advisory Committee (SEAHAC)
Annual Mee ting , Sec tion 74—8 , 1975 , and p u b l i s h e d  in the
Proceedings.
N. 0. Ke-leher , R. J. Hansen , R. C. Little and M. M . Reischman ,
“Stability and the Laminar-to-Turbulent Transition in Pipe
Flows of Drag-Reducing Polymer Solutions ,” Inte rnational
Conference on Drag Reduction , Cambrid ge , Eng l and , 1974.
M . D.  K e l l e h e r , “Effects of Gravity on Gas-Loaded Variable Con-
ductance Heat Pipes ,” to be read at the 2nd I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Heat Pipe Conference , Bologna , Italy, 1976.
P. J. Marto , “Performance Characteristics of Rotating Wickless
Hea t  Pi pes ,” 2nd International Heat Pipe Conference , Bologna ,
Italy, pp. 281—291 in the Proceedings, 1976.
P. J. Marto , “ Nucleate Boiling in Thin Liquid Films ,” with D. K.
Mackenzie and A. D. Rivers , AIChE Symposium Series , Vol. 73 ,
N O . 1 6 4 , pp .  2 2 8 — 2 3 5 , 1977.
P. J. Marto , I n c i pient Nuclea te Boiling of Freon 113 in Thin Films ,”
with Soehana , Society of Engineering Science , Proceedings of
the 14th Annual Meeting, Lehigh , PA. pp. 509—519 , Nov . 1977.
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R. E .  Newton and D. I~. Atchison , “Response of a Ring-stiffenedCylinder to an Acoustic Blast Wave ,” read at the Second
International Symposium on Finite Element Methods in Flow
Problems , Rapallo , Italy, 1976.
D. H. Nguyen , “Transient Solutions of the Nonlinear Nuclear
Reactor with Various Feedbacks ,” presented at Am. Nucl. Soc .,
1974.
D. H. Nguyen , Space—Timed Solutions of Nonlinear Reactor Dynamics
by Finite Element Method ,” presented at Am. Mud, Soc., 1975.
D. H. Nguyen , “Space-Time Solutions of Multigroup Nonlinear Reactor
Dynamics Equations by NRK Method ,’ to be presented at the
American Nuclear Society Annual Meeting , Toronto , Canada , June
1976.
R. H. Nunn and L. H. Smith , “Aerod ynamic Characteristics of
Axisynunetric Body Undergoing a Uniform Pitching Motion ,”
presented at American Intitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA ) 8th F lu id  and P lasma  D y n a m i c s  C o n f e r e n c e , 1975 , A I AA
Paper number 75-838.
A. .7. Perkins and G. R. Edwards , “Thermomechanical Characterization
of Alloys Exhibiting Martensitic Thermoelasticity, ” presented
at the International Symposium on Shape Memory Effects and
Applications , Toronto , May 1975 , and published in the Proceedings.
A.  .7. Perkins , “A Case History Approach to Teaching a Materials
Engineering Service Course ,” presented at ASEE Materials
Division Symposium on Courses in Materials Emphasizing Eng ineering
1975 ASEE Annual Meeting, Colorado State University, Jul 1975.
A. J. Perkins and C. R. Edwards , “Martensitic Transformation
cycling Debris and Strain-Reversible Martensi tic Deformation
Effects (Shape Memory Effects) in Ni-Ti Alloys ,” ASM 1975
Materials Science Symposium , Cin cinnati , Ohio , Nov. 1975.
A. .7. Perkins and G. R. Edwards , “Therinomechanical Characteristics
Limiting the Mechanical Utility of Strain-Reversible Marten-
sitic Deformation (Shape Memory Effects) in Ni—Ti Alloys ,”
TMS—AIME 1976 Annual Meeting Las Vegas , Nevada , Feb. 1976.
A. .7.  Pe rk ins , W. H.  Luebke and .7.  M . Todd , “ E f f e c t s  of Micro-
— structure on Corrosion of Zinc Allo ys in Saltwater ,” TMS—AIME
Annual Meeting , At lan ta , Ma rch 1977 (P r e s e n t a t i o n  & Abstract )
A. .7.  Perk ins , “Shape Memory Effects Associated With Strain-
R eversible  ? I ar t e n s i t i c  Defoma t ion :  Correlation of Structural
Features and Mechanical Behavior ,” International Conference
on Ma r t e n s i t i c  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s , May 16-20 , 1977 , Kiev. USSR.
Full Paper in Proceedings.
A. .7. Perkins , T. Katan , and .7.  Savory, “Observations in an
Oper a t ing  Zinc  Pore Electrode , ” E lec t roch emical  Society Meet ing ,
A t l an ta , Oc t. 9—14 , 1977. (presentation and abstract )
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D. Salinas , and R. Ball , “Some Structural Problems in Gun Launched
Rocket Motors ,” JANNAF , Monterey, CA , 1974.
D. Salinas , and D. Nguyen , “Finite Element Solution of a nonlinear
N u c l e ar R e a c t o r Dy nam ics Prob lem ,” Inter. Conf. on Comp .
Methods in Nonlinear Mechanics , Austin , Texas , 1974.
T. Sarpkaya , “On the Performance of Hydrofoils in Dilute Polox
So lu t i ons ,” presented at the International Conference on
Drag Reduction , Univ . of Cambrid ge , published in the Proceed-
ings of the British Hydromechanics Research Association ,
(BHRA) 1974.
T. Sarpka ya , “Forces on Cylinders Near a Plane Boundary in a
Sinusoidall y O s c i l l a t i n g  F l u i d ,” Presented at the ASME Winter
Annual Meeting, Dec. 1976. Published later as Journal of
Fluids Eng ineering, ASME Tr a n s . ,  V o l .  98 , No. 3 , pp. 499—505 ,
1976.
T. Sarpkaya , “Vortex Shedding and Resistance in Harmonic Flow
about Cylinders ,” presented at the International Conference
on the  behavior  of Offshore Structures held at Trondheim ,
Norway, August 1976.
T. Sarpkaya , “In-Line and Transverse Forces on Cylinders near a
Wall in Oscillatory Flow at High Reynolds Numbers ,” pre-
sented at the Offshore Technology Conference , Houston , TX.,
May 1977.
T. Sarp kaya , “H y drodynainic  Resistance in Harmonic Flow ” pre-
sented at the annual meeting of the Royal Institution of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers , April 1977 , London.
T. Sarpkaya , “Hy droeleastic Oscillations in Stead y Flow ” and
“Resistance itt Unstead y Flow ” presented at the Canadian
Cong ress of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics , June 1977 ,
Vancouver , Canada.
T. Sa rpkaya , “ F l u i d  Forces  on O s c i l l a t i n g  C y l i n d e r s , ” pr esented
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M E C H A N I C A L  E N G I N E E R I N G  D E P A R T M E N T
JOURNAL PUBLICAT IONS
J. E. Brock , “An Experiment on the Vibration of Cantilevers ,”
accepted for publication by IJMEE. (International Journal
of Mechanical Engineering Education.)
.7. E. Brock , “A Simple Model of Oblate Earth ,” acc epted for
publication by IJMEE.
.7. E.  Brock , “Simple Snap-throug h Behavior of a prismatic Bar ,”
accepted for publication by IJMEE.
J. E. Brock , “A Simple Laboratory Experiment in Plaxtic Bending ,”
accepted for publication by IJMEE.
.7. E. Brock , “Buckling of Simple Elastic Structures —- a Compli-
cated and Deceptive Subject. Accepted for publication by IJMEE.
.7. E .  Brock , “Lower Bounds for Gravest Torsional Frequencies ,”
accepted for publication by the Journal of Applied Mechanics.
3. E.  Brock , “An Euler Buckling Eigensystent for a Nonprismatic
Strut ,” accepted for publication by the Journal of Applied
Mechanics.
J. B. Brock , “Two Fundamental Points in Mechanics ,” International
Journal of Mechanical Eng ineering Education, Vol . 2, No.1, 1974.
3. E. Brock , “On the Delayed Hot Water Problem ,” with C. Comstock
and A. Zargary, Journal of Heat Transfer, Vol . 96, Ser. C.
No. 2, 1974.
3. E. Brock , “Anal ytic Treatment of Minimum Weight Design of
Cantilevers ,” Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol . 41, Ser. B,
No. 2, 1974.
3. E. Brock , “Lebesque Sets of Integers for Composing Mechanics
Problems , m t .  J. Mech. Eng . Educ ., Vol. 2, No. 2. pp.11-12 ,
April 1974.
3. E. Brock , “What is a Slender Rigid Rod , m t .  J. Me ch. Eng. Educ .,
Vol . 3, No. 3, pp. 203—208 , 1975.
— 3. E. Brock , “A Classroom Example for Strength of Materials , m t .
3. Mech. Eng . Educ ., Vol. 3, No 1, pp. 17-20 , 1975.
3. E. Brock , “The Inertia Tensor for a Spherical Triangle ,” Journal
of App lied Mechanics , Vol. 42 , Ser. B , No. 1 , p. 239 , March
1975. (Vol. 97 of Trans. ASME.)
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J. B. Brock , “Some Remarks on Plates and Shells ,” IJMEE, Vol. 4,
No.  1, pp.  3 — 5 , 1976.
3. E .  Brock , “ A s y m m e t r i c  Moment Loading of Annular Elastic Plates ,”
Journal of Applied Mechanics , Vol. 43 , Ser. E., No. 2 ,
pp. 353—355 , June 1976.
3. E. Brock , “Dunkerley-Mikhlin Estimates of Gravest Frequency of
a Vibrating System ,” ASME Paper 76-APM-33 , Journal of
Appl ied  Mech an i c s .
J. B.  Brock , “An Improved Derivation of the Dunkerley-Mikhlin
F o r m u l a ,” The Shock and Vibration Bulle tin, No. 47, Part 2,
pp.  17—18 , Sep te mber  1977.
3. E .  Brock , “Flexibility Analysis of L-bends ,” Heating, Piping
and Air Conditioning, Volume 51 , No. 9, pp. 89-90 , Sept. 1977 .
G .  Ca n t i n , G .  Lo ubi gn ac , a nd C.  Touzot , “ C o n t i n u o u s  S t re s s  F i e l d s
in Finite Element Analysis ,” accepted  and published in the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Journal,
November 1977.
T. E. Cooper , “An Experimental Investig a t i o n  of t he  Tempera ture
Field Produced by a Cryosurg ical Cannula ,” with W. K.
Petrovic , submitted and accepted for publication in the
ASME Jo u r n a l  of H e a t  T r a n s f e r .
T . B.  Coope r , and R. G. Katz , “ L iq u i d  C r y s t a l  D i s p l a y  of the
Tempera ture Fields produced by Radio-Frequency Emitting
Electrodes ,” presented and published by the ACEMB.
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